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1.0 Introduction 

The groundfish fisheries in the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) [3 :o 200 miles o:Tshore] off Alaska are 
managed under the Fishery Management Plan for the Ground fish Fisheries of the Gulf of Alaska and the 
Fishery Management Plan for the Groundfish Fisheries of the Buing Sea and Aleutian Islands Area. Both 
fishery management plans (FMP) were developed by the North Pacific Fishery Management Council 
(Council) under the Magnuson Fishery Consecvatior. ar:d Management Act (Magnuson Act). The Gulf of 
Alaska (GOA) FMP was approved by the Secretary of Commerce and become effective in 1978 and the 
Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands Area (BSA[) :'MP become effective in 1982. 

Actions taken to amend FMPs or implement other regulations governing the ground fish fisheries must meet 
the requirements of Federal laws and regulations. [n addition to the Magnuson Act. the most important of 
these are the National Environment,:il Policy Act (?'iEPA), the Endangered Species Act (ESA). the Marine 
Mammal Protection Act (cv1MPA), Executive Order (E.O.) 12866, and the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RfA). 

NEPA. E.O.12866 and the RFA require a description of the purpose and need for the proposed action as well 
as a description of alternative actions which may address the problem. This information is included in this 
document. The document also contains information on the biological and environmental impacts of the 
alternatives as required by NEPA, as well as a Regulatory [mpact Review (RlR) which addresses the 
requirements of both E.O. !2866 and the RFA that economic impacts of the alternatives be considered. It 
also contains the Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (FRFA) required by the RFA which specifically 
addresses the impacts of the proposed action on small entities. 

This Environmental Assessment/Regulatory lr.:pact Review/Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 
(EA/R.JR/FRFA) examines a series of alternatives for an Improved R.etention/lmproved Utilization 
mana~ement re~ime for a11 GOA ,zround;ish fisheries. managed under that re2ion's F!VlP,"" - ..., __, '-' 

1.1 Purpose of and Need for the Action 

011 September 20, 1996, the Council unanimously approved an amendmem to the Bering Sea and Aleutian 
Islands Groundfish Fisher; \!anagement Pbn implementing an Improved Retention/Improved Utilization 
(I R/lt;) program for the ground fish fisheries of those management areas. The Council further moved to 
develop a "...substantially equivalent" program for the groundfish fisheries of the Gulf of Alaska 
management area. Specifically, the Council proposed that commercial ground fish fisheries operating in the 
GOA be required to reduce discards by retaining (some) groundfish species which have historically been 
discarded bycatch. 

When the Council subsequently met in December 1996. it formally adopted the following Problem Statement 
for the GOA IR!IU amendment proposal: 

The objective of tht: Council in under1aking 'impro 1:ed retention and improved wili:ation · 
regufc:ttonsfor GuU"of.·Uaska groundfishjlsheries cent1;1rs on the same basic concern that motivated 
an !Rl!Uprogram in the BS.A.I ground/lsh}tsheries: that is. economic: discards ofgroundj!sh carch 
are at unacceptably high f~vels. An JR/IU program for the GOA -.,,.-ould be expected to provide 
incentives for fishermen lo O\t'Oid umrcmted catch. increase uti/i::otion ofj!sh thar are raken, and 
reduce overall discarcbi oj\vhoie jlsh, consistent with currt!ttl :'vfagnuson-Stei·ens Acr provisions. 
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In addition. the Council recogni=es the potential risk of preemption of certain existing GOA 
groimdfishjisheries which couid occur in response to economic incentives displacing capacity and 
effort from BSA! !R/[Ujisheries. This risk can be minimized if substcmtial(v equivalent IR/flj 
regulations are simultaneously implemented for the GOA. 

To this end, as part of the BSAI IR/1U management action, the Council proposed an implementation date of 
January l, 1998, with the explicit expectation that the GOA [R/IU pn:;gram cou!d be developed, evaluated, 
and (if warranted) adopted by the Council and submitted for Secretarial approval, for implementation on the 
same, January 1, 1998, date. 

1.2 The GOA IR/TU Amendment Proposal 

In connection with development of t,he BSAI IR/{U amendment, the Council appointed an industry working 
group to examine some of the key implementation issues associated with mandated changes in grnundfish 
catch retention and utilization. Following its final action on the BSAI program in September 1996, the 
Council reconfigured this lR/1U industry working group to better reflect GOA interem and concerns. The 
Council asked that the group meet and report back to ic with specific recommendations for the GOA-version 
of iR/IU. On the basis of those recommendations, and fol[owing AP and public testimony at its December 
l 996 meeting, the Council adopted a preiiminary Gulf of Alaska IR/lU program for analysis. 

The sped fie detatls of the GOA IR/IU proposal are substantially equivalent to (i.e., an extension of) the 
program adopted for the BSAL Th(s ENRlR/FRFA builds upon the rechnical analysis; AP, SSC, and public 
testimony~ and Council debate which produced the BSAf IR/IU amendment. As a result. the GOA proposal, 
and supporting analysis, focuses on two retention alternatives and rwo utilization aiternacive. 

Th,;; proposed IRJ1U action would pertain only to Gulf of Alaska groundfish fisheries. It would, however, 
extend to a[I gear-types and require l 00% retention of pol lock, Pacific cod and the 'shallow water' flatfish 
complex. 

The GOA 'sha!!ov, water' flatfish complex is composed of rock sole. yellowftn sole, ·butter sole. English 
sole. starry flounder, Petrale sole, sand sole, Alaska plaice, and other flounders. When fully impkmenced, 
[R/1U would mandate !00% retention of each of these species, whenever present in any ground fish fishery 
in the Gulf. Some of these species are currently marketable, while others are not. If bycatch composition 
is predominantly marketable flatfish species. the impact of l 00% retention will be substantially smaller than 
if it is composed predominantly of unmarketable species. 

The l 00'% retention requirement for pollock: and P .cod wou[d be mandated for all operations beginning 
immediately upon implementation of this FMP amendment (presumably, January I, 1998). !n the case of 
the 'shallow water' flatfish comptex, the proposed GOA IR/IU action would delay implementation of the 
l 00% retention requirement for a period of five years following initial implementation. The sped fie 
elements of the Council's GOA [R/IU proposal are described below. 

For purposes of the ana!ysis which follows, the improved retention and improved urilization alternatives 
proposed by the Council will be contrasted with rhe requisite status quo, or no-action, a!ternative. 1 

A much more extensive suite of IRJ!U alternatives and sub-options were e:<amined, in-depth, within rhe 

context of the BSAI IR!!U EA/RlR/FRfA. Indeed. over the ff'Ore than iwo years during which lR/[U w::is 
devdoped. debated. and ultimately adopted for the BS.:.i.f, numerous regulatory and structural alternatives were 
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L2.l Improved Retention Alternative [Preferred Alternative] 

The [mproved Retencion Alternative is an inclusive regulatory approach emp[oying a 'species-based' 
compliance criterion for GOA groundfish fisheries, and extending IR regulations to al! gear-types.' GO.A. 
IR mandates the retention of 100% of the Alaska pol lock, Pacific cod, and ·shallow-water t1atfish cornpkx. 
whenever present in the catch of any GOA ground fish fishery. For example, if bycatches of pollock, Pacific 
cod, or shallovv water flatfish, were present in the catch of an Atka mackerel target operation, or a sablefish 
target operation, or an arrowtooth tlounder operation (or any other GOA ground fish target fishery), then thar 
operator would be required to retain 100% of that po!tock, Pacific cod, and/or 'shallow water' flatfish, once 
IR/[U was fuliy implemt!nted,; 

The Council did, however, explicitly acknowledged the possible differential implicatrons of iR for the 
specific species of concern. That i,;, the Councit surmised, based upon the BSAI anatysis, that requiring 
immediate 100% retention of pollock and Pacific cod (species ,vhich are 'fully subscribed') could potentially 
have substantially different economic and operational implications for existing GOA ground fish fisheries 
rhan would an equivalent requirement to immediately retain l 00% of the shallow water flatfish present in 
the catch, The Council, therefore, proposed a five-year delay (from the time of implementation of the GOA 
IR/IU program) tn implementing the I 00% retention requirement for 'shallow water' flatfish. This provision 
is substanrially equivalent to the five-year delay in implementation of the l 00% retention requirement in 
the BSA! program for yel!owfin and rock sole. 

Umlertlle GOA IR Alternative, 100% retention ofpol{ock and Pacific cod would be required of all GOA 
groundfisltfisltery participants, beginning in the first year oflite JR/JU program. Retention requirements 
for bycatch ofshallow water flaiftSh would, however, be postponed for five-years, at wltic/1 time the 100% 
retention requiremeilt would e:i:tend to tltis species cample.r, as well. 

That is, if the lR/lU program is adopted and implemented in 1998 (as anticipated by the Council). 100% of 
the po!lock and Pacific cod catch, in any and all groundfish fisheries in rhe GOA will be mand:uory. No 
specific retention requirement would be applied to sha1iow water flatfish at that time, However, under the 
tive-year delay (assuming 1998 as ,he starting date), beginning in 2003 and every year thereafter, retenrion 
of l 00¾ of the catch of· shat!ow water' flatfish in any GOA ground fish fishery wou!d also be required. 

proposed, examined, o.nd rejected. in favor ot'the set of alternatives summarized within the current documo:ot. For a 
complete treatment reter ro the BSA[ Amendment 49 EA/R!RlFRFA and rhe supporting adminisrro.rive record. 

" An alternative "target-based"' retention option was examined in detail within the series of BSAI !RllU 
imp!emem:uion analyses prep:1.red by N\IFS :rnd debared by the :\.?, SSC. and Counc:L The "target-base,r' oprion 
was ultimnte!y rejected. tn fovor of the broad.::r '·species-based .. appro:ich. The int-:rested re:ider may consul:, ! } th:: 
ano.lysis prepared by NMFS Alaska fisherii:::s Science Center and presenr::d lo th:: Council S::pt<embt:r l l, 1995, 
eruided: Increased R'o:f'o?ntion/lncre:ased f../ti!b:1tion !mp!ement,::uion Issues A.,·.rncicued with thi:! BS-fl /'.lid•Waf,;cr 
Pollock ,ind 8S..1 f Rock Sole Fisheries, and/or'.::} the transcripts of the S<:ptember 1995 Advisory P::wd and Council 
debar::s or' !R/[U, for an in•depch discussion of the pros and cons of the ··t:irgi:'t-bas-:d'" !R option. 

Subject m b::ing :n comp!i:rnce with other npp!ic::.ble regubt:ons, e,g., DFS. S:::: Section 5.0. 
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1.2.2 Improved Utilization Alternative [Preferred Alternative] 

The utit ization alternative rs intended to define the uses which may be made of retained catches of Aiaska 
poliock, Pacific cod, and (eventually) 'shallow ,vater' flatfish, under rRflU. As such, it pertains on!;;· to the 
use of these specific groundfish species, allowing all other groundfish species to be used (or discarded) at 
the discretion of the operator.~ Under the Council's BSA! IR/IU proposal, a total of three Utilization 
Options, plus the "status quo' alternative, were carefully and extensivety evaluated. On the basis of that 
analysiss, the Council determined that, for the GOA amendment, the utilizatlon option would paralki the 
preferred option under the IR/IU program approved for the BSAL That alternative is described below and 
analyzed in Section 5.0 of this EA/RlR/FRF A. 

Under cur.rent provisions of the MFCMA, the Secreta;y does nor have the authority to regulate on.shore 
processing of fish.6 The Council ha.s, nonetheless, assumed for purposes of this anatysis, that GOA IR/IU 
regulations wilt extend to the on-shore sector. This assumption has particularly significant implications 
within the GOA management context for two reasons. First, unlike the BSAI, the ground fish fisheries of the 
Gulf are dominated by the on-shore sector. In the r.vo base years. the split was approximately 75% on-shore, 
25% at-sea, The proposed !R/IU program cou!d not achieve its objectives if it was applicable only to roughly 
one-quarter of the ground fish fishing/processing activity in the region. 

Second, the expectation that IR/IU will extend to on-shore processing is important as it pertains to the 
relationship between the processing p!ant and the delivering vessel. Specifically, it is necessary that an !R/IU 
program require a processor to accept all pol!ock, Pacific cod, and 'shal!ow water' f1attish offered for 
delivery by vessels operating in IRl1U regulared GOA fisheries. [f such a requirement did not exist, rejection 
of deliveries wou!d effectively place the catcher-boat operator in an untenable position (i.e., unable to deliver 
and unabte to discard catch of iR regulated species). Thus, for any IR/1U management regime to be 
functionally viable, a primary point of delivery must be available to participating catcher vessels. 

[n al! other key respects, the Council's proposed Utilization Alternative for the GOA program exactly 
paralte!s that of the BSA( amendment, providing that: 

The retained catch ofthe ER.IfU groundfislt species ofconcern may he processed into any product form. 
regardless of wltt!tl1er or not the resulting product is suitable for direct human com1w1ption. T!te 
resulting product fvrm could, therefore, be meal, bait, or any other processed product. 

The GOA IU Alternative estabiisltes a minimum 15 percent utili::ation standard for each species of 
concem (i.e., po/lock and Pacific cod immediately upon implementation; 'shallow water' flatfish 
beginning five years after implementation) for alt ground.fish processors . 

.1 Subjecr. of course, to compliance with all other !t!ga! and regulatory requirem,!nts governing retention, 
discards, and discharges .:ir-se::i. 

5 See the Final EA/RlR/FRFA for Amendment 49 to ,he Ber:ng Sea ;md A!eucian Island Groundfish 

Management Plan. 

See discussion in section 8.0 Legal Aurhoriry 
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1.3 Defining Groundfish Discards 

The discarding of unprocessed ground fish from catcher vessels, processor vessels, or shoreside processing 
plants occur for principally t.vo reasons. In the first instance, a processor or vessel operacor is permitted to 
retain the fish, but voluntarily chooses not to, for various reasons. For example, owing to the race-for-fish, 
the operator may opt to retain only the highest valued fish within his or her .catch. Alternatively, physical 
!imitations on the capacity and/or capability of holding and/or processing equipment available at the time 
of harvest may induce discarding of otherwise ,vholesorne ground fish, in the round. And, on occasion, the 
demands of the marketplace may result in unprocessed groundftsh being discarded. These discards may 
appropriately be regarded as economic discards. 

The second general reason for discarding unprocessed groundfish is attributable to regulatory prohibitions 
on retention. rn these circumstances: the processor or vessel operator is not permitted to retain a particular 
species of fish and, thus, must return it, dead or alive, to the sea. This may occur when, for example, the 
directed fishery for a groundfish species has closed. [f the species is placed on "bycatch-only'' status, 
amounts in excess of a specified ceiling must be discarded. When the TAC for a ground fish species has been 
reached, all additional catch of that species must be discarded, i.e., the species assumes "prohibited" status. 
These discards are appropriately termed regulatory discards. Most discards of unprocessed ground fish in 
the GOA. groundfish fisheries are likely economic, rather than regulatory. 7 

IA Estimating Catch and Discards 

The source of discard estimates employed in this analysis depends on how total catch is estimated for a 
particular vessel or processor. For catcher/processors and mothership vessels with NMFS-c.ertified observers 
onboard, the NMFS "blend" database is used to estimate total catch by species. 

[n the case of at-sea processing operations without a NMFS-certified observer on board. the agency uses the 
estimates of discards provided by the processor on the WPR. For unobserved catcher vessels delivering to 
shoreside processing plants, NMFS applies information about the weight and species composition of discards 
from observed catcher vessels operating in the same area, using the same gear-type, and participating in the 
same directed fishery. 

For fish landed and then discarded from shoreside processing plants. Nr-lFS uses infonnation supplied by 
processors on WPRs about the weight and species composition ot· plant discards, regardless of whether the 
plant is observed or unobserved. 

rt is di fficu It to assess the accuracy of either industry or observer estimates. In the case of at-sea operators. 
neither source provides direct measurement of discards, and once the discards are made, estimates cannot 
be verified. On-shore estimates, drawn from \VPRs, are no better documented, since they depend solely on 
the data supplied by the operation, itself, and are filed \vith NMFS well ;itter the disc;irds have been sorted 
and disposed of. making physical verification impossible. 

Another sourcs: of discards of who le fish in the GOA groundfish fisheries is associated with "proh ibitd 
species catch" (PSC). Composed or salmon. ha! ibut, herring, and crabs, these discards are a sptcial case of the 
'·regulatory discard'· category. PSC discards are not treated in the present analysis becaus.: ths:: IR/IU proposal does 
not dirs::ctly alter the regulatory status of this group ot· bycatch species. Indirect effects will be cited and referc:ncc:d. 
whc:re appropriate. 
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2.0 NEPA Requirements: Environmental Impacts of IR/TU 

An environmental assessment (EA) is required by the National Environmec,tei Poiic, ..\ct of 1969 (};EPA) 
to C:etc:-:r:ine whdher the 2ction considered \viii result in significan: imp2:ct en the human environment It 
the acrion is determined not to be significant based on an analysis of rek1,·am considerations, the EA and 
resultingflnding ofno significant impact (FONS[) would be the fo'.al environmental documents required by 
NEPA. An environmental impact statemem (EIS) mus: be prepared for major Federal actions significantly 
affecting the human environment. 

An EA must include a brief discussion of the need for the proposal, the alternatives considered, the 
environmental impacts of the proposed action and the alternatives, and a list of document preparers. The 
purpose and alternatives were discussed in Chapter LO, and the list of preparers is in Chapter l LO. This 
section contains the discussion of the environmental impacts of the alternatives including impacts on 
threatened and endangered species and marine mammals. 

The environmental impacts generally associated with fishery management act'ons are effects resulting from, 
( l) ham~st of fish stocks which may result in changes in food availability to predators and scavengers; (2) 
changes in the population structure of target fish stocks;(}) changes in the marine ecosystem community 
structure; ( 4) changes in the physical and biological structure of the marine environment as a result of fishing 
practices, e.g., effects of gear use and fish processing discards; and, (5) entanglement/entrapment of non• 
target organisms in active or inactive fishing gear. ft might be expected that any of the alternatives could 
have effocts related to {I), (J), and (4) above. 

A summary of ,he effects of the annual groundfish total allowable catch amounts on the bioiogical 
environment and associated impacts on marine mammals. seabirds. and other threatened or endangered 
species are discussed in the final environmental assessment for the annual gcoundfish total allowabie catch 
speci:ications (NMFS 1997). None of the GOA IR/lU alternatives would affect how annual groundfish total 
allowable catch amounts are determined. 

Possible ecological impacts of GOA IR/1U relative to the status c;uo would primarily occur through the 
decrease in the amounts of walleye pollack, Pacific cod, and 'shallow water' flatfish that are returned to the 
sea. Stock assessments of pollock, Pacific cod, and 'shallow water' flatfish already assume I 00¾ mortality 
of the discards of these species, so no change in the popuiation status of these species is anticipated due to 
any of the proposed options. However, the decrease in discards returned to the sea could result in a decrease 
in the amount of food available to scavengers and produce a decline in growth or reproductive output of 
species that rely on discards for a major portion of their food intake. Also. changes in energy flow to the 
detritus and local enrichment through an increase in processing waste (offal) could occur. 

2.1 Consumers of Discards and Fish Processing Offal 

Several years of groundfish food habits data collected by the Trophic Interactions Program at the Alaska 
Fisheries Science Center confirm the consumption offish processing offal by fish in the eastern Bering Sea, 
Aleutian Islands, and Gulf of Alaska. Estimates ot· the average percent by weight of offal in the diet of 
groundtish species in the Gulf of Alaska in 1990 and 1993 (Table 2.1 ). indicate a decline in the amount of 
offal in ch;;;; diet bet,.vei::n those ;'ears for Pacific cod. arro\vtooth flounder, and Pacific halibut. This may be 
a reflection of the decrease in the amount of offal production from at-sea processors due to the I993 
requirement for IOO¾ onshore ;:;rocessing ofpollock and 90% onshore proc,;:ssing of Paci tic cod. Ho1,vever, 
the contribution o:· offal to the diet o( sabkfish was the highest of the grou:,dtlsh sarc.pied and ren,a:ned 
relatively cor.sta:1t Oetween the t\VO years. Large percentages of offal in the diet of sablefish off th~ 
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\Vashington-OregonwCalifornla ccasts have als0 :Je~n observed 1 ranging fro:n 13-37~'0 of the diet (Buckley 
and Livingston, unpubl. manuscr.). Perhaps sablcfish, which live i~ deeper offshore waters that may have 
lower food abundances, have enhanced sensory capabilities that ef\abie them 10 more easily detect and find 

processing offal. 

An estimate of the am0t,nt of offal returned to the sea by at-sea and on-shore processors can be obtained 
from subtracting the total round weight of the ground fish catch retained and processed from the product 
weight These estimates of offal would include all fish substance (solid, liquid, and perhaps even gas) that 
is not par. of the final product. Estimated at-sea offal production for 199:i, for example, in the GOA was 
!3,303 mt round wt of the catch (32,260) - product wt ( 18,957)] and shoreside offal production was 
95,820 mt. A large proportion ( 40%) of the at-sea offal produced consisted of cod pans, while 61 % of the 
shoreside offal was from pol lock processing. Using the 1993 diet data on offal percentages in groundfish 
diets in Table 2.1 and estimates ofdaily ration and biomass for these ground fish populations, it appears that 
ground fish in the Gulf of Alaska have the potential to consume about 30% of the at-sea offal produced, This 
compares to an estimate of about 11 % of total discards consumed by fish and crab in a study area off 
Australia (Wassenburg and Hill, 1990). 

Other upper-trophic level scavenger species likely to benefit from offal production include sculpins, crabs, 
other predatory invertebrates, marine mammals (particularly pinnipeds), and marine birds such as gulls, 
kittiwakes, and fulmars. Studies performed in the Nor.h Sea and Australia indicate that birds are a likely 
recipient ofdiscards and offal thrown overboard during daytime and which do not immediately sink (Anon., 
1994; Evans et aL, 1994; Wassenburg and Hill, 1990), while crabs may be the first :o arrive in areas when 
discards reach the bottom (Wassenburg and Hill, I 987). Offal not consumed by these predators would 
presumably be cecomposed by bacteria and also become available as detritus for benthic filter-feeding 
invertebrates. 

Estimates are not available for consumption of whole animal discards by groundfish, marine mammals, or 
birds in the BSA! and GOA areas. When anaiyzing stomach contents of ground fish and birds. and scats of 
marine mammals, it is impossible to discern whether a whole animal in the stomach contents was consumed 
wlten alive or dead. Presumably. whole discards are con,umed by the same scavengers that consume 
unground offal. 



Table 2.1 Estimates of ,we rage percentages by weight of offal (fish processing waste in the diets 
of ground fish from the Gulf of Alaska during the summers of 1990 and 1993 

Ground/lsh predator ·90 

Year 
·93 

Pacific i.:;od 6.J l.7 

\Valleye pollock 0 0 

Arrowtooth flounder 1.6 0.5 

Sablefish 13 .8 16.9 

Pacific halibut }.9 0.2 

2.2 Offal and Discard .-\mounts 

Table 22 provides a summary of the magnitude of offal and discard amounts relative to catch in the GOA 
ground fish fisheries for l 995, under the status quo, and the bounds of possible changes in those amounts 
under improved retention and the ranges of possible produce recovery rares that might occur under the 
uci I ization option ( l 5¾ to [ 00%). Under the smtus quo oprion the weighr of offal returned to the sea is 
almost three times as large as th,;: weight of discards. About 60% of the retained catch is converted into offal. 
About 50% of the total catch becomes offal. while only 18% of the tota! catch is discarded whole. 
Obviously, when considering energy transfer in the ecosystem, offa[ production overshadows discard 
:i.mounts. The large proportion of the total catch returned to the sea as offal and discards could reduce any 
potential impacts of fishing to energy ioss in these areas. However, avai labi iity of the returned energy (as 
offal and discards) to various ecosystem components may differ from that of the undisturbed energy form 
(live fish). 

Ecosystem level concerns about discards and offal production primarily center on the possibility that these 
pract:ces might alter the regular paths of energy flow and balance and enhance the growth of scavenger 
populations, in the Gulf of A[aska, 40% of the discards are of arro.,vtooth tlounder and 33% are of the 
improved retention spedes of poliock. cod. and shallow-water flatfish. A:lhough over half of the offal 
produced is from po!!ock. most of the pol tock offot is produced shoreside, while the major portion (40%) of 
the at-sea offal is from cod processing. All of the ground fish species found to be consumers of offal (Table 
2. ! ) are also pred;:itors ot' pollock, but nor or' cod (Yang, 1993 ). Pacific cod and halibut are also documented 
consi:mers of arrowtooth flounder (Yang, ! 993 ). The scavenging birds (gu l[::;, fulmars. kittiwakes). do nm 
normally re!y heavily on pollod: or cod as their mair1 prey :n the Gulf of Alaska (DeGange and Sanger, 
1987), The annual consumptive capacity of (he scavenging groundfish (cod, halibut, sablefish, and 
arrowmoth flounder) in the Gulf of Alaska is estimated at 25'-1,000 mt, twice as large as the total amount 
of offal and discards in 1995 (Livingston, unpublished data). Since the species consuming the at-sea 
produced offal (mostly cod-dedved) and discards (primarily arrowrnoth flounder) do not normally rdy on 
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these species for their main prey, it appears that the practice or' returning them to the ocean under the status 
quo option may be disrupting regular paths of energy flow. Ho,vever. the magnitude of the offal and discards 
are relatively small if the total consumptive capacity of all the scavenger populations, including birds, crabs, 
sculpins, and other predatory invertebrates, were to be taken into account. 

(fall the newly retained fish under improved retention is converted to product with the minimum 15% 
product recovery rate (Table 2.2), then there is a decrease in discards as a fraction of total catch from 0.18 
to 0.12. However, 85% of this newly retained fish would become offal. with the corresponding increase: in 
the amount of offal relative to total catch. There is about a 2% decline in the total amount of dead organic 
material (offal+ discard) returned to the ocean from the aHea processing operations, or a decline of 543 mt, 
in absolute terms. 

If all the newly retained fish under improved retention is converted to product with the maximum possible 
product recover rate of !00% (Table 2.2) then there is again a decrease in discards as a fraction of total catch 
from 0.18 to 0.02. However, there is no increase in offal production relative to total catch. There is an 11 % 
decline in the total amount of dead organic material (offal+ discard) returned to the ocean from at-sea 
processing operations, or a decline of J,623 mt, in absolute terms. 

2.3 Changes in Detrital Flow 

Even if offal and discards are not used by the upper trophic level scavengers. the total amount of dead 
organic material (detritus) that would reach the bottom is probably small relative to other natural sources of 
detritus. Walsh and t'vlcRoy ( 1986) estimate detrital flow to the middle and outer shelf of the eastern Bering 
Sea to be 188 gCm·2 yr' 1 and ! 19 gCm·= yr' 1 , respectively. When converted to biomass over the whole ard, 
an estimated 506.9 million mt of naturally-occurring detritus goes to the bottom each year. Approximately 
28% ( 142.9 million mt), is unused (Walsh and Mc Roy, op. cit.). The total offal and discard production in 
the BSA!, as estimated for \994, was only 1% of the estimate of unused detritus already going to the bottom 
and only 0.J¾ of the total detritus. It is unknov,n what the total detrital flow is w the shelf areas of the Gulf 
of ...\!aska. but Feder and Jewett ( 1987) found the presence of benthically enriched areas in the GOA near 
to the . ..\laska Coastal Current with its entrained particulate organic carbon. This suggests a high natural 
detrital flow to at least some bottom regions of the GOA. 

Simulation model results of discard effects on energy cycling in the Gulf of Mexico (Browder, 1983) 
confirmed that discards, even in that region of relative!y high discard rates, tended to be a small portion ot
the dead organic material on the bottom. However, depending on model assumptions, changing the amount 
of discards through full utilization or through selective fishing methods had the potential to change 
populations of shrimp and its fish competitors. Uncertainty about the predation rates and assumptions about 
alternate prey utilization indicated a need for further research to fully understand and predict responses of 
populations to changes in food availability. Similar uncertainty about scavenger responses to changes in food 
availability and alternate prey exist for the Gulf of Alaska. However. the smal! changes in total offal and 
discard production in the Gulf of Alaska under the·proposed !R/lU options are an indication ofno significant 
impact on nows to the detritus. 

1 Assuming OA gCI I g dry weight and 0.5 g dry weight1 lg wet weight. and cota! middle shelf area= 4 x !O' 
km: and outer shelf area= 2.2 x !O' km:_ 
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Table 2.2 Su111111ary of offal and discard a111o·u11ts in the GOA groundlish lishcrics for· 1995 compared tu total aud rclai11cd catc

hypothctic:il a11101111ts under I111prnvcd Hctc1itiu11 (100% rctc11tiu11 of pollock, Pacific cod, and shallow-waler flatfish) 

Hypothetical wIw111I1 Hypolhetica/ w1w11nl 
(metric tow) or fraction (metric tom) ur froctim1 

A11101111t (metric tum) 1ritl115% PRR.for newly ivith JOO% PRRfur 11e,.,/y 

C11tn;on1 or (rul'(io11 retui11ed catch retained catch 

Retained c,t1d1 

(rou11J weigh!) 

DiscarJcd c.itch 

ToLil c:itch 

(retained I discards) 

Olfol 

(n:1aint:d rnd. wt · product wt) 

Offal I discanb 

I) isc,ml/l{ct.ii11nl catch 

I) isc1rd/Tut,il c.11d1 

0 ff.ii/Total catch 

(Uff;tl , di,card)/Tut,tl catch 

0 ITal/d iscards 

180,1 I 9 

39,272 

219,J')I 

I 09, 123 

I,18,3 95 

U.22 

0.18 

0.50 

0.68 

2.8 

193,018 

26,J7J 

2 I (),391 

120,087 

1116,'160 

0.14 

0.12 

0.55 

0.67 

4.5 

I93,0! 8 

26,373 

2J!J,J9) 

109,123 

135,496 

0.14 

0.12 

0.50 

0.62 

4.l 

h and 
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2A Scavenger Population Response 

Under the status quo rates of offal and discard production, most of the scavenger populations are not 
showing obvious signs of increase related to offal production. Sab\efish, the main ground fish consumer of 
offal, are exhibiting relatively stable population number and weight as evidenced from longline surveys in 
the GOA (Fujioka et al., 1996). Kittiwake population increases have been noted in Chiniak Bay, the site 
ot"offal disposal at Kodiak Island. However, the increases there occurred between the late 1970s and mid-
19805 (Hatch et al., 1993), apparently before offal disposal at that site began. The small changes in total 
offal and discard production relative to total catch and the evidence suggesting no linkage between offal and 

discards with any scavenger population trends under the existing system are an indication of no significant 
impact on scavenger populations. 

' _,:,- Changes in Local Enrichment 

Local enrichment and change in species composition in some areas might occur if discards or offal returns 
are concentrated there. There is evidence under the Starus Quo alternative that such effects have previously 
been seen in Orea Inlet in Prince William Sound and in Dutch Harbor, Alaska. Poor water quality and 
undesirable species composition have been cited (Thomas, l 994) as the result of the current policy for 
grinding fish offal released in inshore areas and the inadequate tidal flushing in that region. However, deep 
water waste disposal of offal in Chiniak Bay of Kodiak Island has not shown such problems (Stevens and 
Haaga, 1994). No apparent species composition changes, anaerobic conditions. or large accumulations of 
offal occurred in Chiniak Bay where such wastes have been dumped for over a decade. Local ocean 
properties (water depth and flow) and amount of waste discharged per year could be important factors 
determining the effect of near-shore disposal on local marine habitat and communities. Recent changes to 
the processing plant at Dutch Harbor have dramatically reduced the amount of offal and ground discards 
discharged in the last two years under the status quo. The adoption of improved retention could cause some 
increase in the amount of local enrichment due to disposal of the increased offal from shoreside processing 
of newly retained fish with product recovery rates less than I 00%. In 1995, the estimated amount of offal 
from GOA shoreside processing was 95,820 mt (147,858 mt retained catch - 52.038 mt product). Increased 
retention of pol lock, Pacific cod. and 'shallow water' flatfish in the shoreside processing sector would be 
9.225 mt, using I 995 data. If all of this newly retained fish was converted to fish meal. with a minimum 
product recovery rate of I5%. then the increase in offal production relative to the status quo would be 
approximately 8%. The small estimated change in total offal production relative to current shoreside offal 
production in the GOA. under the proposed IR/lU alternative, is an indication of no significant impact due 
to a change in local enrichment. 
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2.6 Impacts on End:1ng,ned, Threatened or Candidate Species 

Endangered and threatened species under the ESA rhat may be presem in rh.e GOA and 8S.-\l include:: 

End:rngered 

Northern right whale Balaena glacial is 
Sei whale Balaenoptera borealis 
Blue whale Balaenoptera muscu/us 
Fin what.:: Ba!eanoprua physa/us 
Humpback whak Alegapfua novaeang!iae 
Sperm whale Physecer macroceph.afus 
Snake R1ver sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka 
Shore-tailed albatross Diomedea albatrtis 
Steller sea lion 
(Western stock) Eumetapias jubaws 

Thre;J;tened 

Stelkr sea lion 
(Eastern stock) Eumetopias jubaws 

Snake R. spring and 
summer chinook salmon Oncorh:,mchus rshawytscha 

Snake R. fa!! chinod, salmon Oncorhynchus uhcr.,·ytscha 
Specc1cled eider Somatuia fischeri 
Srellds eider Po(~·sricra sudlai 

The srntus of the ESA Section 7 consulL.1tions. requird [o ass<!ss the impact or the ground fish fisheties on 
end:rngered, thre.:nened, or candidate species. is updated annual!:, as part of the anrrnal groundrish 
speci t"'icadons pro\':ess. 

Endan~ered, thre:uened, ,rnd candid,He Sp<:'.ci.:s of S<!abirds that ma:, be found within tht: regions of the GOA 
where the ground fo;h fisheries operate. and potential impacts of the ground fish fisherie:s on ,hesc species Jr,;: 
discussed in the EA prepared for the TAC specifications (Ni\ffS 1997). Th.,a: U.S. Fish and Wiidlife Service 
(USF\VS), in consultation on che 1997 specificadons. concluded that groundfish operations will not 
jeopardize the continued e:-.istence of th<! short-tailed albatross (letter. Rappaport to Pennoye,. 
F ebrnar,;r 19, 1997). None of che a!tern.1tives considered would be expected to affect threatem,:d or 
endangered seabird species in any manner or extent not already addressed under previous consultations. 

None of che altemativl!'S considered would be expected to h.:ive a signitic:int impact 011 endangered. 
thri!Jti!ned, or cand1dace species. Noni! ot· ,he al,.:rnacivi:s would modi f:· the groundt"ish harvest rhr,:sholds 
:hac have been established for reiniti:Hing Section 7 consu!t:it:on ("N:.!FS 1997). 

2T7 [n1pacts on 0'[arine ~I~1rnm:1Js 

\!arine mammals not listd under ,he EndJngerd Species ,•\er thJ., .no.y be! prt:sent in the GO.-\ and BS:-\( 
include cetaceans, [minl-:.e whale (Ba!aenoptera ucworostrata). ;..:;ner \\ rule ( Ore in us on:o), Dall's a,)roois;c 
(Phoco~noides da/!i;, hJ.rbor porpoise (Phococ:r1a phocoena). Pzi;:itic whicc:!~5:ckd dolphin (!__cge,wrh•,ncfws 
ob!iquidens), n.nd the bc:ikcd whal~s (~. 5.. 3"trardlus bwrdii :2nd .tfesopfodor: spp.)! us ,,,d! JS p: 5 
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obliquidens), and the beaked whales (e.g., Berardius bairdii and .lfesopiodon spp.)] as well as pinnipeds 
[northern fur seals (Ca!lorhinus ursinus), and Pacific harbor seals (Phoca vitu/ina)] and the sea ot1er 
(Enhydra /utris). 

A list of marine mammal species and detailed discussion regarding life history and potential impacts of 
groundfish fisheries of the BSA! and GOA on these species can be found in the EA prepared for the 1997 
Total Allowable Catch Specifications for Groundfish (NMFS l 997). None of the alternatives would be 
expected to adversely affect marine mammals any manner or extent not already addressed under previous 
consultations. 

2.8 Coastal Zone Management Act 

Implementation of each of the alternatives would be conducted in a manner consistent, to the maximum 
extent practicable, with the Alaska.Coastal Management Program within the meaning of Section 30(c)(l) 
of the Coastal Zone Management Act of l972 and its implementing regulations. 

2.9 Conclusions or Finding of No Significant Impact 

None of the alternatives is likely to significantly affect the quality of the human environment, and the 
preparation of an environmental impact statement for the proposed action is not required by Section 
l 02(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act or its implementing regulations. 

OCT 3 0 IS97~.k-~... NOAAAssistant A m,n,strator or tsnenes,, Date 

., 
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3.0 Economic and Socioeconomic Impacts of Improved Retention 

This section providt:s information abom the economic and socioecono:nic lmp2.cts of the retention 
alternatives, lnc!uding identification of the individuals or gro:.:ps that r.:ay be affected by \he action, the 
nature of these impacts, quantification of the economic impacts (if possible), and discussion of the trade-offs 
bet\v,een qualitative and quanti:ativ-e benefits and costs. 

The requirements for all regu,atory actions, specified in E.O. l2866, are summarized in :he :allowing 
statement from the E:-:ecutive Order: 

In deciding whether and how to regulate. agencies should assess al! costs and benefits of 
available regula/ory alternatives. inc/tiding the alternalive ofnot regulating. Costs and 
benejits shall be understood, to include bo1h quantiJ1able measures (to 1hefa/lest extent that 
1hese can be usefidly estimated) and qualira1ive measures of costs and benefits that are 
dij/icult to quantify. but nevertheless essential to consider. Further. in choosing among 
alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should_select those approaches thar maximi::e 
net benefits (including potenria! economic. environment, public hea/1h and safety. and other 
advantages; disrributive impacts: and equil}~. unless a suuute requires another regulatory 
approach. 

This section of the analysis also addresses the requirements of both E.0.12866 and the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act {R?A) to ?rovide adequate information to determine whether an action is significam under E.O.12366, 
or will result in signiticant impacts to a substantial number of small entities, as defined under the RfA. 
E.O l 2866 requires that the Office of Management and Budget review proposed regulatory programs that 
cir~ considered to be significant. A significant regv.lawry o.crion is one that is likely to: 

I. Have an anr,ual effect on the economy of SI 00 million or more or adversely affect in a 
material way the economy, a sector of the economy, prod:.:ctivity. competition. jobs. thr: 
environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal governments or communities; 

' Creare a serious inconsist~ncy or other.vise interfere \vith an action taken or plann~d by 
another agenc;,; 

J. Materially alter the budgetary impact of entitlement, grants. user foes, or loan programs or 
the rights and obligations of recipients thereof: or 

4. Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities. or 
the principles set forth in this Executive Order. 

A regulatory program is economically significam if it is likely to result in the effects described above. The 
RI R is designed to provide information to determine whether the proposed regubtion ,s likely to be 
ei:onom ica I!y significant. 

3.1 Catch, Bycatch, and Discards in GOA Groundftsh Fisheries: the Status Quo Altcrnati,·c 

Catch and discard data from N,-..IFS Alaska Region Blend Estimates, and NMFS Weekly Production Reports, 
have been em;;loyed in dl!scribing the requisite No-Action or Status Quo alternative. Th~ fishing years of 
l995 and 1996 have been utilized as the base period for this analysi5. The ser:es of tables which app::c1r in 
."-\ppendix A summ:irizc- tht! catch. reter'.tior' .. J.!':d discard p~:-fo:-Tna::c~ of uli g:-oundf'ish target fish~ri,;;:s 
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operating in the GOA management area, during these years. By utilizing the standard N1ffS Alaska Region 
definition of "target" and focusing on the catch and discard of the groundfish species of conc,;:m. Le.• 
poilock, Pacific cod. and 'shallow water' flatfish, one may assess, in general terms. the likely implications 
of retaining the status quo alternative, ,virh respect to bycatch discard and retention, [n the absence of other 
changes. 

Continued management of the GOA groundtish fisheries under the status quo alternative would, presumably, 
result in ground fish bycatch discards on the order of those obser1ed in recent years in these fisheries (see 
Table 3.l).' While efforts have been made in some fisheries, by some participants, to adopt bycatch 
avoidance technologies or techniques, their relative contribution to bycatch reduction is likely to be limited 
by the continued open access «race-for-fish'' in these fisheries. If bycatch discards do continue at 
approximately the !eve ls observed over the period of analysis, this suggests that retention of the status quo 
alternative woutd see total Alaska po_llock discards in the range of approximately 5,000 mt to 8,000 mt per 
year ( 1996 and l 995 estimated aggregate discards, respectively); Pacijic cod discards ranging from 3,500 
mt to i,600 mt per year (1995 and 1996 estimated aggregate discards, respectively); and shallow water 
jlatftsh discards continuing to be between i ,300 mt and l .400 mt per year ( 1996 and 1995 estimated 
aggregate discards, respectively).1() 

Because very tittle empirical dara exist perraining to the size frequency composition or condition of these 
discarded fish ( except in observed components of rhe target fishery for each individual species) it is 
impossible to quantitatively estimate, with any precision, the economic impact these discards may have on 
the various !R•rnrge, fisheries? ft is reasonable ro assume, however, that manv of these discarded fish are 
of a size, condition, and quality that would permit production of marketable products, if retained and 
processed. Whether the cost of retaining. processing, storing, shipping, and marketing these resulting 
products can be recovered through their sak by the operations which intercept them as bycatch, is in part 
the subject of th[s analysis. 

,i for a derailed break down or catch and bycarch. by target fishery. refer to Appendix A. 

1° For each of ihese spedes, the presence of unusually large (or small) year classes in the harvestabie 
biomass can result in signitic::int variability in ca,ch/bycatch rates over time. Histork:::tly, annual catch data clearly 
reveal the effects on total catch, average size in the catch. c:tc .. of atypical year classes as they recruit into, pass 
through, and exit the harvestabk biomass. Onr.: would expect this pattern [0 continue under an;,· !R/!U program, 
thus accurate predictions ot" numerical .. improvc:mems" in by catch. from year-to-year, problematic, 

11 An analysis of,hc economic opporlu,1ity cost ofgroundfish byc;nch has been ;nib!ishd by the Atasb 
Region/Alnsk:J. Fisher:es Science Cemc,. !r.tcr::m·d readers :i.re referrr.:d to, L.E. Queiro!o, et ;:it"' Byca:ch, 
Utif:::a11ofl. and Discards m the Commercial Groundfish Fisheries ofthe Gulfo/A!ciska. £astern 8.:ring Si!a, 1,1,1J 
Aleutian /stands. U,S, Dcp. Commer., NOA:-\ Tech. Memo. N\ffS-AFSC-5S, !4Sp. Nov<:mber 1995. 
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Table 3.1 Total Catch and Discards ofGroundfish in the Gulf of Alaska, 1995-96 

Catch S[)esi.=s Dis.::a=ds Sp-ecies C:isca::-d 
rn.e:. :- ic tons p~.:-ce:-~:: of :v.e:.ric t-:,ns -pe:-cent c: :-a :a 

cat.er'. disca::-ds 

1.995 

Pollock 73,194 33.H 7,927 20.2% 10.8% 
Pacific cod 68,984 31. 5~ 3,539 9.0% 5.H 

Shallow .'.;; I 116 2.3! l, 433 3. 6'' 28.0% 

Sa:)lefish 20,569 9. 4 ~ l,•J72 2.H s.n 
.;:;-rorNtooth 13,003 a.n 15,384 40. 4 ''ls; 88. 2"! 
Dee;, ., 1 - -;.. ... .:;.~ L 994 . 9'; 440 1. 1 ·~ 22. n 
:'l;.thd sole 2,078 . 9; 375 l.. 5~ 27. H 
?-e :< sol;;; 3, 941 1.8% 383 1.0, g. a·; 
?..oc ;.:fish 18,915 3 .6l 3, 6?4 9.2\ 19.2~ 
A::k;i. mack. 425 .2~ 198 .5~ 4 6 i O·i 
Ot:ih.:.nk 5' 603 2 . 6'! , 192.. ' 10. H 7½.~8"\ 
Ground f. i .s~•''l 

::ct.al 218,823 100.0, 39,272 100.0% 17,91 

1996 

Pollock 51,123 24.9\ s, 139 12.5~ 10 .1% 
Pacific cod 68,293 33.31 7,581 18.4% 11.B 

Shallo•" 9, 340 ., . 6 ~., l,299 J.2~ l 1 
... .,,,. ~ ~ "";) 

•
,I 

Sabl,;, fish .~ 
i"i 149-- ' 3.9, 8 02 2. l ·; 4. 7, 

-~-:: :o·,1 tOOC:1 22,449 1.0.9\ 17, 152 41. 71 i6.H 
Dee9 flat: 2, 151 !. . 01; 607 1. si 29.2\ 
:'la::hd sole 3,048 1. 5~ 668 l. 6! 21.9\ 
~e:< sole 5,834 2.3\ 239 .n S~ll 
~ockfish l3,l72 8, 9; 3, 605 e ~ a! 19. 8, 
,;;: :<a mack. l, 321 . 6~ 120 .J'!i 9. u 
O:::a/t!r,k S,333 2.6\ 3,305 9.2, 71. 3 \ 
G:::0 1..::-.dfish 

tot:al 205,213 100.oi 41,137 100.0\ 20.0% 
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GOA Improved Retention 

Catch and discard data from NMFS Alaska Region Blend Estimates, and NMFS Weekly Production Reports, 
have been employed in evaluating the [R altemative1! and contrasting it \Vith the Status Quo alternative. As 
previously noted, the fishing years 1995 and 1996 \Vere selected with the expectation that they most nearly 
reflect the current pattern of catch, utilization, and discards in the GOA fisheries under consideration. 

The provisions of the IR alternative are species-based. As such, retention requirements would be applied 
equally to all ground fish target fisheries (i.e., all fisheries taking any amount of the IR/lU species of concern). 
The following analysis utilizes the standard Alaska Region target definitions. 

Adoption of the species-based retention option would have a broad potential impact on the groundfish 
fisheries of the GOA. This is so .because, the IR alternative requires that, for any groundfish fishery 
operating in the GOA management area, I 00% of the pol lock, Pacific cod, and ultimately. 'shallow water' 
flatfish complex.13 contained in the catch, be retained. In other words. for any GOA groundfish fishery (and 
any gear-type). e.g., Atka mackerel trawl, sablefish long line, or rockfish jig, this lR option would require 
retention of all Pacific cod, all pol lock (and, when fully implemented, all shallow water flatfish) present in 
the catch. Any other groundfish species present in the catch could be retained or discarded at the discretion 
of the operator. 1' 

By examining the catch and discard estimates for all groundfish fisheries for the analytical base years, and 
assuming the IR alternative had been in place. beginning in 1995, the following impacts can be projected (see 
Appendix A). 15 The potentially affected fisheries are defined and examined below. 

Alaska Pollock 16 

1~ An extensive analysis of J broad rJnge of retention alternatives and sub-options was prepared. reviewed 
by rhe SSC, AP, and Council, and narrowed to the ·species-based' alternative. Jdopted by the Council for th<:! BSA! 
!R/fU Am<:!ndm<:!nt, and sekc.ed by the Council for analysis in the proposed GOA !R.!!U program. The interested 
r<:!Jda may consult the Final EA/R!R/RFA for Amendment 49 to the B<:!ring Sea/Akutian Island Groundtish 
Management Plan. Septemb<:!r 25, 1996. 

i; For a complete treatment of the proposed 'delay' in implementJtion for shallow water tlacfish, see 
Section .3.3. 

14 Subject. of course. to compliance with any other prevailing regulation or statute, e.g. EPA discharge 
requirements. NMFS Directed Fishing Standards. 

15 To the extent that harvest<:!rs are able co avoid bycatches of unwanted fish. these discard estimates may 
be further reduced by imposition of a retention requirement. .-\t presem. no empirical data are available with which 
to assess th is potentiality. Presumably. adjustments to a retention requirement would occur over iime as fisht:!rrnen 
learn new techniques, or adJUSC t1shing practicc:s. patterns, and areas. le may require the observation of these 
operations over several seasons under a ret<:!ntion requirement b,dore such information could be obtained, however. 

10 The GOA Inshore/Offshore Amendm:!nt allocato:d I 00% of directed Gulf pol lock to the inshore sector. 
That nor withsc:inding. catch records indicate that. in 1995 and 1996. at-sea directed pollod: target risheries took 
place in GOA. For purposes of the IR/IU analysis. a distinction is made b.:twe::n inshore and off;hore: on-shore 
2nd at-se:i. The: formc:r shall rc:fer only to the T.-\C apportionment, the lat,er (as used h<:!re) only !O ,he: reportc:d 
location o t processing. 
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Bottom Traw! 

For the GOA bottom pol lock trawl fishery, Nt\ffS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate 
that 7 processors participated in the 1995 fishery (all shoreside processing plar:ts). Ten processors 
participated in the I 996 pollock bottom trawl fishery; all shoreside processors. 

There were 32 catcher vessels participating in this fishery in 1995. Fifteen were in the 60' to 124' size range 
(implying 30% observer coverage). Fourteen were less than 60'. The data suggest that three other vessels 
participated in this fishery, ho,vever, the vessel length is reported as unknown. 

Twenty catcher vessels reported landings in this fishery in 1996, all to on-shore plants. Eight were of the 
60' to [24' class (30~10 coverage), 1,vhile eleven were less than 60' in length. and one was of unknown vessel 
length. 

The N t-ffS Blend catch and dtscard data indicate that the GOA bottom pollock target fishery is only 
relarively spedes select[ve (see Appendix A: Table L LI). In 1995. pollod~ accounted for just under 78% 
of torn! reported groundftsh catch in this fishery. [n 1996, po!lock comprised just over 74% of its total 
groundfish catch. The rate of discards of pollock: 1n this fishery has also been relativdy low. In 1995, 
approximately l.3% of a total pol!ock catch of 2,800 mt was discarded (i.e., 35 mt). in 1996, the total 
reported catch of polled: in this fishery was 4, !21 mt (up more than tJOO mt or >46%). The rate of pollock 
discard was a!so up sharply, to 3. 7% of pol!ock catch (or I 53 mt). 

While races of bycatch of shallow water flatfish were very low in this fishery (e.g., 0.8% and 2.8% of torn! 
groundfish catch, respecr1vety) in !995 and [996, the associated rate of discard was relatively high, i.e., 
berween 20% and 30% for these rwo years, In comparison, bycatches of Pacific cod were somewhat higher, 
as a percent cf total ground fish catch, i.e., 12. I% and 9. 7%. respectively. 1n 1995, just 5% of rhis bycatch 
was discarded. !n [ 996, however, the Pacific cod discard rate rose tO 20.5%. The total quantities involved 
were relatively small, with an estimated 403 mt of Pacific cod bycatch taken in l 995, in this fishery, and 
approximately 538 mt bycaught in 1996. Therefore, Pacific cod discards totaled 22 mt, in ! 995; l lO mt in 
1996. 

The proposed IR Alternative would have required.immediate retention of all of the discards of pollack and 
Pacific cod, but would have delayed retention requirements for the shallow water 0atfish complex for five 
years following implementation. Had the proposed GOA retention regime been in place in these two years, 
an addirionat retained ground fish catch (in the bottom pollock fishery) of 57 mt in 1995, and 263 mt in I 996, 
wou[d have been required. These addition;1! tons of retained catch represent approximately 0.03% of the 
reported total GOA groundfish catch in 1995: 0.01% in [996. 11 

The impact on any individual pol lock bottom trawl operation could vary with the size and configuration of 
the vessel, hold capacity, processing capability, markets and market access. as well as the specific 
composition and share of the total catch of these [R species. Ve~sels wi,h the least capacity to hold catchu, 

17 They accounted for appro:dmatdy L6%, :md ..l.7%, respectively, ofrhe GOA 'bottom pollack' traw! 
total ground fish cacch in I 99 5 and [ 996. 

u The ability ro ho!d roundf1sh, e.g" po!lock and cod. separately fr0m tlatfish. l.!.g., shallow water t1atti$h, 
was reported by indusrry sources to be critic:i1 wan oper:irion°s ubilitv tO comply with n::tenrion requirements and 
sirnuir:meously deliver a ''uscabte·· fish ,o a buyer. Holding round fish and rlatfoh together causes subst:mti.11 
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and/or which are relatively less physica!ly mobik and independent, i.e., those with the shortest operating 
ranges and duration, will be most severely impacred by adoption of the IR alternative. In discussions with 
informed industry sources, these impacts were deemed not to represent a sertous impediment to continued 
operation of the current fleet participating in this fishery, i.e., no significant impact. This is so, principally 
because of the relatively smail quantity of additional retained catch these operators will be required to handle 
under the proposed GOA {R/1U action (as compared to historic catch !eve.ls) and the composition of the 
current fleet. 

The distinctcon bet\veen at-sea and on-shore operations may be characterized as follo,.vs. No pollock bottom 
trawl landings were reported for the at-sea sector of this GOA-target fishery in t996, and only a very small 
quantity of ground fish catch was r~ported for this sector ln [995 (specifically. 29 I mt total or about 9%). 
Therefore, sectoral comparisons are not particularly useful, in understanding this fishery, in these years. For 
practical purposes. the on-shore sector profile coincides with the description presented above. 

Pelagic Trawl 

For the GOA pelagic po!lock trawl fishery, NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicare 
that 15 processors participated in the !995 fishery (all shoreside processing plants). According to these data, 
e1even on-shore processors participated in the 1996 GOA pelagic pollack trawl fishery. 

A mtal of 122 catcher boats participated [n this fishery in l 995. Fifteen were over 124' (i.e., l 00% observed), 
35 were in the 60' to ! 24' range (i.e., 30% observed). 17 were less than 60' in length, and 5 were reportedly 
of unknown length. [t is estimated that t21 of the 122 catcher boat fleet delivered to on-shore processors. 

Fifty-seven catcher vessels reportedly participatd in this fishery in 1996. Thirty-four ·.vere in the 30% 
coverage category (i.e., 60' to !24'), l 6 -..vere tess than 60' in length (t.e .. no observer coverage), and 3 were 
of unknown length. Again, virtually all delivered their catch on-shore. 

The GOA pelagic poliock trawl fishery has historically been very spec res selective. with i995 and l 996 total 
catches consistently composed of approximately 99% pollock (see Appendix A: Table ! .2. i ). Th;; rate of 
discards ofpollock in this fishery was moderately low. In 1995. reportedly 7.4% of a totai pol!ock catch of 
66,968 mt was discarded (i.e., 4,980 mt). In l 996, while the total catch of pol lock was do,vn by just over 
24,000 mr (to 42,956 mt), the rate of poHock discards was down sharply, to 3.4% of the pol lock catch (i.e., 
l A40 mt). 

While rates of bycatch of the other species of concern. i.e .• Pacific cod, and shallow water flatfish. were 
extremely tow in this fishery (e.g .. 0.4% and <0.1% of total ground fish catch, respectively, in ! 995). the 
associated rates of discard were relatively high: An estimated 292 mt of Pacific cod bycatch was taken in 
I 995, in this fishery. Approximately 33%. or 96 mt, were discarded in-the-round. In l 996, Pacific cod 
bycacch was estimated at 291 mt, with [ 09 mt (37.5%) reportedly discarded who[e, Shallow water fhcfish 
byc::nch amotmts were very much smaller, estimated at only l Omt and I 9 me in I995 and 1996. respectively. 
Thi:.' rate of discard ',vas, however, relatively_ high at 58.6% in l 995. and 97.7% in !996. 

damagt: and deterioration of quality to the softer•fleshed species. t:,g .. Pacific cod. poilock. Many srnulkr 
would nor huve :he c:ipabilny to separare c:uch in th,eir ho!ds and. as a n~su!c could be significantly 

cis::idvant:iged operationally by this n:quiremenL 
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The proposed [R alternative wou!d have required :mrnecL:te re~ent:on of all the pollock and Pacific cod 
discards, but a five-year delay in implemenration for shallow water flatfish. These retention increases \vou!d 
have represented an addition to reporred retained groundfish catch of 5,076 mt [n 1995, and an additional 
1,549 mt in i 996. Thcs quamity of additional retained catch represents 7,5% of toral reported ground fish 
catch in this fishery in 1995; just over 3.5%, in I 996. 

Adoption of rhe proposed IR alternative could be expected to increase the handling (e,g, sorting, 
ho[dinglprocessing, transporting, and transferring) of fish which heretofore have been discarded. While the 
impact on any individual operation would vary with, for example, size and configuration of the vessel. hold 
capacity, processing capability, markets and market access, and share of the total catch and bycatch of the 
species of concern, it would appear that the impact (Le,, operational burden) attributable co adoption of th is 
retention option would likely not be significant for the pelagic pol!ock trawl fishery, 

While the additional quantities ofpol!ock which would be required m be retained are not trivial, as a percent 
of torn! pollack catch they shou!d nor pose an operational burden. Note that at present, ,hese operators rernin 
92% to 97% of the total po!iock catch, even w:d1out a retention requirement. furthermore, the quantities of 
Pacific c:od (as wet! a.s, 'shallow water' flatfish) present in the catch of this fishery are so small (absolutely 
and as a percent of total catch) that accommodaring I 00% retemion of these bycatches (immediately, for 
Paci fie cod and pol lock; after five-years for shallow water flatfi;;h) should require norhing more than a 
relatively minor operational adjustment for most participants. That is, any economic burden to this fishery, 
attributable to compliance wirh the proposed GOA IR alternative, should be inconsequential. 

Pacific Cod 19 

Analysis of ,he potential impacrs of adoption of the proposed ER alternative in the several Pacific cod 
fisheries of the GOA managemem area parallels that described above for the poUock directed fisheries, 
although because of the variety of gear.types employed in the directed f-shtng for cod, e.g .. longfine, pot, 
and trawl. interpretation is a bit more complex. (See Appendix A: Tables L3.l through 1.5.3)."0 

It has been reported that. in general. Pacific cod in the Gulf of Ala:;ka rend to have a greater p~ob[em with 
serious parasite infestation and lesions, :han is the case in the BSA[ Pacific cod fisheries. !f this is so, this 
could have several potential implications for !R/1U. First, the inclination to discard poor quanty fish would 
be expected to be higher the more heavily parasitized they are. Second, the presence of parasites will reduce 
the range of product forms which can be produced from these catches. Third, markets into which this fish 
can be so[d will be fewer, and thus product value will be lower, reducing further the options available to 
operamrsrequiredunder IR/IU to retain l0O¾ of their Pacific cod catch. The implications may vary from 
area to area m th~ GOA. and perhaps from geaMype to geo.r-type. or across vessel size categories, but this 
appears to be a problem which was not faced by operators in the BS.\[ when [R/[U was evaluated. 

19 Information provided by industry sources. and verified by AFSC scientists, suggests that GOA Pacific 
cod havr: a much greater frequency of si:rious parasice infestations .1nd lesions. than is the cas-: m the BSAL 
Reportedly, in some areas, the problem is so severe th:::t some fish have virtually no potential value. 

;o Pacific cod is apportioned in the GOA on the basis: of:he Council's !nshore/Offshore FMP 
Amendment. with 90'% aHocated to inshore and l 0% allocated to offshore sectors. These apportionmems are not 
genr-type specific. References made ln the !R/IU analysis to aH<ia and on-shore components of the several Paci fie 
cod targe, fisheries shouict noc be mis-interpreted as retlecting Inshore/Offshore der7nitions or managemen( criteria. 
but rarha::r retltct only reported location of processing. 
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Cod Longline 

For the GOA Pacific cod longline fishery, N?',.ffS B!end, ADF&G fish ticket and NORPAC daca indicare 
that 55 processors par:icipated in the [995 fishery (34 on-shore. l rnochership. and 20 carcher/processors). 
The one mothership and seven oF the catcher/processors were greacer than l2'1 feet in length. thus indicating 
l 00% observer coverage, Twelve were 60' to 124' in length (30% observed), and 1 was less than 60' 
( unobserved). 

Four-hundred and nine catcher vessels particcpated in the GOA Pacific cod longline fishery in i995. Thirty• 
six were in the 60' to I 24' dass (30% observed), 359 were less than 60' (no observer coverage), and l 4 were 
reported as of unknown length. 

fn l 996, these data indicate rhat 37 on-shore plants, l mothership and 16 catcher/processors partlcipared in 
the GOA Pacific cod longline fishery. The morhership and four of the catcher/processors were greater than 
124'. whi!e !2 v.ere categodzed as bet-veen 60' and l 24. Two-hundred and sevenry catcher boats participated 
in the GOA Pacific cod longline fishery in this year. T\velve were in the JO% coverage size class (60' to 
124'), 250 were under 60' ( unobserved), and 8 were of unknown lengch, according to the data. 

The Pacific cod longline fishery has tended to be relatively species selective, in terms of catch composition. 
For exam pie. in 1995 and I 996, cod reportedly made up between 88% and 94,6¾ of the total ground fish 
catch, in thi:; fishery (see Appendix A: Tabl:i: !.3. l), Of the remaining catch, pollock accounted for about 
0.5''/o, while shallow water flatfish were considerably less than one-tenth of one-percent (i.e., essentially not 
present). 

Paci fie cod discards accoLmted for about 2:!. 7% ofal[ groundfish discards in thts fishery in 1995, and 3 1.2% 
of the total in 1996. Pollock accoumed for between l.4% and 3 .4% of the mta! ground fish discards, while 
shallow water f1a:fish ,vere. again, fractions of one-percent. The discard rate of Pacific cod was estimated 
:o be 3.3% in 1995, and :!.0% in 1996. Reported rates fot the other spe(;ies ot' concern are high. but 
essential!y me:rning!ess because the quantities are so smalL 

Had the proposed GOA 1R alternative been in place in the base years, an addirionat 333 mt of catch wou[d 
have been required to be retained by these operations, out of an estimated total groundfish catch of! 2,225 
mt in l 995. An additional 219 mt would have been required to be retained. out of a rota[ catch of !0,4 77 mt 
in 1996. This additional groundflsh catch would have represented an increase in cota[ 1andings in the GOA 
Pacific cod !ongline fishery ot' }. l % and 2.1%, respectively, for f995 and 1996,11 

At-se:J. vers,:s On-shore 

The re;;pective performance of the at-sea and on-shore components of the Pacific cod longline fishery, as 
reported in the NtvlFS Blend darn. suggesc that this target fishery is very nearly equ:il!y divided between the 
two sectors, l n l 995, the ac-sea sector accoumed for 51 A% of the total landings of the GOA Pacific cod 
longline fishery (on-shore accounted for 43.6%). [n !996, the split was reported to be 50A% at-sea, 49,6% 
on-shore. There was less species-diversity in the ca,ch ofrhe at-sea sector, \vherein ::i.pproxirnately 98'% of 
the toca[ catch was Pacitic cod. On•shor~ ca(ch composition was somewhat more variable. For eumple. 
Pacific cod made upjus( 77.4% of total groundfsh catch in 1995. bur in<:reasc::d to 9l.4% in !996 (see 
Appendix A: Tabks l .J.2 and UJ), Almost r:o 'shallow waV,!r' tlatrish are present in either s1;ctor's eaten. 

:, As,uming incr:::ises in retention of Pc1ci(ic cod and po!!ock (requ:,c!d IRJ!U} wae net offs<'.t b:,-' 
discards of o:her ground fish sp<:ci<!s. ,he retcn,ion ot which :s nut n::gu!ated b:· ,he: proposed :iction. 
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in the t\VO years under examination. \Vhite, over this period. polloc;..:: represe::ted 0.2~/o of the at-sea catch 
composition, it ranged from 0.6% to 1.0% of the totaI in fr.eon-shore catch. At-sea operators discarded all 
of their pollock bycatch, whereas on-shore operatoes retained re'atively signi ::cant amounts; 8 l % in 1995. 
62% in 1996. 

fndeed, the at~sea component of this fishery effective1y retai:-t c:-:ly Pacific cod, discarding nearly 100% of 
everything else. The on~shore sector caught more r-.on-cod species than did :he ar-sca sector, and exhibited 
high discard rates for most. It did retain a relatively high percer:tage for some of these, however, e.g., 
rockfish, sablefish, and as noted. pol lock. 

The GOA [R alternative requirement ,hat ali Pacific cod, pollock (and eventually, 'shallow water' flatfish) 
present in the catch be retained could be expected to increase the handling (e.g, sorting, processing/s:oring, 
transporting, and transferring) of fish which heretofore had been discarded. While the impact on any 
individual operation would be expecred to vary with the size and configuration of the vessel, and share of 
the total catch of the species of concern, :t would appear that the impact (i.e., operational burden) attributable 
to adoption of proposed [R action would not be significant for the GOA Pacific cod longline target fishery. 
taken as a wh0le. 

Cod Pot 

According to NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data, the GOA Paci:ic cod pot fishery 
included 36 processors in the 1995 fishery. Of these, reportedly, 3 were motherships, 4 were 
catcher/processors, and the remainder were on-shore plants. All three motherships a~d two of the C/Ps were 
ovet 124' (l00% observed), while I C/P was 60' to 124' in length (30% coverage) ar.d l was less than 60' in 
length. One-hundred and eighty-six catcher vessels participated in the !995 Pacit,c cod pot fishery, 70 in 
:he 60' to 124' categorf, 102 less than 60', and 6 of unknown length. 

In l 996. l 8 on-shore and 3 at-sea processors are reported to have participated in this fisher,:; two motherships 
gr~ater than !24' in length and I catcher/processors in the 60' to 124' c!ass. One-hundred and forty-eight 
catcher vessels participated in the GOA Pacific cod pot fishery during :he 1996 season. Four were ever l 24', 
52 were in the 60' to 124' length range. 84 were under 60', and S were reported as unknown vessel length. 

The GOA Pacific cod pot fishery has historically discarded relat:vely little cod, either in total or as a percent 
of catch (see Appendix A: Table 1.4. l). for example. in l 995. Pacific cod discards accounted for 0.6%. or 
99 mt, of the 16,05 l mt cod catch in this fahery. [n 1996, the cod discard rate dropped to 0.4%, or 45 mt. 
of the 12.061 mt cod catch. Based upon NMFS Blend Estimates. :his fishery is very species selective with 
Pacific cod consistently accounting for over 93% of total catch in 1995 and 1996. 

Bycatches of the other species of concern are extremely small, both as a percentage of total catch and in 
absolute terms, in this fishery. 

The potential reduction in discards, had the GOA IR alternative been in place in 1995 and :996, would have 
represented only about 0.67% of the wwl groundfish catch in this t,shery in 1995; and about 0.37% in 1996. 
As either an absolute quantity or as a percent of the total catch of all groundfish species in this region, the 
pot cod discards are, ar present. minuscule. 
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The on-shore component of this fishery accounts for :he V3.3t majority of activity (se,;: Appendix A: Tables 
I .4.2 and l.4.3). ln 1995, vesse!s delivering or,-shore accounted for 99.2% of total catch in the GO,'\ Pacific 
cod pot fishery. fn , 996, catches de: ivered on-shore represented approximately 99.5% of ,r.e tora!. Because 
n~ither 3egment discards more r:rnn a trivial amount of cod, and the quantities of by;:a:c::1 of pollock and 
;shallow \vater' flattish in this fishery have been so smuil, very :ir:1-e additior.al comparison vf the two sectors 
is meaningful. 

Adoption of the GOA IR alternative could potentially require increases in the handling {e.g, sorting, 
holding/processing, transporting, and transferring) of fish which heretofore would have been discarded, 
While the burden on any individual operation could vary, attributable i:npacts of the IR alternative would 
not be significant for the Pacific cod pot fishery in the Gulf, when taken as a whole, That is, with only very 
minor bycatches of pollock and shallow water flatfish, over the period of analysis, a mandatory 100% 
retention requirement, immediately for pollock and Pacific cod and after five-years for 'shallow water' 
flatfish, represents no potential economic burden to this fishery. 

Cod Trawl 

For the Gtilf Pacific cod trawl fishery, NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate that 
} 7 processors, I 8 on-shore and I 9 at-sea (5 motherships, 14 catcher/processors), participated in the I99 5 
fishery. All 5 motherships and 9 of the catcher/processors "ere greater than 124 feet in length, thus 
indicating I00¾obaerver coverage. Five catcher/processors were classified as being betv,.een 60' and t24' 
in length (30% observed), 

One-hundred and forty-two catcher vessel participated in this fishery in 1995, Three of these vessels were 
over 124' in length. Seventy-eight were between 60' and 124'; fifry-three were less than 60', while records 
of 8 vessels show unknown vessel length. Ninety-eight percent delivered on-shore. 

!':ineteen at-sea(} motherships, 16 catcher/processors) and 12 on-shore processors participated in the 1996 
Pacific cod trawl fishery. Of these, all the motherships and 1J catcheriprocessors were greater than I24' in 
length, requiring I00% observer coverage, Three catcher/processors were in the 60' to I24' class (thus. with 
30°/4 cov~r:ige ). 

One-hundred and eight catcher vessels were identified as participants in this fishery in 1996. Five were over 
124' ( I 00¾ coverage), 47 were in t~e 60' to 114' class {30% coverage), with 54 less than 60', and 2 catcher 
boats identified as being of unknown length in the 1996 data. Nearly all delivered to on-shore plants, 

The Gulf Paci tic cod trawl fishery is, in general, relatively species selective, with between approximately 
84% and 89% of its total ground fish catch composed of the target species ( see Appendix A: Table 1.5. I). 
In 1995 and 1996. pollack comprised just 3.6% and 2.8%. respectively, of the totnl catch in this fishery, The 
'shailow water' flatfish complex accounted for between 3% and 4% of the total reported groundfish catch 
in :he base yea.rs. 

Pacific cod discards accou1Hcd for 23.:::!% of all ground fish discards in this fishery 1r1 1995. and 20.6°/o or' the 
total in I 996. Pollock \\as 21.9% of total discards in I 995, 25. 7% in 1996. Di,cards of ·shallow water' 
flattish wece on the order of 12% and 8%, respectively, in 1995 and 1996. The discard rate ot· f'acitic cod 
""s estin,ated to be 3.8% in 1995, and just 2.0% in 1996. Discard ra:es for poliock were very high. 
consistently above 80%. over this period. Sha:low water :1at:ish discard rates were 41. i ¾ in 1995. 21.0% 
in 1996. 
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Had the proposed GOA IR alternadve been in piace 1n those years, these data s;1gges:s thac an addi, 
2,33:.t m~ csf Pacific cod ac1d po:!ock would h:1vs:: been required to be rernir:e<l by t'.1-ese operations, oui. 
to ta I C."!.tch of 45,97 l mt i:1 l 995. (Had these catches occt:rred after fu!! ic!1pler:1en:ed. ir,cli;ding l L 
re:endon (,f :;hal\O'.V '-\at,::r flatfish, this rota I ,vould base in:reased by an addition::,! 749 mt.) .·\n add:tio. 
I.750 mt w0uld ho.ve bee:1 required to be retained, out of a total catch of--1-3,0?.9 r:,t in '. 996. (In the sar 
year. discards of 'shallow wa(er' tlutish re::irese;Hed 29-! rnr of potential add:tional ;;av:ngs, once fu 
implemen,a,ion of IR is acheved.) These add!::ions to total catch represent a potential i:,crease o, 
approximay:•iy 4./)'% to 6,0·%1 or the total gro 1s!ndfish catch i;-; t:1e GOA Pacific cod trnwl fishery. 

At-sea versus On-shore 

NMFS Blend carch and discard da(a for al! GOA groundfish fisheries. utilizing the standard Alaska Region 
target. reveal that the orHhore component accounts for the majority of activity in this fishery (see Appendix 
A: Tables !.5 ,2 and ; .5 J ), In l995, ve'$sels celivering on~shore accounted for over 81 % of tcc;1! catch ir. the 
GOA Pacific cod trawl fishery'. In :996, cat::-:e:; delivered on-sh•.)re represented. approximately 85'?'o of total 
g:-oundfish in the Pacific coc! t:-awl ca.tch .. 

The on-shore sector recorded ground fish catches composed of 85.7'}o Pacific ~od in l 995, and 90.2% Pacifo.:: 
cod in l 996. Pollock made up jusr 3.4%) and 2.3'% of the repor:,c;d catch in those y,;;ars, respec,ive!y. Shallow 
war-er tbtfish represented on the order of 4.0% to 5.o•~·o of 6e totai re?orra::d catch. On,shore operacors 
reportedly dis::arded 78,3~10 of their pol lock bycatch, in t995; 85.4';.'o in !996, The discard rate of shal:ow 
wnrer flatfish was j u:;t over 40%) in l 99 5, but dee! ined to l 9 ,9(%, in !996. 

The aHea sector reported Pacific cod as comprising 73.9% of the aggregate groundrish catch in l 995. 79.6'% 
in 1996. Poilock comprised approximately 4.3~•·; to 5.3'% of the total: shallow water flatfish. from IA%i to 

a fractionof one-po;.>rcent of torn! groundfish landings. In l 995, the at-sea sector discarded lOO'i·; of the 
pol lock bycatch acd apprnxim.:uely 60~/o of the 'shallow water' flatfish in its catch. ln t996. this sector 
reduced ics discards of poilock to 74~•o of bycatch of th is S?ec ies, but :ncreased diss:;irds of' shal!ow water' 
fl::nfish bycatches to 95.3%. 

Under provisions of the GOA. [R alternative, retention of all Pacific cod and pollo...:k present in :ho::: catd1 
wollld be immediately required (with !00'Vi) retention of 'shallow water' fbtfish mandared after five-ye.1rs). 
:\doption of ,his proposd acti,)n could bt: expected w increa.-;e ,he handling (e.g. sorting. h,Jlding/processing. 
transport:ng, and trnnsforring) of fish which heretofore had been discan:h::d. While the impact or: any 
individual operation would vary', impacts :.m,ibuto.ble :o adoption of ,he proposed IR action would not be 
significant for the Pacifk: cod tra-,vt target fishery. 

This conclusion is based, principally, on rhe quantity of additional retained cacch these ope:-,irors will be 
required to handle, as cornparec to historic ca:ch levels. Specifically. :n !995. vessels in this fisher:· retained 
a toted of JJ,372 mt of groundf;sh. out of a total estimated c::itch of 37,403 mt. The GO.-\ fR alternative 
would have required that an addttional !,392 mt have bes.:-a ret.1ined (an increase ot"s!ightly over 5.0'%). Even 
when '5hailo,v water· flatfish are re9uired to bo: retained. after rive-years, only an additional 677 mL or kss 
than 2.0% of the catch reported in !995 for this sector, would be mandated. For catch totals, species 
composition, and discard patterns like those observed in !996, the potential effect is e..-en smaller (e.g .. 
approximately a 3.S% increase in ret:iined catch immediately: less than an addicional one-percent after !00% 
retemion or· shallow water flatfish is requird). 

For species for which markets are limited or l!ndeveloped, e.g., small Pacific cod. 100% retention 
requirements under this option wil! impose direct operaciona\ blirdens (cosrs) which probably cannot be 
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offset (in whole or in part) by e:,;:pected revenues generared by the sak of the additional catch. No 
quantitative estimate can be made, at present, of these costs. industry sources confirm the potential 
difforent;a1 impact adoption of the IR alternative may have on various sub-set; of the fishery. however. For 
example, while this action is e:,,;pecred to have no significant effect (in gen;;;ra! and when the f1eet is to.ken 
ns a whole) it nonethdess follows the pattern described earlier, that the smaller the vessel. the larger the 
probable impact 

For catcher/processors operating in this fishery, the impact may be determined by processing mode. That 
is. a vessel with the capability to fi!tet product wit! face no significant burden in complying with the lR 
provisions. However, a vessel limited to H&G operation could be relatively disadvantaged, since the market 
for H&G pollock is problematic (per. comm., NPFMC IR/IU Industry Working Group, March 27, 1996). 
While these impacts are not amenable to measurement at the present time, the Council should be cognizant 
of their potential existence, and disproportionate distributional effects, in we:ghing the merits of the proposed 
alternative. 

Sablefish 

Sablefish Long!ine 

The GOA sablefish long!ine fishery is an ITQ fohery. Under provisions of that management program. 
sable fish !ongliners are already reqllired to retain a!l of their Pacific cod bycatch.:1 The GOA [R alternative 
would extend the prohibition on discarding of pollock (and evenrualiy, 'sha11ow water' flatfish) ro the Gulf 
sablefish longline fishery. 

, . 
For the GOA sablefish longline fishery, NrvffS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate that 
54 on-shore and I 6 at-se3: catcher/processors participated in the l 995 sablefish longl ine fishery. Nine of the 
vessets were classified as greater than l24' in length {100% observed). while 7 were in the 60' to t2A' 
category (30% observed). Three-hundred and seven catcher boars participatd'in this fishery in l 995. Fifty
seven were in the 60' to I 24' class. 239 were under 60', and I I were listed as unknown length. 

The data for !996 suggest that 4 7 on-shore and I 2 catcher/processors (5 over !24' in length, 6 in the 60' to 

I ::?:4' class, and l under 60') pnrticipmed in this fishery in that year. One-hundred and sixty-three catcher 
vessels logged deliverie;; of sabldish in the GOA long!ine target fishery in [ 996, according to these data. 
Twemy-:.even boats were in the 60' to i :,.r class, 130 were under 60', and 6 were of unknown length. 

The NMFS Blend catch and discard data for l 995 and 1996 suggest that this fishery is not a significant 
source ofbycatch of the !R species ofconcern (see Appendix A: Table !.6. l ). !n l 995 and 1996, this fishery 
repon:ed no bycatch ,vharsoever of 'shallow \vater' flatfish; and only 2 mt of pol lock. in 1995, and 19 mt in 
1996.. 

While already r;;quired to retain all Pacific cod, catch and discard data suggest di_scarding of Pacific cod 
cont[nued in l99S and 1996. ln t995,jusc 259 rnt of cod bycatch was recordt:d, of which 144 mt (or 55.8%) 
was discarded. This. Ollt of :1 tota! ground fish catch ot· 2 l .507 me ..\ simib.r quantity of cod was reported 
as bycatch in 1996, Le .. '.:.56 mt. of which '.:.02 mt were discarded (:i rati:•of 73.8%). Pacific cod thus 

:: Unless under DFS {he operator is required to dtscard. e g. whrn Pac1fo; cod is on --byc:itch-on!y" or 
'"proh ibi,ed" status. 
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represented just over I .4% of total catch and roughly I 0. 7% of total discards in th is fishery, in that year ( up 
from 6.0% in 1995). 

At-sea versus On-shore 

While potentially a small part of the IR problem, the sablefoh long line fishery does reveal a clear contrast 
between its two sectors (see Appendix A: Tables 1.6.2 and l.6.3 ). .-\t-sea operators represented 
appro'Cimately 13% of total groundfish catch in this fishery, in both years, with the balance going to the on
shore sector. They reportedly bycaught just 2 mt of pol lock, in 1995, discarding it all. Of the 259 mt bycatch 
of Pacific cod, reported in 1995, at-sea took 66 mt, discarding 88% (or, 58 mt); on-shore reported 193 mt of 
Pacific cod, with l 06 mt retained (a discard rate of 44.9%). 

In 1996,-the at-sea sector recorded a 19 mt bycatch of pol lock ( discarding I 00%); the sector caught I 00 mt 
ot· Pacific cod ( discarding 96 mt, or ~5.6%). On-shore operators reported almost no pol lock bycatch in either 
year; with Pacific cod bycatch, in 1996, of 156 mt, 50 mt of which was retained, 106 mt discarded (or, a 
68.1% discard rate). 

While the relative performance of the at-sea and on-shore sectors present some interesting operational 
indicators, it is clear from these data that, had the GOA IR alternative been in place in these two years, the 
impact on this fishery would have been very small. As noted, of the species of concern, only Pacific cod is 
present in meaningful numbers (and it must already be fully retained under provisions of the ITQ program; 
with the DFS exceptions cited earlier). Had these operators been required to retain the additional pollock, 
the effect may have been to slow the fishery slightly. But because the sablefish longline fishery is now 
managed under an ITQ system, the "race-for-fish" is, presumably, no longer the significant issue it was under 
"open-access". Thus, the marginally slower pace should not adversely impact the individual operators, i.e., 
no significant attributable impact. This conclusion was supported by informed industry sources, who 
indicate that the burden to this fleet should be negligible, when taken as a whole. 

Sablefish Trawl 

For the GOA sablefish trawl fishery, NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate that 3 
at-sea processors participated in the 1995 sablefish trawl fishery. All the at-sea vessels were 
catcher/processors and all were greater than 124' in length. No catcher boats were listed as participating in 
this fishery in 1995. 

Only I vessels is reported to have participated in this fishery in I 996. Confidentiality requirements prohibit 
reporting catch and bycatch performance for this operator. The vessel was in the over 124' category, 
suggesting that its fishing activity was subject to 100% observer coverage. 

The GOA sable fish trawl fishery recorded very little bycatch of IR/lU species of concern during the 1995-
1996 baseline period (see Appendix A: Table l.7.1 ). Indeed, for the one year which can be reported, only 
pol lock. among IR-regulated species, was present in the catch, and then just IO mt, all of which was 
discarded in-the-round. 

Sablefish tra1.v!ing 1.vas a very small fishery in the Gulfmanagt:ment area, 1.vith total groundfish catches of 
just 408 mt, in 1995 (as noted. no landings can be reported in 1996). Based upon the available historic data, 
one would conclude with sornejustificarion that adoption of the GO.-\ IR a!tern.:.1tive should not significantly 
impact operators in this fisher)'-
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Flatfish Fisheries 

Arro\\1ooth Flounder Trnwl 

The GOA trawl fishery for arrowtooth flounder is another target fishery which would be regulated by the 
proposed Gulf IR alternative, based upon NMFS Blend data for 1995 and 1996 (see Appendix A: Table 1.8. l, 
1.8.2, and !.8 3). · 

For the GOA Arrow1ooth flounder trawl fishery, NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data 
indicate that in 1995, 4 on-shore plants and 3 catcher/processors participated in this target fishery. All three 
C/Ps were in the over I 24' categories. The data report 15 catcher boats recorded arr0\\10oth landings in that 
year. Twelve were in the 60' to :24' class, the other 3 were listed as unknown length. All delivered only on
shore. 

[n I 996. 4 on-shore and l 3 at-sea processors participated in the fishery. All the at-sea vessels were 
catcher/processors. Of these, 6 were classified as greater than l 2+' in length ( l 00% observed). and 7 were 
in the 60' to 124' category (30% observed). Records indicate that just 8 catcher vessels participated in this 
fishery. in this year. Six were classified as being 60' to 114' in length, las under 60', and I of unknown 
length. Again, al! delivered on-shore. 

The GOA arro\\1ooth flounder target fishery has been characterized as an emerging fishery. Over the l 995 
and 1996 fishing years, the total catch in this fishery has grown nearly three-fold. Based upon these Blend 
catch and discard data, it appears that the GOA arrowtooth flounder fishery is not species selective. For the 
two years examined here, roughly 50% of the total ground fish catch in this target-fishery was composed of 
arro"1ooth. The remaining (roughly) 50% is pretty evenly distributed across numerous ground fish species. 
In 1995. this target f:shery had an aggregate ground fish discard rate of a fraction under 50%. It discarded 
56.8% of the arrow1ooth it caught, which constituted virtually the same percentage of its total discards 
(56.9%). Indeed, the arro"10oth target fishery actually retained a greater percentage of its Pacitic cod. 'deep 
water tlats'. shallow water flattish, rex so!e. flathead sole. anc rod:fish bycatch than it did its target species. 

In l996, the proportion of total ground fish catch composed of arrow1ooth increased by about 6.0%. and the 
discard rate for this species dropped :o 32.5%. At the same time, the bycatch rate of pollack and Pacific cod 
also increased significar:tly. while ·shallow water flatfish catches declined. The discard rate for all three 
of these bycatch species increased sharply in this year. with virtually all of the pol/oek and Pacific cod, and 
about one-third of the shailow water flatfish bycatch being discarded in-the-cound. 

At-sea versus On-shore 

The arrowtooth flounder target fishery in the Gulf appears to be in an early and evolving phase (see 
Appendix A: Tables 1.8.2 and 1.8.3 ). In 1995, the at-sea sect0r accounted for just l 9% of total ground fish 
catch in this fishery {reportedly 862 mt). It had an aggregate discard rate of 61.5%. The on-shore sector 
accounted for the balance of the landings (reportedly 3.75[ mt). On-shore. the aggregate discard rate was 
46,9°/o. In 1996. the at•sea sec-ror accounted for a fraction under 80% of :he total landings in this fish~ry 
(9,756 mt). with an aggregate discard rate of 47.8%. On-shore operators· share of landings dropped to 
approximately 20% of the total (::!-562 mt), v,,ith an aggregJte d!scard rate of 48.9°/a. 

ln both sectors. the discard rate for Pacific cod was l00% in l 996. up sharply from 1995 when the at-sea 
sector retained approximately 55% of its Pacific cod by.:atch (J..! mt of 62 mt). and on-shore operators 
re:ai;;t;d nearly two-thirds of their Pacific cod catch ( 145 mt of 22 l mt). The at-sea sector discarded I00% 
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of its pol lock bycatch in each year, while on-shore, pol lock bycatch was reportedly discarded at a rate ot· 
53.6% in 1995; increasing to 84.3% in 1996. No 'shallow water' flatfish bycatch was reported by the at-sea 
sector in 1995, and virtually none (0.8% of total groundfish catch) in 1996. For the on-shore sector, shallow 
water flatfish accounted for between 7.0% and 8.0% of total groundfish catch in these two years. 

While the respective performance of the at-sea and on-shore sectors presents some interesting indications 
ofa developing fishery, it may be too early to accurately predict how the GOA [R alternative will affect this 
fishery. On the basis of these limited data, one may assert that the impacts may be manageably small. As 
noted, of the species of concern, only pollack and Pacific cod are present is meaningful numbers. Had these 
operators been required to retain these additional fish, the increase would have been just over 2,600 mt, or 
about 21 % of the total ground fish catch in this fishery, in 1996. 

Since the majority of the total catch was represented in the at-sea sector in 1996, and this component of the 
fishery voluntarily chose to discard·[ 00% of its pol lock and cod bycatch in that year, this may suggest that 
the current at-sea fleet does not have the ability to readily retain and utilize bycatches of these species. [n 
such a case, the l 00% retention requirement mandated by the proposed GOA IR alternative could impose 

significant costs on this segment of the fishery. Because the at-sea sector appears to be increasing relative 
to the on-shore sector, adoption of the IR alternative could constrain further growth and redistribute shares 
of the total catch in th is target fishery from at-sea to on-shore operators. 

Deep Water Flatfish Trawl 

1he GOA trawl fishery for 'deep water' flatfish would be governed by the proposed Gulf IR alternative, 
based upon NMFS Blend data for 1995 and 1996 (see Appendix A: Table 1.9.1). 

For the GOA 'deep water flats' trawl fishery, NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate 
that in 1995, 3 on-shore plants and 7 at-sea operators participated. One mothership and 6 catcher/processors 
are reported in this fishery. The mothership and 2 of the C/Ps were in the over 124' class, and 4 C/Ps were 
listed in the 60' to 124' category. The data report twenty catcher boats recorded 'deep water tlats' trawl 
landings in that year. One was in the 124' and over class, 15 were 60' to 124', three were under 60'. and the 
other was listed as unknown. Three catcher boats supplied catch at-sea, the remaining 17 on-shore. 

In I 996, 5 on-shore and 3 at-sea processors participated in the fishery. All the at-sea vessels were 
catcher/processors. Of these. I was classified as greater than 124' in length ( I 00% observed), and 2 were 
in the 60' to 124' category (30% observed). Sixteen catcher boats reported deep water flatfish trawl landings 
in 1996, of which 13 were between 60' and 124', I was less and 60', and 2 were ot·unknown length. 

The NMFS Blend catch and discard data indicate that the 'deep water' flatfish fishery is relatively non
species selective. The Gulf 'deep water' flatfish trawl fishery has been responsible for only relatively small 
amounts of bycatch of any of the IR species of concern. Paci fie cod bycatch totaled I71 mt ( of which 60% 
were retained), out of a total ground fish catch of 3,228 mt, in 1995. In 1996. Pacific cod bycatch was 96 mt 
(appro.,imately 45% was retained). out of total landings of2.783 mt. Pollock bycatch totaled 113 mt, in 
1995. all of which was discarded. In 1996, pollack bycatch dropped dramatically. both as a percent of total 
catch (just 0.6%) and in weight ( I6 mt out of 2,733 mt total catch). Bycatches ot· shallow water flattish went 
from 138 mt (4.3% of catch) to 227 mt (8.2%). Discard rares for this species were very !ow in both years. 
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.-\t-sea versus On-shore 

Total reported catch in this fishery in 1995 and 1996 was relatively evenly distributed between the at-sea and 
on-shore sectors (see Appendix A: Table l .9.2 and l .9.3 ). The on-shore sector appears to utilize significantly 
more of its Pacific cod bycatch. and somewhat more of its pollock bycatch. as compared to the at-sea sector. 
although in neither case are the amounts very great. Shallow water flatfish bycatch is essentially not present 
in the at-sea sector. while it made up between 7.0% and 14% of total groundfish catch for the on-shore 
component. in the two years examined here. 

Because bycatch quantities of IR regulated species are small. both relatively and absolutely. no significant 
adverse impacts would be expected in this fishery, should the GOA IR alternative be adopted, assuming the 
catch and bycatch patterns remain approximately as recorded in the base years. For example, had this fleet 
been required to retain 100% of the pollock and cod bycatch reported in 1996, this increase would have 
represented slightly over 4.0% of reported retained catch, in that year. Individual operations may experience 
differential impacts. based upon the size, capacity, configuration, etc., of their operation, as well as their 
relative share of total catch and bycatch. However, in no case would the impacts of complying with the IR 
alternative be expected to represent a significant burden. 

Shallow Water Flatfish Trawl 

The GOA trawl fishery for 'shallow water· flatfish would be impacted by the proposed Gulf IR alternative. 
based upon NMFS Blend data for 1995 and 1996, even during the first five years of the proposed IR action 
when retention of shallow water flatfish is not required (see Appendix A: Table 1.10.1 ). 

For the GOA shallow water flatfish trawl fishery, NMFS Blend, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data 
indicate that in 1995, 7 on-shore plants and 9 at-sea catcher/processors are reported to have participated in 
this fishery. Four C/Ps were in the over 124', and 5 in 60' to 124' categories. The data report 38 catcher 
boats recorded 'shallow water' flatfish target landings in that year. Twenty-nine were in the 60' to 124' class. 
7 less than 60', and 2 were listed as unknown. 

In I 996. S on-shore and S at-sea processors participated in the fishery. All the at-sea vessels were 
catcher/processors. Of these. 2 were classified as greater than 124' in length (100% observed), and 6 were 
in the 60' to 124' category (30% observed). Records indicate that 27 catcher vessels participated in this 
fishery, in this year. Eighteen were classified as being 60' to 124' in length. 6 as under 60', and 3 of unknown 

lengrh. 

The NMFS Blend catch and discard data indicate that the 'shallow water' flatfish fishery is not very species 
selective. The Gulf·shallow water· flatfish trawl fishery has been responsible for modest amounts ofbycatch 
ofpollock and Pacific cod, while in pursuit of its target. Pacific cod bycatch totaled 872 mt (of which 63.5% 
was retained). out of a total ground fish catch of 6, I 97 mt. in I 995. In 1996, Pacific cod bycatch was 3.368 
mt (only about 11% was retained), out ofa reported total catch of 14,799 mt. In 1995, reported pollock 
bycatch totaled 352 mt, 81.5% of which was discarded. In 1996. pol lock bycatch was reportedly 613 mt. 
with T2. 7% discardt!d in-the-round. Catches of the target shallow \V<lter flatfish 1,vent from 2. 709 mt to 6.6 71 
mt (43.7% to 45.1°/o of catch. respectively). Discard rates for the ·shallow \'-later' species complex 1,vere. 
respectively. 20.6% and I 0.8%. in I 995 and I 996. 

At·sea versus On·shore 
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The on-shore sector accounted for the vast majority of total grcundfish catch i:: this fishery in bot:: 1995 and 
l996, i.e.• 81.9% and 84.6%, respectively (see Appendix A: Table 1.10.2 and ! . I D.3). Likewise. on-shore 
operators reported catches of the target species compiex nearly ten<imes that of:he at~sea sect0r In !995; 
more than seven~times in 1996, The on~shore component retained a larger pc~centage o{ che shallow water 
:1atfish taken. in both years, that did the at-sea sector. -

The on-shore sector also utilized a higher percentage of its bycatch of pol lock in both years. when compared 
to those operating at-sea. for Pacific cod bycat,h, discard rates were approximately twice as high for at-sea 
operators as compared to on-shore, in 1995, whi:e both sectors discarded at an equivalent rate (89%) in 1996. 

Because (except in the case of at-sea operators in 1995) bycatch quantities of pollack were sr,,.all, both 
relatively and absolutely, no significant adverse impacts would be expected in this fishery, should :he GO.-\ 
[R requirement to immediately retain 100% of poliock bycatches be adopted (assuming the catch and bycatch 
patterns remain approximately as recorded in the base years). If there were adverse impacts they would 
surely a::crue mos: heavily to the at~sea sector of this fishery, and among ~his grnu?, ro the smalles.: and least 
operatior;a\ly divers!tied v~ssels. 

At present, t~e at-sea sector reportedly discards 100% of its ?Ol[ock bycatch. [n the case of Pacific cod 
bycatch, the quantities are somewhat greater, particularly in 1996 in the on-shore sector. ln that year, on
shore cod byca:ches were reportedly 2,782 mt, of which 2,467 mt were discarded in-the-.ound (an 88.7% 
discard rate). Representing more than 22% of the total ground fish catch for that sector, in that year, requiring 
I 00% of this additional quantity ofcod would be expected to induce operational changes. The precise nature 
and form of these adjustments cannot be predicted on the basis of available information. Individual 
operations may experience differential impacts, based upon the size, capacity, configuration, etc .. of their 
operation, as well as their relative share of total catch and bycatch. The Council explicitly acknowledged 
this possibility as it debated the IR/IU managerr,enc ?recess. However, when the GOA 'shallow water· 
flatfish fishery is taken as a whole, the impact of complying with the GOA [R alternative, as proposed. would 
not be expected to represent a significant burtlen. 

Flathead Sole Trawl 

Nc,ffS Bier.ct, ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate th:it 4 on-shore processors and 9 
ca:cheriprocessors participated in the 1995 flathead sole trnwl fishery. Four of the catcher/processors were 
over [14' in length, the remaining five were in the 60' to 124' class. Just five catcher vessels are reported to 
have participated in this fishery in this year. Of these, 4 were between 60' and l 24', I was less than 60'. 

These data suggest that in 1996. 16 processors operated in the GO.-\ tl:ithead so le fishery ( l 0 
catcheriprocessors and 6 on-shore plants). Of the catcher/processors. 4 were greater than 124' in length 
( I 00% 0bserver coverage). while 6 were reportedly in the SO' to I 24' class. Six catcher boats were I isted as 
panicipants in 1996. five were categorized as 60' to 124' vessels, 1 was under 60'. 

The NMFS Blend catch and discard data indicate that the flathead sole fishery is relatively small and among 
the least species selective of the GO.-\ ground fish fisheries. Because this target fishery is so small, the 
reliability of especialiy the discard data may be in question. That is," ith so few participan:s and such small 
volumes, the effoct on the :iggregate target-\1. idc: performance t:!Stim::ites o( one exceptional or extreme 
observation can be disproportionately large. \Vich that caveat clearly stJted, the fo:lov•ing in:erpretJtion of 
the Blend catch and discard data is presented for the GOA flathead sole :arget fishery. 
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fn 1995, the target species (i.e., flathead.sole) accouuted for j~st under 2 !% ot'the 1,962 mt rota! ground fish 
catch reported by this fishery (see Appendi~ A: Table I. l l. l ). In l 996, flathead sole comprised just 20.5% 

the 3,452 mt a cotal ground fish catch in this fishery. While bycatches .:,f pol!ock and shallow water flatfish 
c0mprise a small percentage of the total reported catch in this fishery (e.g., 5.5'1/o and 2.5o/o. respectively, in 
1995; 5.0% and 4.2% in 1996), bycatches of Pacific cod were more significant. In 1995. I 5.9% of reported 
total ground fish catch in this fishery was made up of cod (3 13 mt), while nearly 70% (2 14 mt) was discarded 
irHhe-round. Pacific cod bycatch was 26.9% of the reported total in 1996 (928 mt), with a discard rate of 
93.2%, or 865 mt. 

At-sea versus On-shore 

Approximately 80% of the reported catch in the flathead sole fishery was attributed to the at-sea sector in 
I 995. That share declined to just over 62% in i 996 (see Appendix A: Table l. l !.2 and 1.11.3). 
Interestingly, in both years, the on-shore sector reportedly bycaught substantially more Pacific cod (in I 995, 
as a percentage of total catch, and in 1996 both as a percentage and in total catch weight) than did the at-sea 
sector. fn 1996, pollack bycatch was also very much higher for the on-shore sector, both in absolute terms 
and as a rate. Comparison of the discard performance of the two sectors for poliock and cod was mixed. 
Both, however, discarded these species at high rates during the two base years under review. The 'shallow 
water' flatfish complex did not represent a significant component of the total reported groundfish catch of 
either sector. 

Had the proposed GOA !R alternative been in place during these two years, the flathead sole target fishery 
would have been required to retain i 00% of the pollock and Pacific cod bycatch it reported. It is probable 
ti'.at this requirement would have had a dramatic impact on this fishery. By retaining 100% of reported 
Pacific cod bycatch. the in-shore sector would actually have been ··re-targeted" as a Pacit,c cod-target 
fishery, in both years. That is, Pacific cod bycatch exceeded the quantity of any other groundfish species or 
complex in the re?orted catch in 1996, and all but 'arrowtooth flounder.' in 1995. Had all the cod bycatch 
been retained. as required by IR, the blend-target would have read ··Pacific cod" for these operations. 

The outcome for the at-sea sector may be less certain. Based on 1995 reported species composition in the 
retained catch, it would have been impossible for the at-sea sector to have retained l OG¾ of its pollock and 
Pacit,c cod and still have retained a sufficient quantity of flathead sole to be categorized as a "flathead" 
target, unless there existed significant excess hold-capacity within this sector's fleet. In 1996, it would have 
been technically possible to have retained 100¾ of the repor:ed ?Ollock and Pacific cod bycatch and still 
have retained a sufficient quantity of flathead sole to have qualified for that target. Whether that degree of 
operationa! flexibility actually existed in this sector is beyond the scope of information available for this 
ana:ysis. It does suggest, however, that the Council may wish to consider the potential implications for 
srnail-volum<: target foheries of adopting GOA IR/1U, as proposed. 

The aggregate impact of mandatory retention of these two species. is difficult to predict. As previously stated. 
while the impact on any individual operation would be expected to vary, it would appear that the impact (i.e., 
operationai burden) attributable to adoption of the proposed IR alternative could be significant for this 
fishery, as compared to other::; ~:xnmined thus far, when this fishery is taken as a v,hole. 

Rex So!e Traw! 

The GOA trawl fishery for rex sole would be regulated by the proposed Gulf IR alternative. based upon 
NMFS Blend data for 1995 and l996(see Appendix A: Tabie 1.12.i). 
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For the GOA rex sole tra\vl fishery, NMFS Blend. ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC dau indicate that in 
l 995, 4 on-shore plants and 13 catcher/process.ors reportedly participated in this fishery. Six of the C/Ps 
were over 124', and 7 were 60' to 124'. The data report! I catcher boars recorded rex sole trawl landings in 
that year. One was in the over 124' class, l Owere 60' to 124' in length. 

fn !996, l on-shore and l6 at-sea processors participated in the fishery. All the at-sea vessels were 
catcher/processors. Of these, 9 were classified as greater than 124' in length ( I 00% observed), and 7 were 
in the 60' to t24' category (30'% observed). Records indicate that just three catcher vessels participated in 
this fishery, ln this year; all 3 class;fied as being 60' to l24' in length. 

The NMFS Blend catch and discard data indicate that the rex sole fishery is non- species selective. 
According to these data. the Gulf rex sole trawl fishery has been responsible for only modest amounts of 
bycaich of poi lock and Pacific cod. Pacific cod bycatch totaled 671 mt (of which 68..3% was discarded}, out 
of a total groundfish catch of 13,495 mt, in 1995. [n [996. Pacific cod bycatch was 825 mt (only about 
54.4% was discarded), out of a reported total catch of 15,656 mt. In 1995, reported pol lock bycatch totaled 
547 mt, !00% of which was discarded. [n [996, pollock bycarch was reportedly 3.48 mt, with !00% 
discarded in-the-round. Bycarches of shallow water flatfish were small in both years ( 46 mr in l 995, 42 me 
in 1996). Discard rates for the 'shallow wacer' species complex v,ere, respectively, 90.3% and 43.2%, in 
[995 and 1996.u 

In 1995, the GOA rex. sole target fishery retained a total of J, 708 mt, out of an aggregate ground fish catch 
of 13A29 mt. Discards of pollock and Pacific cod, in 1995, totaled 543 mt and 457 mt, respec::tively. 
Discards of shallow water flatfish were 42 mt. [n (996, this fishery retained 5,471 mt of ground fish from 
a reported catch of i5,656 mt Pollock bycatch totaled 348 mt, Pacific cod 449 mt, and 'shallow water' 
flatfish l 8 mt, in that year. 

Had the proposed [R al(ernative been in place in the base years, retention of I 00% of rhe pol lock and cod 
bycatch would have been required. The 'shallow water' tlarfish could have continued to be discarded for 
the first five-years following implementation. This implies that, in !995, rex sole trawlers would have been 
required to retain at lease an additional l .000 mt of catch. That would have represented an incre:ise in 
r:;:ta.ined catch of 27%. A majority of this woutd have been poUock (543 mt). 

These operntors have voluntarily discarded 100% of this species bycatch, wh[ch suggests thar. these 
operar.ions may, at present. not be configured to retain and produce a markern.ble product from pol!ock. may 
not have ready access to markets for poi!ock, or both. The proposed IR action wil! require that they 
overcome these deficiencies, avoid poltock bycatch. or exit this fishery. 

Ber.veen approximately one~third and one-half of the Pacific cod bycatch in the GOA rex sole fishery was 
reported !y retained during the two base years. This implies that at least some of the operations have the 
capability to retain and ddiver a viable product from these cod byc:nches. However, because a significant 
qu;;m,iry of cod was report.:dly discarded in-the-round, a !00% retention requirement would certainty result 
in some operational impacts. Assuming there does not exist subst:J.ntia! excess CJpacicy in this fishery, 
operators would, I} have co slow the prosecution of the target fishery to accommodate retendon ot· the 
additional cod [and pollock], 2) avoid bycatches of IR regu!ared species, o; 3) increase discards ot' one or 
more Other species. which are currenr[y rerained. to make room for rhe re:enrion of Pacific cod (and po!!ock). 
Any of these accions wiU impose costs on (he individual opercnors, Some of 1hese could be significant for 

0 
• Busd upon NMFS carch data. aHea operators recorded 99,5% of the tota! grounJt:,h rntch in the GO,\ 

rs::\ sole'. tlshe:-y in i995: 100% in !996 (see Apper.dix A: Tabks Ll2.2 wd L12."i). 



some o;,erat!ons. assuming the cntch and b~·catch patterns remain approximately as recorded ln the bas~ 
years. If there \vere adverse impacts. they would accr:.:e most heavily :o the smallest and least oper:iclonully 
diversified. The Council explicitly recognized this possibility, however, as it debated the [R/IU management 
process, accepting the inevitable implication. 

Rockfish 

Rockfish Jig 

A small GOA rockfish jig fishery exists (see Appendix A: Table l.13.1), but recorded no bycatches of 
pol lock or shallow water flatfish, and only very small amounts of Pacific cod (i.e., 6 mt in 1995, l mt in 
1996) al! of which was apparently retained. While, on the basis of this reported Pacific cod bycatch, this 
fishery would be regulated by the adoption of the proposed GOA IR management program, any expected 
impacts would be insignificant. 

Rockiish Longline 

The GOA rockfish longline fishery is another fishery which could be marginally affected by adoption of the 
proposed IR alternative, although it does not target any of the species of concern. 

For the GOA rockfish longline fishery, N\ffS Blend. ADF&G fish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate that 
were 21 on-shore and no at-sea processors pa:1icipating in the 1995 fishery. A total of I09 catcher boats 
recorded landings of rock fish i~ the target longline fishery in that year. Three were berween 60' and l 24' 
(30% observer coverage), IO I were less than 60' (unobserved), and 5 were of unkr.own leng,h. 

In 1996, 23 processors participated in the rockfish longline fishery ( I being a catcheriprocessors of less than 
60'). Ninety-four catcher boats are identified, 3 of which are 60' to 124' boats, 5 are of unknown length, and 
&6 a,e less than 60'. 

This :ishery has been very species selective, based upon NMFS Blend catch and discard data (see Appendix 
A: Table 1.14.1 ). Rocktish constituted more than 80% of the groundtish catch in this fishery in each of the 
base years. Of the IR species of concern, only Paci tic cod was reportedly present in the catch, i.e., 29 mt 
in 1995; 53 mt in 1996. While all of the Pacific cod bycatch was retained in 1995, the discard rate for cod 
was reportedly 58.8% in 1996. 

Had the IR mandate been in place during these two years, there would likely have been no significant 
impact on this fishery. This is so because no IR regulated bycatch was discarded in 1995, and in 1996 the 
incremental addition to total catch mandated by IR would have represented an increase of approximately 
6.0% over that observed. All of the addition would have been Pacific cod, a bycatch species whic:1 these 
operators vobntariiy retained at more than a 40% rate in 1996. 

Roe kfish Tcawl 

On :he basis of its catch composition, the Gulf rock fish trawl tishery would be regulated by the adoption of 
the proposed GOA IR alternative. 

For the GOA rocktish trawl fishery. NMFS B,end, ADF&G tish ticket, and NORPAC data indicate that 20 
at~sea and 2 on-shor~ proct;'!ssors participated in the t 995 fishery (all the at-sea operators wcr~ 
catcher/processors). Seventeen of these catcher/processors 1,.vere greater than 124' in length, thus indicating 
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l 00%observer coverage. The remaining 3 were bet\\'een 60' and l24'. Eleven catcher boats are identified, 
in l99 5, l of over 124' ( l 00% observer coverage), l Oin the 60' to l 24' range. 

In l996. 7 on-shore and 16 ac.sea processors participated in the GOA rockfish trawl fishery (again alI at-sea 
operators \vere catcher/processors). T\velve of these vessels were greater than 124' in length. requiring 100% 
observer coverage. the remaining 4 were between 60' and 124' (30% observed). Six catcher boars. all of 
which ,vere between 60' and l 24' in length. reported landings in this fishery, in l 996. 

The GOA rockfish fishery has tended to be relatively species selective, based upon NMFS Blend catch and 
discard data (see Appendix. A: Table 1.15. l ). Of the IR species of concern, only Pacific cod, in 1995, and 
Pacific cod and 'shallow water' flatfish, in 1996, were reported in significant numbers in the bycatch of this 
fishery. The relatively small amounts of pol lock which do appear (141 mt, in 1995; 142 mt, in 1996) were 
largely discarded. Pacific cod bycatches were discarded at a rate of 62. l %, in l 995, and 92.2% in 1996. 
Rates of discard of the 'shallow waEer' flatfish complex. were, respectively 12.6% and ! 9. 7%. 

[f 100% retention of the pollock and Pacific cod bycatches had been required of this fishery, as proposed 
under the IR alternative. the increase in retained catch for this fishery would have been just a fraction over 
2.0%, in 1995; approximately 3.6% in l996.14 On this basis. one concludes that adoption of the GOA IR 
alternative would have no significant impact on this fishery. 

Atka Mackerel 

Atka Mackerel Trawl 

Niv!FS Blend catch and discard data record catches and discards for the Gulf Atka mackerel trawl fishery 
(see Appendix A: Table 1. 16.1 ). Based upon those data, it is apparent that this fishery would be potentially 
impacted by adoption of GOA lR alternative, as proposed. 

For the GOA Atka mackerel fishery, NMFS Blend. ADF&G fish ticket. and NORPAC data indicate that just 
2 processors participated in the 1995 fishery, both catcher/processors of more than l2:.I' in length. These 
two C!Ps account for the entire recorded catch in this year. As a result, catch and discard statistics cannot 
be reported for this fishery, for 1995. 

[n 1996. 9 catcher/processors participated in the Atka mackerel trawl harvest. All but ont! was greater than 
124' in length ( ! 00% observer category). That one was categorized as between 60' and 124'. These were the 
only participants listed in this fishery. in this year. 

With only a single year of data to present, it is perhaps not surprising that projecting trends or patterns in the 
catch and bycatch composition in this fishery is difficult. ln 1996. pollack, Pacific cod, and shallow water 
flatfish were all present in the total catch ot' this fishery. Quantities of each were relatively small (i.e., 
pollack bycatch was estimated at 47 mt, Pacific cod at 80 mt. and 'shallow \vater' flatfish at 26 mt, out of 
a tota! ground fish catch of 1.530 mt). Operators discarded 100% of the pol lock and Pacific cod. but retained 
84% of the sh al low water flatfish. 

:, Catche:s in this fishery were 92% by the at-sea sector in 1995. ln 1996. their share dropped to 62'% (se:! 
. .\ppendix .-\: Table !.15.2 and 1.15.3). IR regulaled species are not present in significant or differential arnouncs 
becwee~ ,he two sectors. 



Had this fishery been required w retain 100% of the cod and pollock bycatch reported in that year, the total 
groundfish discards for Atka mackerel trav,;l would have dedined by more that 40% (assuming no 
dtsplacement of other species in the retained catch). Based on the actual reported retained catch of I .222 
mt, the mandated retention would have represented an increase of just over l O~'o in total retained tonnage, 
for this fishery. 

None of the catch or bycatch data available on the GOA Atka mackerel trawl fishery, nor any other 
information developed 1n the course of the assessment, would lead to a conclusion other than there is likely 
to be no significant impact on this fishery from adoption of the 1R alternative, ceteris paribus, 

3.2. l Potential Aggregate Effect on Discards 

Taken as a whole, the several GOA groundfish target fisheries identified above, which would be directly 
impacred by the proposed !R alternative, accounted for an estimated to,al ground fish catch in l 995 of 
approximately 2 l 9,000 mt. In t996, that total was estimated to be 205,000 mt. These fisheries collectively 
discarded an estimated 39,272 mt of groundfish (or approximately IS¾ of total catch) in l 995, and 41,137 
mt (or about 20% of total catch) in l 996.25 Had the initial retention provisions of the IR alternative been in 
effect in chese fisheries in these years, aggregate discards could have potentially been reduced by 
approximately 29% in l 995: approximately 31 % in t996 (assuming increased retention of [R regulated 
species, i.e., pollock and Pacific cod, was not substantially offset by increased discards of unregulated 
species). This upper~bound estimate of bycatch savings would have represented about 4.0% of the total GOA 
ground fish TAC in !995. The impact wou[d have been approximately 5.0% of TAC in 1996. Assuming, 
for sake of argument, t00% retention of 'shallow water' flatfish had been required in these two seasons, total 
retained catch would have increased by less than 0.7% in l 995, and just over 0.6% in 1996, all etse equaL 

As suggested by the data on size composition for each target fishery (see Appendix 8), much of the discards 
of target species is composed of fish which are, by current standards, ""unmarketable'' (except perhaps as 
meal). A share of the remaining discards are presumed to be damaged, or otherwise unsuitable for retention 
and processing. As a result, it seems likely that the amount of additional product deriving from the proposed 
l R tnduced reductions in discards will be substantiaily smaller than the additional retained catch tonnage 
might suggest. That is. ifone were to estimate the potential additional product output deriving from bycarch 
r::!tention. under the GOA IR alternative, by extrapolating average product mix and recovery rates for target 
species catch in the unregulated fisheries, the estim:.ue would lik,dy be overstated. 

While, under the proposed IR action, the mandated retained bycatch may not produce commensurately large 
increases in product (and may actually reduce operating revenues) it may, non~theless. have other effects 
consistent with the Council's stated objectives for this action. First, by creating in the GOA a substantiaily 
equivalent regulatory environment to that which was adopted in the BSA!, with respect to retention of 
po!!ock and Pacific cod, (and eventually also designated flatfish species), the Council will have eliminated 
any potential economic incentive for effort and capacity to move from BSA! to GOA ro avoid retention 
requirements. in response to implementation of lR/lU in the former management area, Second. by increasing 
operating costs, associated with meeting the retention requirements, the GOA fR proposal may induce 
operators to adopt fishing techniques co avoid. to the maximum extent practicable. catching unwanted and/or 
undersized fish. \Vhile the magnitude of the e...:onom ic inducement to avoid bycatch will vary from operation 
to operation and fishery to fishery (and therefore cwnot be empirically estimated), ct may represent an 
important potential benefit attributable to adoption of the Council's GOA :R action, 

:; r.lore than 40% of~he rota[ groundfish d[scards in :hr:S:! GO . .:., fishem::.; is comprised ofarrowroorh 
flounder. 
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3.2.2 Potentially Impacted Vessels 

The potentially affected vessels. by size. operating mode. and fishery are identified in the following tables 
(Tables 3.2. I and 3.2.2). The indicated "Significant Impact'· of the IR proposal reflects the tleet-wide 
response (i.e.. assumes all vessels operate at the mean). There will be individual differences in the relative 
compliance-burden among vessels within any given target fishery. For example. in a fishery in which the 
tleet-as-a-whole (likely) will experience significant (Y), compliance impacts attributable to IR/lU, one or 
more individual vessels may not. Alternatively, in a fishery that, on-average, is expected not to incur 

significant impacts (N), there may be individual vessels which will find compliance difficult. These 
preliminary findings do not retlect these potential differences within a fleet. 

It should be noted that, while the aforementioned "significance" assessments are, by assumption, reported 
Gulf-wide, there is expected to be some variation in impact intensity from area to area, as noted in the 
following tables' footnotes. For example, in the Pacific cod trawl target fishery, the general conclusion is 
that IR compliance will present no significant burden for this fishery. This conclusion was verified by the 
IR/IU Industry Working Group at its April I, 1997, meeting. However. while the conclusion holds for 
Eastern and Central Gulf operators, some Western Gulf small-boats trawling for Pacific cod in the target 
fishery may face substantial difficulties in fully complying with the IR mandate. Information and data are 
insufficient to support a detailed individual analysis of each management area within the GOA. Therefore. 
when specific instances of variable-impacts can be identified, they are so noted in the text and on the 
summary tables. 

Likewise. conclusions concerning the probable impacts of I00¾ retention of 'shallow water' flatfish may 
be over-simplified. according to the IR/lU Working Group. As noted. the GOA 'shallow water' flatfish 
complex is composed of rock sole, yellowfin sole. butter sole, English sole, starry flounder. Petrale sole. sand 
sole, Alaska plaice, and other flounders. Some of these species are currently marketable, while others are 
not. If the shallow water flatfish bycatch composition is predominantly "marketable" flatfish species, the 
impact of 100¾ retention will be substantially less burdensome than if composed predominantly of 
"unmarketable" species. 

Because the IR/IU proposal would delay the 100¾ mandate for 'shallow water' tlattish for tive years 
following initial implementation. the likely species composition of bycatch, as well as the list of 
marketable/non-marketable species cannot be accurately predicted. Indeed. it is the e.,pectation ot· the 
Council that. over the five year interval. the industry would strive to alter these two aspects of 'shallow 
water' flattish bycatch. i.e., increase selectivity (avoid unmarketable fish), develop and expand markets. 
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Table 3.2.1 Trawl Vessel Count by Target, Length, and Pro.:essor Class 1 (Target is b~ued on 
retained catch by processor, ,veek, area 1 gear.) 

Mothe:- Catcher/ Catche::.-s boa.ts Significa:.t: 
ships process rs Impact 

tG:ea::e:: Gr~at:ec 6 to Grg:a:e:- 60 1 co L.~ss Unk:10•,1:1 of 
t '!" .... ' I::-i.a:1 ::han 2~ :ha:: .!.L-t ::-'ca:1 l;;;ng::: Compliance 

124' 12~ ' 124 . 50' (Y/N) 

1995 
?ollock ..bottom 15 ~ '1 3 N 
?cl.lock 

pelagic 15 as 17 5 N 
Sablafish 3 N 
?acific cod 5 9 5 3 73 53 3 N: .,~· NJArrowtooth 12 3 
Re;,; sole 6 7 t 10 N 

y~Flathead 4 5 I L 
nae deep L L 

,,. ..... i 't..~' ~ 3 l N 
AFlat shall.ow -, 5 29 ., 

I 2 N 
6!.oci<fish 17 J 1 lC ~l 
Acka mack 2 ~ 

1996" 
?olloc< 

bot.:om 4 l? 12 L N 
?ollock 

pelagic 12 50 ' N~~ ~ "' 
Sable:ish 1 N 

.it'"!'?aci:i:: CQd 3 D 3 6 ... ' s~ ., 2 N: 
.~:=-cw:co:h 6 7 10 l Nl

'" 
:lex so:.e 9 7 5 l N 

y-1Flachead 4. 5 ,5: 2 2 
::lat deep 1 2 -~ ' , J .2 N" 

1 :,;:'lat. shallo ~ 2 0 .3: 10 3 
?.ockfis:1 !2 4 25 2 l N" 
Ac:<a ;;iac ~ g N 

li Catcher/processor vessels in these fisheries with the capability to fillet product wtll face no significant burden 
in complying with the fR provisions (according to the Council's [R/tU [ndustry Work[ng Group). Vessels !imired t0 

head and gut operation may be significantly disadvantaged by the recention requtrement 

_]/ There may be significant impacts on trawl catcher boats less than 60', [n the Western Gulf directed fishery for 
Pacific cod, Because these vessels have limited room on board, and cannot sort. inadvertent bycaiches of pollock, while 
seeking cod. could end :heir trip, ifafl pollock: musr be retained. If required to land !he pollock byc:1tch, queuing time 
to off-load an unsalable (or reia11ve1y less valuable) catch than the Pacific cod deliveries of competing boats could force 
a vessel to forego most of ,he short Pacific cod opening, with devastating consequences. according to industry sources 
(peL comm., Denby Uoyd, Aleutian East Borough, Feb. 1997). 

J./ Pollock and Pac~fic cod discoxds 1n tht arro\,vrooth t~H·get fishery arc~ r~portc::d1y, virtually entirely nttributabia;! to 
req,:lrements. und would, therefore, b<: unaffocted by the prnpo5ed lR./lU ilCtion. 

;!! For ,he on.shore only in this fisnery reportedly, virtually all pol!ock and PJcitic cod disc;irds ;:irs: attributable to 
Regulatory requirements, and would, therefore, be unatT::c:ed by th<.' propo,;;:,d IIUV a,:;iion. 

~7 
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Table 3.2.2 Non-trawl Vessel Count by Target, Length, and Processor Class (Target is based on 
retained catch by processor, week, area, gear.f" 

Motherships Catcher-processors Significant 
Impact 

Ho::,e T..ass Mo::a 60 t:o Less (.,'.,,:<. o= 
c~:..a..n.. tha:1. 1.2 4 than than compliance 

oO 124 feet 60 60 (Y/N) 

1.995 
S3;::ilefish 

,Long line g 7 57 239 ll :. 
?,;.ci:ic cod 

Long line 7 12 l 35 359 1.4 ~-
?~r. 3 2 L l 6 70 102 6 N 

?..-::c kf i .s r~ 
Jig l.O " 

1 ,, ; " Lo:-.gline 3 -~ - 5 ~~ 

1995ir 
SableEish 

!..ong lin~ l 6 l zg 136 7 ~i" ?;,dfic cod ,.Jig l 16 ,. 
l 4 12 L2. 251. 10 ~i 

2 l .; 52 84 7 :,i 

Ji-; l. 12 N 
~onglbe l .; 88 5 :-I 

Noto::,: Targets were c:ilculated by AFSC staff. A rnothership is ,it'.tined as a vessel which soldy op.:rated as a mothership during 
a y:::u. Likewise a catd1.:r v.:ssd soldy operated as a catcher vessel. Howev~r a catch::r-proc::ssor may hav,: a!so op-:r:Jt.:d as a 
mother,hip or cnLchcr vc~sd in addition to caich.:r-proc.:ssing, 

" Fi,h Ticket duta for !996 an: incompktc ilt thi~ time. These daca a.r.: employed to derive untque vi::ssd coum.s. by fishery, by vcs::.d 
ca:egory, by siz:: cllSS. Therefor.:, tho:: totals for 1996 are $ubjcct c~ change a.:. up•Ja,s:d Fi$h Tick;;t \la.a b,:~ome ;;v;;ilabk 

Sourt:e: NMFS Ala!ib Region Bknd Estimate. r\DFG fish tick~ts. a.nd NORPAC. 

:& As proposed. it is anticipated that five-years fotlowing implemenrntion of the GOA [R lU alternative 
t00% reEention of the by catch of shai low water 11,mish ;n all ground fish fisheries will be: required, Howev<:'r, afcc:r 
examio ing the vessel counrs with and without this additional requirement. one conciuJc:s rh,u ,her" arc alrnosi no 
additional vessels that caught some 'shallow water' rl;:d:.sh, but no po[lock or Pacific cod, during the base years, 
Therefore. the vess::!l counts cited above are a reasonab(<;! appro:-:.imation of the numb<!r of opera1ions which will 
potentlai!y be impacted when 'shallow water' flatfish retention ,s added to th:: !00':'o poilock and Pacific cod 
retention requirement. 
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3.3 Delayed Implementation for Shallow Water Flatfish 

From very early in the [R/JU development process, including some provision to ameliorate the most 
undesirable impacts of implementation of the 100% retention requirement has been a priority of the Council. 
Within the context of the BSA! discussion, the Council examined both a phase-in proposal and a date-certain 
delay for IR/IU implementation for the flatfish species of concern. Elemencs of the phase•in proved to be 
unmanageable, prompting the Council to adopt a straight-for.vard delay for yellowfin and rock sole. 

By proposing a substantial!y equivalent IR/lU program for GOA, the Council explicitly incorporated the 
implementation delay provision for the 'shallow water' flatfish complex bycatch, as an element of the GOA 
analytical package. It is expected that such a provisior, would; I) grant interim relief from the economic and 
operational burden of IR. in the case of bycatches of species for which adequate markets do not currently 
exist, (e.g., shallow water flatfish complex.]; 2) place the industry on not[ce that, at a 'date-certain' in the 
furure, 100% retention of this species complex would be required; 3) provide an opportunity and incentive 
for the industry to develop markets and/or improve gear selectivity; whi1e, 4) proceeding immediately to 
I 00% retention of pollock and Pacific cod bycatches in all GOA groundfish fisheries. 

On the basis of the findings of the Implementation [ssues Assessment, prepared for the Council in March 
I 995, and the BSA! !R/lU EA/RIR, the expectation is that by delaying implementation for the ·shallow 
water' species~complex only, the potentially impacted secmrs wil! have the opportunity to make the 
necessary adjustments ro accommodate the 100% retention requirement at the end of the fifth year of the 
IR/IU program. Note that the proposed delay in retention of shallo·w water flatfish in GOA does not affect 
the mandatory retention of I 00% of pol lock and Pacific cod, by a.II groundfish operations, effective 
immediately upon implementacioo of the IR/lU amendment. 

A quantitative analysis of the impacts of delaying lR/[U implementation for the shallow water flatfish 
complex is necessarily limited by the data and probable-response information available. Nonetheless, one 
may project the potential discard savings that might, in theory. accrue from such a proposal. ln this case, if 
the IR/IU requirement was delayed for five years, •shallow water' flatfish discards could potentially continue 
at "status quo" levels for five successive seasons afrer implemenla,ion of che l 00¾ retention requirement 
was adopted for pollo~k and Pacific cod. If a!I else is assumed cons.ant. th:s means that approximately 6,800 
mt of 'shallo""' water' flattish (approximat1tly 1,360 mt each year,7 could b~ legally discarded during the 
delay. The ABC for 'shallow water' tlatthh ,.,.as 492,780 mt in 1995; 447,120 mt in 1996. 

Clearly, che estimates ofcontinued ·shallow water' flatfish discards. which might accrue during the five-year 
dda>·, are very crude estimates which do not account for possible adjustments by the industry to the eventual 
l 00% retention requirement. Indeed, one would e:-<.pect that the industry would take affirmative action to 
reduce these discards during the period of delay, since to do otherwise would almost certainly result in the 
kind of economic disruption and disl~ation the delay was intended to ameliorate when. at che end of che 
five-year period. !00% retention is extended to shallow water f1atfish. 

: 7 Approximat::!ly the av~rage total discard of shallow water flatfish in the GOA ground fish fishery, in 
l 995 and ! 996. 
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. ..\nother significant consideration associated with such a delay in implementation for this species complex 
would be the resulting accommodation of monitoring and enforcement concerns expressed by the agency and 
the Coast Guard. Z$ 

It was the COlind! 's :;:;,;.pressed desire to provide time. through provision of a delay in l 00% retention for 
shallow water flatfish, for the GOA fishing sectors to establish and expand markets, develop new product 
forms, and adopt new techniques and technologies to avoid unwanted bycatches of this species complex. 
While a flve year delay would not assure adequate time for the industry to prepare for 100% retention 
compliance, it ,vould cenain!y increase the opportunity substantially. Secondarily, having adopted a five 
year delay in l00% retention of ye!lowfin and rock sok in the BSA! IR/1U program. the Council sought to 
design a " ... substantially equivalent" program structure in the GOA, thus minimizing the possibility of 
confusion, management complexity, and monitoring/reporting/er1forcement burdens on aH affected parties. 
Adoption of this elem enc of the proposed action achieves this objective. 

3A · Potential for Capacity and Effort Transfer 

Another of the principal concerns of the Council with respect to the GOA [R/{U program, as reflected in the 
specific language of its problem statement, was" ... the potential risk that significant capacity and effort 
would migrate, from the Bering Sea, to the Gulf of Alaska ... ", should IR/IU be adop(ed in the former 
management areas and not simultaneously in the latter. Because of the current vessel moratorium, and the 
expectation of a permanent license limitation program (LLP), some constraint on such movement already 
exists. Nonetheless, an assessment of the remaining opportunity for migratton of effort and capacity has been 
u nds:rtake n. 

Recall that LLP-qualtfication for harvesting vessels is noi targiet or gear-specific {although vesse!s designated 
"catcher-onfy" cannot currently upgrade to '"catcher/processor"). Therefore, if vessel "A" meets the 
qualification criteria for LLP-certification in an area as, say, a bocrom pollock trawler, vessel "X' is in no 
way constrained by regulation to limit future fishing acrivity in that area to the harvest of "bottom po!lock" 
nor, for that matter, to trawling. 

Likewise, ifvessel "A" qualifi<!d under LLP in multiple areas, say rhe Bering Sea. Eastern and Central Gulf, 
the vessel operator would have virtually complete li:Uitude m move bec\veen groundfish fisheries and gear
types, within any of the areas for which ic has qualtfied,:9 

\Vithin this regulatory framework, then, and based upon the analysis performed by the Council staff in 
connection wirh the LLP proposal, there are (at [east) 365 groundfish vessels which would have the legal 
abiliry to move bee.veer; groundflsh fisheries in the BSA! and one or more of the GOA management areas. 

:s NMfS Enforcement and Coast Guard Officers advised the Council that requiring :my level of retention 
compliance b:::low 100%, for a given speGies. would be effectively unmonitorable and unenforceable, within the 
cont-::xt ofan iR/!U program. How.ev<.:r, J dt:IJ;' in impl<.:memation, as discincr from a phase-in, for on,: or more of 
the species of concern, could be accommodated, giv:::n exisrfng monitoring and enforceme!'H resources and practices. 

,~ There are a few exceptions. Th<.: fast is in the case' of a vessd which fished with rraw!-gear in :he 
E:.istem Gulf during the LLP qua!tricatlon period. B.:cause groundr1sh m1wling is no longer p:::rmiued east ot Ic1ou 

lad!uds:: in the Eastern Gulf, :his vt:ssd would be. required ro swirch {O a kgal gear-type to partici;i:1t:: in the fisheries 
,n ,his area. The s:::cond would be tfa fishery was managed under e g .. sz:bkfish fixt'.!d-ge;1r. Fin:i.lly. accc:ss 
m GOA po!lock and Pacific cod target fisheries is constrained apportionments m:de in con nee, ion with the: 
Council'3 Inshore/Offshore .\m::ndrnenc 
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Of these, 235 are LLP-desigr.a:ed :•:::atcher-onty·• vessels. Th\s group is comprised of l9 boars g,ecter than 
124' in length; 154 boars in tl:e 60' to 124' class; and 112 boats under 60' in length. 

Of the 365 multi-area qualifying operations, SO vessels are ;.,LP-designated "catcher/processor". Forty-seven 
are reportedly greater than 124' in length: 31 are between 60' and 12-l' in length: and 2 are listed in these data 
as being less than 60'. 

Would the implementation of!R/IU regulations in one area, but not the other, actually create a sufficient 
economic incentive to induce area switching? And if so, how many operations would actually shift 
substantial amounts of fishing effort from the Bering Sea/ Aleutian Islands fisheries, into Gulf ground fish 
fisheries, to avoid [R/IU? 

At present, these questions cannot be answered in a quantitative way. It may be sufficient to address the 
CounciFs concern, however. to note that apparently significant numbers of vessels, representing a substantial 
amour:t of fishing (and processing) capacity, will (under LLP) have the potential to move between the BSAI 
and GOA management areas. 

The nature (if not the size) of the implications for GOA fisheries, should such an effort and capacity shift 
occur, are well known. They inc'ude: I) preemption or par:ial displacement of current fishery participants; 
2) accelerated rates of harvest of target species, leading to shortened fishing seasons; 3) accelerated rates of 
harvest ofbycatch species [including PSC], leading to directed fishing restrictions or closures; and 4) the 
redistribution of fishing. processing, and support-service revenues among a broader range of participants. 
Some of these impacts may adversely aftect "net National benefits", as a measure of retention of the Status 
Quo alternative, while otliers may have primarily distributional implications. 

fn either case, the uncesirable (or unanticipated) economic and socioeconomic impacts can be largely 
avoided, and one of the Council's primary objectives for GOA !R/IU attained, by assuring that a·· ... 
substantially equivalent'' !R/IU management program is implemented in the Gulf of Alaska, simultaneously 
with the IR/JU program in the Bering Sea/Aleutian fslands area. 
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4.0 Monitoring Compliance with Increased Retention Standards 

4.1 Observer Coverage - The Role of Ni.VIFS-Certified Observers 

NMFS observers have a primary responsibility to estimate the weight and species composirion of the total 
catch to provide sc ienti fica!ly reliable information about fishing mortality. The disposition of catch ber.veen 
processed produce or discards is, at present, regarded as secondary information, and is provided by the 
observer on the basis of the best available information. Generally, observers estimate discards by making 
an approximation of the percentage of fish in their samples which would have been discarded.Jo That is, 

Jo Estimation procedures and directions to observers are prescribed in the NMFS-Observer Program 
training manual as follows. ··Percent Retained Estimation" - The percent retained by species group represents the 
round weight of fish that is retained by-the vessel from any given tow or set that the observer samples. Observers 
are to make their best estimate of the weight of whole fish of each report group category that is retained (whether 
retained in whole or in part) on each sampled tow or set. This figure needs to be estimated and reported on the 
CM.-\ fonn. 

There is no clear sciemiftc way- for observers to arrive at the percent retained by species group tigure because of the 
variability in discarding that occurs on vessels, and the rnany different places discard takes place. Recognizing 
these limitations, we want observers to make an approximation based on what they see happening on their particular 
vessel. Because this is an approximation, corresponding time and effort given to obtaining it should be minimized 
and complex mathematical approaches to this task avoided. 

Because the focus is the entire tow or set, observers need to take alt discard into consideration. If a trawler dumps a 
significant portion of any sampled hau I back into the sea before sorting, then none of the species groups of chat haul 
wereJ 00 percent retained. For example, if:30 tons of an 80 ton nee were dumped. then no more than 5/Sths or 63 
percent of each species group should be reported as retained. Further, if fish are falling off the belts in the factory 
beyond the observer sampling station and are later washed out of the vessel, these too should be considered as 
discard. To provide guidance, the following are acceptable methods to detennine percent retained by species group 
for thi:! major gear types: 

Catcher/Processor Trawlers: In most instances. this estimate will only be a visual approximation based on the 
observer's best judgement and observations of what is going on in the factory. For this figure. it is acceptable to 
make your best guess. in some cases. however. the vessel may have a rigid method for selecting a certain size or 
sex of fish which is applied consistently to the catch. If that is true, it is acceptable to use the composition sample to 
determine the weight of fish that would be sorted out by size, sex, or species in the factory. It is also acceptable to 
just make your best estimate. [n making your approximation on a catcher/processor, if any part of a fish is retained 
then the entire fish is counti::d as retained. A cursory look at factory production figures, followed up by further 
investigation, might make you aware that a particular species group is sometimes utilized when you thought it was 
always discarded. 

When making an estimate of the percentage oC fish being retained. avoid basing your estimate on relative numbers 
of tish. Remember that this figure is a percentage of weight. If small t1sh are being discarded and the larger ones 
rec:iined, the weight percentage of retained fish is greater than their percent:ige by number. 

ff a C/P vessel puts up product but days later discards it overboard in favor of a more valuab Ii:! product (high 
grading), it is not necessary to try to revise earlier figures for percent retained of the discarded product, Just make a 
note of it in your d:iily log. 

Catcher-only Trmvlers: Observers on catcher-only vessels must consider everything th:it is deliv.:red to the 
processor as retained. regardless of whi::ther the processor later discards it. or gives it back to the ca(chc:r to take:: 
back out to sea for discard. With that distinction. the mi:!thods :ire the same as a catcher-processor trawler. 
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observers only visually approximate the proportion of each species discarded from sampkd hauls, NMFS 
later extrapolate this approximation to unobserved hauls. 

4? Alternative r.'teans of IR Compliance l"vlonitoring 

Accumulating empirical evidence from the NMFS observer program suggests that the level of compliance 
with any retention regulation may be expected to vary directly with the level of observer coverage-. 
Significant portions of the GOA industry are, at present, either unobserved or have an observer onboard only 
JO% of the time. Even operations classified as having I 00% observer coverage do not. iri. fact, have all hauls 
(lifts) or deliveries monitored. Typically an observer samples the catch of only a portion of the hauls (lifts) 
that the vessel makes. Further, because discards can take place at various sites on a vessel and at various 
times. it is not reasonable to expect an observer to monitor all discards, 

In the face of reduced staff and increasing workloads, the NMFS observer program is having difficulty 
carrying our current scientific and monitoring responsibilities. However, no additional resources are 
expected in the near future. Most observers onboard vessels are fully subscribed with current duties and are 
unable to take on any additiona[ tasks without changing priorities, which means eliminating other duties and 
responsibilities. Therefore, acrive NMFS-observer monitoring of the Council's retemion alternative cannot 
be accomplished without additional observers an-d support personnel, or a significant reallocation of existing 
resources and priorities (although re-prioritization could undermine the observer program's abiliry to provide 
primary information for science and management). 

As reported ln the BSA! IR/lU EA/RIR, without adequate observer monitoring of discards, NMFS expects 
to be unable to assure strict "real-time" (fietd-based) compliance with the increased retention regulations. 
The Council considered several altemat[ve monitoring options within the BSA[ IR/IU context, \vhich balance 
the level of compliance monitoring with the cost of achieving the desired discard savings.JI On the basis 
of this a.na[ysis. the Council select.ed an [R monitoring approach which relies primarily on secondary data 
to confirm compliance. Having adopted this program 1n the BSA[, the Council voted, at its December 1996 
meeting, to proceed with a'' ... substantially equivalent" program for GOA IR/IU. Because the facts and 
findings concerning the rang;;- of monitoring options are identical for both areas (i.e., BSAf and GOA) the 
extensive discussion is not rep.::ated here. Instead, the Council's Preferred Alternative is presented as an 
alternative to retention of the Status Quo. 

-U.1 Monitoring Increased Retention [PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE! 

The proposed IR management action would confinn retention compliance principally in two ways. The first 
involves the procedures for verifying [R compliance during random at-sea boardings by the Coast Guard and 
NMFS Enforcement Officers. rn the case of an enforcement boarding. catch round weights reported in the 

longline Vessels: Observers on longliners normally count fish that drop off or are intentionally knocked off:he 
line. as pan: of their normal sampling procedure. Counc chi::se fish as discards, apply an :tppropr:Jte avi:!rage weight. 
:H,d calculme by w.:ighr what percent of each species was retained in your sample. Should drop-offs of discarded 
fish be so frequent that they cannot be counted separatdy from the sample fish. a vtsual approximation, as vv:th 
crawlers, is acceprnble. Take note also of landed target fish which are later rejected b;v the processing crew. ff sand 
tleas nre present. it is likely rhar not all rhie landed thh will be retained. 

See the extensive discussion of'Moniroring [ncreased Retention Options' in the: Bering Sca/A!euti::in 
[sland Groumffish Fishery Management P!an Amendment ~9 EA/RIR./Rf,4.,, S>::ptember 25, 1996, pages 52 -58. 
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vessel's fishing log would be compared to the round weighr equivalent catch estimates obtained by ,;back
casting" from pr(mary product weights, using standard product r~covery races {PRR.s), published by NMFS. 
That is, boarding officers ·,vould physically inspect the product in the vessel's hold, identifying 
species/product form and product weight. From this information, a round weight equivalent estimate of the 
catch would be derived using, as an enforcement too[. standard Ni\ffS' PRRs. This estimate would be 
compared to the logged catch -..velght. If the two sources of catch estimates. for each species of concern. are 
wirhin acceptable limits, compliance 'Nith the retention requirement \vould oe confirmed_;: 

One of the most serious potential shortcomings of chis approach is the reliance upon fixed P RRs. Empirical 
evidence suggests that PRRs can vary, not only beti.veen operations, but within any single operation, over 
the course of the season. Such factors as the size and conditton of the fish, seasonality. 
efficiency/performance of processing equipment, and market demands (affecting product form/quality/mix), 
may all influence the actual realized recovery rates for any given operation. 1t is possible that, for example, 
an operator mighc obtain an actual PRR which is significantly higher than the pubiished standard, for a given 
period of time. (n this case, if boarded, use of the standard PRR to derive an estimated round weight 
equivalent catch· from product onboard could lead the enforcement agent to conclude that total catch \vas 
being under-logged by the operator. This could result in issuance of a citation-of-violation and (potentially) 
an unjustified economic and/or legal penalty. 

Aiterr,acively, if the actual realized PRR was substantially lower than the published standard. the enforcement 
agent might conclude, on the basis of the i:back-casting'' procedure. that discarding of fish in-the-round had 
occurred, in violation of the retention requirement, even though ic had not. 

le should be noted that N?,;tfS developed standardized PRRs for use in tracking aggregate fleet performance. 
NJ\lFS later required the use of PRRs \vhen performing calculations for directed fishing and other formulas. 
The standard NMFS PRRs are approximations of the average product recovery rate performance observable 
in the fleet over a given interval of time, e.g., a fishing year, or season opening. There was neve, an 
expectation of their use in monitoring the production performance of individual operators. These 
fundamental difficulties with the use of a standardized PRR. may nequire that N~!FS adopt a reasonably large 
degree of latitude when specifying [R compliance standards. 

The second means of monitoring retention compliance under this alternative would rely upon the review of 
catch and production reports, submitted by industry to the agency, along with the associated observer catch 
records, Each operation participating in any GOA groundfis:h fishery is required to maintain and submit 

· r¢gular reports to NMFS (or to the State of Alaska), on catch and/or production, e.g., Weekly Production 
Repor(S, ADF&G Fish tickets, Daily Fishing Logs. etc. On the basis of these repom, NMFS could derive 
estimates of total catch, by species of concern. both from catch records and by use of standard PRRs applied 
to reported product These estimates could then be compared to observer catch estimates, for the same 
operacion and period. if the two estimates agree. within some reasonable limit (to be specified in the 
enabling regulations). retention compliance would be assumed. 

3? There may be some practical difficulties wi(h relying on hold-counts at sea. In some cases. it may not be 
possible co compare cncch round weights with the primary product weightS witho,H escorting the vessi:I to port to 
perform a case-by-case hold count. Although a volumetric hold count may be sufficient for giving a general idea of 
th.: amounc of product on board a vessel, ic is not exact. Bu[kheads. conveyor belts. and other obstructions can 
undermine accuracy. lf the logbook and volumeiric hold coum do not march, then a case-by-case count must b<! 
cori.duc,,e,d in order to substantiare a vioiation. For a variety of ri;asons, including safocy considerations, a case-by• 
case counc wt!! likely not be conduci•ed at sea. 



Reliance upon this monicoring system has several potential difficulties. First, it necessirares combining carch 
esdmate information from different sources (observer and processor). which wilt lead to 
conclusions in some cases. For example. an observer's estirnme of:he total :::a:ch of a particular species could 
be than the estimate of retained catch, based on applying standard PRRs :o product weight. This resuk 
could occur due ro; I) expected samp Iing error in procedures used by the obser,er [ dens it:,.· sampling. species 
composition sampling. etc.]; 2) incorrect measurement of the volume of fish in a bin or rhe weight fish 
in samples: or 3) ,he expected difference betv>'een individual vessel PRRs and the Ni\!FS Standard (as 
discussed above), 

Another difticulty in this method ts that obser.'er estimates of total catch and species composit[on are made 
on a haul-by*haul basis. Production data is recorded daily and is not required to be tied to a specific haul. 
although record keeping and reporting requirements could be changed. 

Finally. with existing observer coverage levels, it will be possible to apply this compl!ance verification 
method only to the observed hauls, and not to all catch of the vessei ( or delivered to a plnnt),' 1 

There are clearly other shortcomings with this aspect of the proposed monitoring procedure, in additior, to 
those cited above, The most obvious may be that not all participants in the GOA fR regulated fisheries wil[ 
be observed,1~ Therefore, the independent observer estimate of catch, against which the operator's own 
estimate would be compared, will not be available for a significant ponion ofrhe operations participating 
in these GOA fisheries, 

This leads to the next potential limitation, which is the substantial reliance upon industry supplied catch and 
production reports, Indeed, unless an operator essentially "self.reports" a violation, by submitting catch logs 
which are in signlficar.t disagreement with its own production reports, it is highly unlikely that failure to 
compiy with the I 00% n::[endon requirement will be detected, 

In practice, the risk of detection of even relatively significant viola(ions of the reremion requirement will 
depend, in farge part. upon random boardings and audits of the data and, thus. wt[l vary directly with the kvel 
of resources dedicated to these enforcement functions. If. hov,.:ever, the objectives of the I R/lU proposal can 
be subsrantially achieved by, ( l) providing an incentive for honest operators (which one assumes most are) 
to reduce bycatch discards. and (2) increasing the risk of detection of violations of the retention requirement. 
then this monitoring alternative can likely achieve thrs. 

As proposed, this alternative wou!d rely prrmari!y upon existing observer. enforcement. and management 
staff and resources.15 Therefore, it' adopted :is proposed, there would be no :;·ig11ificam additional cost 
amibutab1e ro [R Compliance l\-lonitoring in the GOA manageml'.'nt area. 

;, For reference. observers sample about 60 percent of hauls on !00'l,;, observed tr::iw! vessels, somewhat 
more while actually on,board 30'% vessels. bur obviously much h:ss of tot:il catch for such opaations, and :iothing 
of th':.' catch of vessels under 60' 

4; [n the GOA groundfish fish-:rie$. ,he vas! majority of vesseis ::ire unobserved, while many of the 
remainder are, at most, 30% obs.:rved. 

Ji ff. however, no additional resources. e.g., FTS, are forthcoming in coru1ection wi,h adoption of GOt\ 
IRJIU, diversion of ,t:tff from orher runcrions w monitor. investigate. ,L1d prosec:.lte !R!!U cases wil! me:rn reduced 

m orhcr programs. 
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5.0 Other Federal Regulatory Requirements and the GOA IR/IU Program 

5.1 Directed Fishing Standards (Maximum Retainable Bycatch Amounts) 

NMFS annually assesses each groundfish TAC to determjne how much of a species' T . .\C is needed as 
bycatch in other groundfish fisheries. The remainder is made available as a directed fishing allowance. 
Directed fishing is defined in regulations as. '" ... any fishing activity that results in the retention ofan amount 
of a species or species group on board a vessel that is greater than the maximum retainable bycatch (MRB) 
amount for that species or species group. 

The MRB amount is calculated as a percentage of the species closed to directed fishing relative to the amount 
of other species retained on board the vessels that are open for directed fishing. The MRB percentage of a 
bycatch species that may be retained is established in regulations governing the groundfish tisheries. Current 
regulations prohibit the retention of a species closed to directed fishing in amounts that exceed the MRB 
percentage, and excess catch must be discarded. 

The MRB percentages established in regulations serve as a management tool to slow down the rate of harvest 
of a species placed on '·bycatch-only" status, and to reduce the incentive to fishing vessels to target that 
species. Nonetheless, vessels may "top off' their retained catch of species open to directed fishing with a 
species on "bycatch-only" status, up to the MRB amount. For some species such as GOA rockfish and 
sablefish, MRB percentages are set at reduced levels to limit the amount of these species that may be 
harvested in topping-off activity. In most cases, however, a general default ot· 20 percent is established to 
serve as a general management tool to slow the harvest rate of species closed to directed fishing, yet avoid 
significant discard amounts of these species to the extent they are taken as bycatch in other open groundfish 

fisheries. 

During the course of a fishing year, NMFS routinely closes directed fishing for specitied GOA ground fish 
species. Directed tishing closures occur because, 1) the directed fishing allowance for a target ground fish 
species has been attained, 2) a tishery has reached a halibut bycatch allowance. or 3) overfishing concerns 
for another groundfish species taken as bycatch. 

When directed fishing for a species is closed for any of these reasons. bycatch amounts of the species still 
may be retained onboard a vessel. up to the specified MRB percentage ot· other species open to directed 
fishing that are retained onboard the vessel. NMFS attempts to manage groundtish TACs so that directed 
fishing closures are implemented' in a timely enough manner. so as to leave sufficient portions of the TAC 

to provide for bycatch in other fisheries. If TAC is reached. however. the species becomes "·prohibited"", and 
all catch of that species must be discarded. 

5.1.1 Interactions of !,!RB Percentages and IR/IU 

The complexity associated with monitoring and enforcing compliance with the Council's IR/IU proposal is 
increased if mandatory retention of pol lock. Pacific cod, or 'shallow water· flatfish is secondary to Ni"-.IFS 
regulations that require discard of the portion of the catch of these species that exceed MRB amounts (or 
prohibit their retention when on '·prohibited'" status). For e.,ample. directed tishing for GOA Pacific cod 
typically is closed by mid-~·larch in the \Vestern and Central GOA. due to the attainment of directed fishing 
allowances for the inshore and offshore components. The MRB percentage for Pacific cod. relative to 
retained groundfish, is 20 percent (except that the percentage relative to arro1.vtooth flounder is 5 percent). 

Pacific cod is a bycatch species in the flatfish and other GO.-\ fisheries and could. if permitted. corn prise 
more than 20 percent of the retained catch of species for \vhich directed fishing is open. 
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Under the GOA IR/IU program as proposed. when Pacific cod is on DFS "bycatch-only'' status, Pacific cod 
must be retained during a fishing trip, up to an amount that equals 20 percent of oth.;r retain.;d ground fish 
species open for directed fishing.'6 Hmvever. Pacific cod bycatch amounts in excess of the 20 percent ceiling 
must b.; discarded, by regulation. 

Table 5. l. l illustrates this situation with an example of catch during a hypothetical 'shallow water' flatfish 
target fishery, assuming GOA IR((U is fully implemented. Under the heading "without increased retention,'' 
is the hypothetical catch, retention, and discard of l 00 metric tons of groundfish. Fishery status for al[ 
species in the catch is indicated as either "open" or "bycatch-only." Under the heading "with increased 
retention," the theoretical retained and discarded catch is redistributed to show that: 

I. all catch of 'shallow water' flatfish must be retained because the directed fisheries for these 
species are open; 

2. catch of groundfish open to directed fishing, other than 'shallow water' flatfish may be 
retained or discarded, at the discretion of the operator, subject to otha regulations: 

3. with the exception of Pacific cod and pol lock, catch of ground fish closed w directed fishing 
may, at the discretion of the operator, be retained up co the r,.(RB amount; 

4. catch of Pacific cod and pollack, for which the directed fishery is closed (i.e., on '·bycatch
only" status) must be retained, until the MRB amount is reached. At that point, all 
additional bycatch of Pacific cod or pol lock must be discarded.37 

In Table 5.1. ! . ground fish species on "bycatch-only" status are shown in the bottom-half of the table. Catch 
of rock fish and sable fish do not exceed MRB thresholds, so all of this catch may be retained or discarded 
at the discretion of the operator. Under the proposed GOA IR/IU program, all of the pol lock catch must be 
retained, because the catch or· this species does not exceed the allowable MRB amount. -However, if all of 
the Pacific cod catch of 14 mt were to be retained, the MRB threshold for this species would be exceeded. 
The vessel must retain Pacific cod up to 20% of the retained catch ofother ground fish species for which the 
directed fishery is open, except that only 5 percent or· the retained catch ot- ,mowtooth flounder may be used 
as a basis for retaining Pacific cod bycatch. That is, in this example, [(.2 x 52 mt)+ (.05 x 2 mt)= 10.5 mt 
rerainable P. cod]. If we assume that the vessel must retain 10.5 mt ot· Pacific cod under IR requirements, 
then it must discard the remainder to comply with MRB requirements (i.e., 3.5 mt). 

The example in Table 5.1.1 illustrates a simple case ofone species for which the vessel operator must retain 
a portion ot"the bycatch to meet increased retention standards, while he or she simultaneously must discard 
the remainder to stay within MRB threshold levels. under the Pacific cod fishery closure. While the vessel 
operator's accounting in this ex:impk is exactly the same calculation that is currently required to maximize 
retention of species closed to directed fishing, the IR/IU proposal would make this process mandatory for 
al 1 ground fish fishing vesse Is with respect to po I lock, Paci fie cod, and 'shallow water' flatfish. 

As more fisheries are put on ··bycatch-only" or '·prohibited'' status. it becomes more complicated for the 
industry, observers, and NMFS to monitor the exact quantity ofbycatch species that must be retained. and 

6; Except, as nottd. \vith respect to retained arro\vtooth flounder. 

;J In fact, to prc!vent retainc:d catch from exc~~ding 1\lRB. a vesst:l might tend to discard coo much co 
prevent the next haul r"rom pulling it into a violation status. 
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that w~ioh muse 'Je discarded. Contim.ous accouming must be made of, (I) the sraws of all grm:ndfish 
fisheries [open, by::atch-only, or prohibited sratusJ. (2) the vessel's retained catch compcsition. (3) :\ow ~uch 
bycatch of each s;,ecies on ;:bycat~h-only'' status must be retained to compiy wlth IR :hresholds. and (4) at 
\vhat poin: furth~r bycatch of that species must be discarded to comply \vith tv1RB thresholds. 

Options to reduce the potential anh)Unt ·of regulatory discards under directed fishing closL:res and assccia;ed 
MRB amounts were discussed in Section 5.1.2 of the EAiRIR/FRFA prepared for Amendment 49 to the 
Fishery Management Plan for the G:ound:~sh :ishery of the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands Area (BSA! 
IR/JU program). Interested readers are refe:red to that discussion. No alternative to retention of the 'status 
quo' on this issue was deemed feasible, by the Council, at this time. Therefore, if GOA IR/lU is adoptd a~d 
imolemented, Directed Fishing Standards requirements will supersede !R/1U requirements whenever the two 
co~e into conflict in Gulf ground fish fisheries' 

- 1:,,~ Potential Impact of IRt:CTJ-on Other Fishery Management Programs 

Increased retention of Pacific cod, pollock, and 'shallow water' tla:fish. under GOA IR/lU, could affect the 
assignment of vessels to fisheries. based on the species composition of retained catch. Vessels are assigned 
to fisheries for purposes of the NMFS groundfish observer program (50 CFR part 677.50), the Vessd 
lnce~tive Pmgram (50 CFR part 679.21(1)). and fishery-specific accountability for GOA halibut bycatch ( 50 
CFR parts 679.2 !(d)). An in-depth discussion of this potential impact of l R/!U is presented :n Sections 5 .2 
and 5.3 of the EA./RlR/FRFA prepared for the BSA[ IR/'1U program. Those findings extend directly to the 
GOA proposed action, and are nor repeated here. 

A discussion about t.:slng scale weights ofcatch to monitor retention and/or utilization sta,--:dards is presented 
in Section 5.4 of the E.A./R!R/FRFA prepared for the BSA! IR11U program. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 of the BSA! 
analysis also present a ciscussion of the potential interaction of the IR/lU program with the temporary 
moratorium on entry ofntw vessels into the groundfish fisheries. as \veil as, the proposed license '.imitation 
prognm. The results of that analysis are identical in the GOA and BSA! programs. and /~us, those 
discussions are aCopted, by refe:-ence, here. 

Other Federal regulation, are discussed in Section 5.7 of the BSA[ IR/IU analysis that ma;· impose costs on 
sorn~ s~gments of the indu$:ry as a direct consequence oC retention and utilization requirements. These 
regulations include the requiremec.t for some vessels :o obtain a Certificate of Compliance, Loadline 
Certitication, and/or Survey and Class certification. As was the finding within the context of the BSAI IR/IU 
program, these requlrements could tmposc effoctive!y insurmoun:able barriers for some current operators 
in the ground fish fisheries of the GOA. 

One result could be the displacement of so:ne vessels :rom the fleet and/or loss of some directed fisheries. 
The complete rational for these conclusions can be found in the referenced section of the BSAI Amendment 
~9 EA/RIR/FRFA. In sum mar:,·, however. the Council concluded :hat removal of e-<cess capacity. slowing 
of harvest rates in some fisheries. and reducing the tora[ fishing effort were consistent with the stated 
objectives of the lR/iU manag~ment program. 
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Table 5.1.1 I ly1mthctical distdbu!ion of l 00 11wtrii.: tuns of grnmHllish catch in the GOA 'Shallow w.1tcr' llatfish fishery, without and with 
an im::rcascd retention n:quin•mcnt 

[ 
,, 

JI 

H 

)i 

\Vilhoul lncn•a~cd Rctcnlio11<1 With lnacascd Htlentiim 

Sta11t); of J{c1,iinctl Di ~ntn.k ti '!'urnt Rctaim:cY' Disc:,nlc<l Toial 
Sp,c·ic:. Hsll.:n· 

Shallvw w;11~r tlal lisli opcn J(, l) ·15 ,1.5 {) ,15 

!ki:pw:it.::1 llatlish O[lCEI 1 0 2 2 0 2 

Flarh~ad sok om:o ] I •1 ] I ·l 

Rex sul.: 0110:11 I 0 t I (J l 

i\1rnw1m,1h l!ou1Hkl' upcu 2 l-1 16 2 I ,1 16 

l J1l1cr c1m1mll'1s!1 OjK'H l 9 10 I 9 10 

Sidlloi:il ,15 JJ 78 5~" 24 n...........,,..... 

·-- '"-""·-'--

l':i.:i lie .:nd -····•--·byc" 8..7 5.) 1,1 10,5 J,5i1 I,f 

l'o!loc·k --•---~·••---- hr£ I 5 (, (i 0 6 

l{,Kh li,h lw.: ll, 5 I l.5 0,5 I 1.5 

Sahkl-isli hrc 0,5 0 U.5 ()_j l) 0,5 

Sul>1n1:,! 10.7 lU 22 175 4.5 n 

T,,tal I I 5571 .,.u I wo I 7151 28.5 ! 1(}0 I·-- -·--·-, .. 

( lnly ~-;11d1 .:.,ci:cdi11g /a.lRB mm,unls u111s1 he discarded. 
:\ll i.::11d1 uf po!lud,, l',u:ilk 1:oJ and ',lmllow wala" 11.tubh 11111~1 he rdaine,I, c-xco:Jll H1ai ;unown, vf l';,cifo: n!tl, whid1 i~ do~.:<l tn tHr.:ct.:LI fishing, tha! t:'.H'Cc:ti MRB amow,t;; 
llllh1 ht: disGuck,t 
!\mount uf ri:1;1ini:d grnumi!hh u~ct! to t:iltu1b!c 1t:taim1bk byi.:.11.:h amotuils for spcdcs on by.:a!.:h·only swms, 
!lyi:a!d1•<}Hly ,!alu, 
,\mmm, of !';1dli.: .:oJ that nm;t be llistar.kd h~tau,c r,'lL'nlinn wou!,l violate MRB tlm:slwltL 
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5.3 Economic Versus Regulatory Discards 

Two general categories of discards in the ground fish fisheries, economic and regulatory. have received a 
great deal of attention. Section 3 of the Magnuson-Stevens Act defines the term "economic discards'' ro 
mean fish which are the target of a fishery, but which are not retained because they are of an undesirable size. 
sex, or quality, or for other economic reasons. The t-errn "regutarory discards" is defined to mean fish 
harvested in a fishery which fishermen are required by regulations to discard whenever caught, or are 
required by regulations to retain, but not sell. 

[n actuality, the distinction between these two types of discards in the Ataska groundfish fisheries often is 
ambiguous. [ndivldua! fish-ermen make bycatch and discard decisions in response to a variety of incentives 
and constraints that reflect the econornic, social, regulatory, bio[ogical. and physical environments in which 
they operate, and linking a decislon to a single iCTcentive or constraint often is not possible. For example, 
a fisherman may be required to discard a groundfish species that is on "prohibited" status, because TAC has 
been reached (i.e., regulatory discard). but the fishermen would have discarded that species anyway. 

Nrv!FS has been requested to estimate the amount of regulatory and economic discards in the ground fish 
fisheries so that the impact of IR/IU on these types of discards may be assessed. Notwithstanding the 
difficulties in arriving at quantita:ive estimates, NMFS suggested that no more than 30 percent of the total 
discard amounts in the BSA{ ground fish fisheries could be categorized as regulatory discards, and the 
remainder as economic or di.screttonary discards.1s 

For purposes of the GOA IRl[U analysis, the same assumption is made. The empirical data which are 
ava:lab!e clearly suggest that regulatory discards in the GOA are no less than this. if. in reality, they are 
gre:uer, then discard savings estimates attribured co GOA IR.r1U would be proportionately smaller. In any 
case. one could expect that the amount of discretionary discards under [R/IU would be reduced in Gulf 
groundfish fisheries from the current ievel {i.e., Pacific cod. poilock, or 'shailow water' flatfish will be 
r::t:i.ined that mherv,ise would have been discarded for purely economic reasons). 

" Galen Trnmbk [nseason Management Br:1nch. Fisheries Management Division, Alaska Region, 
N:Vl FS. PO Box :2 t663, June:1u, Alaska 99302. 
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6.0 Economic and Socioeconomic Impacts oflmproved Utilization 

The Council examined three different utilization a!rernatives within the BSA! [R/1U context. Several 
confounding problems were ident1fied vvith specific aspects of two of the three [U proposals.;, The Council 
adopted the remaining utilization alternative in connection with its BSA[ amendment. As noted. at its 
December 1996 meeting, the Council voted to proceed with analysis of a"... substantially equivalent" GOA 
lR!lU program to that which 1.vas adopted in the BSAI. Relying on the extensive analysis of the range of [U 
options from the BSAI deba:e, a preferred alternative for GOA IU was identified. That alternative is treated 
below. 

6.1 Data Sources and An:llytical Assumptions 

[n estimating the additional output values produced from retenrion discard-savings, four different data 
sour;;es were used, t995 ADF&G Processor Price survey, the l 995-96 Ftn[shed Product data, the !995-96 
NMFS-observer length frequency data. and the Blend data fifes. The following explanation provides an 
overview of the methodology used, a.s we!! as its shortcomings. 

For purposes of the utilization portion of this analysis, it is assumed that the 100% retention requirement is 
met by atl operations. This is a necessary simplifying assumption, but one v,hich may not actually be 
achievable under the proposed IR/IU action (see Section 3.0). Some operations may not be able to comply 
with this absolute retention requirement and may be forced to leave the fishery. Others may continue to 
discard amounts of rhe !R species of concern, despite the prohibition. And some "!eakage"40 is to be 
expected in any case. Therefore, the estimated discard-savings, cited below, must be regarded as upper
bound estimates of the potential reduction in discards and resulting product output. 

6.Ll Price Data 

The price data used to calculate value for both i995 and l 996 were a subset of the 1995 ADF&G Processor 
Price survey. No l 996 processor price data are currently avatlabk. 

6.1.2 Observer Length Frequency Dat:t 

Thl!se data contain observer length frequency estimates for a given species in a given targe( fishery by year, 
month. day. species, geo.r, and thret digit statistical area. For inst::mce, the pol lock length data in this f:le are 
generally from the pol!ock targe, fishery only. These length frequencies were assumed to be constant_ for 
each IR speci,:!S of concern, across all target fisheries (see Appendix B). Using this information, as well as 
weighr:!ength ratios from the i995 and !996 GOA SAFE document and discussions with industry members 
as to the marketable size thresholds for each species, a marketable/non•rm1rketable weight racio was 

N See the c!Xtensive analysis of utiEzat:on al~emativ.::s summ:inz~d in 'Econornic and Socioeconomic 
lmpa..:ts o t" fmproved Util iza.ti0n ', in th~ Fin.1i Bering Se:.lf Aleuo::m [s!and Ground fish Fish<:r::• M:mag.;rnent Pbn 
Amendm.'nt 49 EA/RIR/RF..\, Septemb<!r 25. 1996. pJges 7c., l l l 

.1n Leakug~, in thts contcxc. is denned as v,--hote fish \.vhich J.rt r~ot proce-ssed~ o.s required undt:r H.J 
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calculated for the IR species of concern. The marketable length thresholds used in this analysis are as 
follows: Pacific cod> '-16 cm; pollack >32 cm, and 'shallow-water' tlarfish>28 cm (see A.ppendix 8).~t 

6.1.3 Finished Product Data 

These data provide finished product weights by processor type (i.e. shoreside, mothership or 
catcher/processor), gear, and species. The price data were matched to th is file for GO.-\ processors. 

6.1.4 1',,letho<lology 

The marketable/non-marketable weight ratios, as well as product values and product ratios from the finished 
produce data files, were matched to the Blend data. With the combination of these data, it is possible to 
crudely apportion currently discarded catch bet\veen "marketable'' and "non-marketable" categories, as well 
as provide estimates of currently discarded tons going to meal and to "all other products". Using the price 
data discussed above. it is possible to provide rough estimates of the corresponding gross values of these 
produce categories.'2 

For the GOA IU alternative, this product value \vas obtained by summing the value ot· marketable and non
marketable catch. The incremental value of the marketable catch was found by multiplying the estimate of 
marketable catch, less the actual retained catch, times a weighted average price for all products. The non
marketable catch estimate was assumed to be used for meal and was multiplied by the price for meal. 

There are several shortcomings with the data utilized throughout this IU modeling exercise that should be 
noted. One complication with these data is the reporting of gear and area across various input files. For 
shoreside processors, no gear-type is reported in the finished product file, while the normal range of gear 
designations is present in the Blend data. Similarly, shoreside processors report only large areas (i.e., GOA) 
in the finished product file. while 3 digit statistical areas are used in the Bknd data. lt should a!so be noted 
that this model looks annually at an entire sector of the industry (e.g .. processor mode and geaHype) and not 
at individual processors on a weekly basis. 

Finally, the effect of Directed Fishing Standards on retention and utilization have nor been factored into these 
estimates (see Section 5.3). The impact of DFS-discards may be considerable. Therefore, the following 
estimated "discard-savings" and gross product values must be regarded as upper-bound estimates. In fact. 
the actual savings may be substantially lower if regulatory discards account for a significant portion ot·tocal 
discarded bycarch. It has not been possible with the resources a vai lab le to conduct a detailed analysis of the 
proportion of total discards attributable to regulatory requirements prior to release of chis analysis. 

Within these analytical limitations, and under the assumptions cited above, the following gross impacts can 
be projected for th<! GOA [U alternative under consideration. 

' 1 Industry sources suggested that. while using 'length· as a marketable/non-market:ible indicator may be 
an acc-:ptable analytical simplitication, it does not reflect the complex mechanisms at work in the :-ictual 
marketplace. 

,: Production costs should be deducted from these gross value es:imates to obtain the appropriate net 
measur,: of product value: d.:riving from th-:se n:tain.:d catches. Thes.: cost data an:, unfortunately, noc available. 
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6.2 GOA Improved Utilization [PREFERRED ALTE&'-.'A TIVEj 

The Council's GOA Utilization Alternative provides that the retained catch of the IR.11U groundfish species 
of concern may be processed into any form, regardless of whether or not the resulting product is suitable for 
" ... direct human consumption." The resulting output cou!d, therefore, be meal. bait. or any ocher processed 
product. Compliance with the IU requirement under this alternative would require only that" ... no whok 
fish ofan IR/IU species ofconcern (initially. pollack and Pacific cod; subsequently, 'shallow water· flatfish) 
be discarded in-the-round .. .'' That is, it must either, I) be delivered in-the-round for processing to an 
operation capable and authorized to process the fish, or 2) be processed onboard the catching vessel itself:' 
Specifically, some form of processing must be applied to each pol lock, Pacific cod, and (after five-years) 
'shallow water' flatfish taken in a GOA groundfish fishery, under this proposed action. 

6.2.1 iVlonitoring IU Compliance 

As adopted for BSA!, and proposed for GOA, monitoring utilization compliance under the IU alternative 
would require that the sum of the product weights of all primary and ancillary product forms, prepared frorn 
the retained catch, by species, be at least l 5% of the logged catch weight of that species. In other words, if 
an operation recorded catches of, say, Pacific cod in a given reporting week of 100 mt, the GOA [U 
alternative would require that the aggregate product weight for all primary and ancillary products made from 
that 100 mt of cod equal at least 15 mt, to confirm compliance with the utilization standard:u '' 

6.2.2 An Estimate of IU Impacts on Production and Gross Value 

On the basis of this IU compliance criterion, and employing the estimated increase in retained catch, by 
species of concern. the follo\ving conclusions can be drawn with respect to the potential impacts of adopting 
the GOA IU alternative . 

.Assuming lOO¾ retention of each of the IR/IU species of concern, and assuming the proposed IU a!tc::rnative 
had been in place in the [995 fishing season, the aggregate incremental increase in product value. deriving 
from [R/IU discard savings from all GOA ground fish fisheries, would have totaled approximately '.511 
million. Add to this the retained product value (approximately Sl l.1. million. in 199_5) from the 
species/quantities historically retained and the total output va!ue under the proposed lU alternative would 
have been approximately $!25 million in 1995. In 1996, the same estimates are roughly :512 million in gross 
product value deriving from discard- savings. Sl06 million in retained product value, for a total of 51 IS 
million, all else equal (see Table 6.0). 

-1; Under the LLP, as proposed, a vessel with a ·'catcher-only'' designation will not be permitted co process 
its catch. This !U alternative would. therefore. require that it deliver (or other.vise convey) JR-species to an 
operator with the capability and authority to process groundfish. to be in compliance. A vessel with an LLP 
"catcher/processor,. designation could either deliver (or other.vise convey) raw fish to an authorizd processor, or 
process IR/IV regulated catch icsdf. to be in compliance with this IU alternative. 

-1-1 The 15% PRR was identit1ed as an ··acceptable" minimum utilization standard by the !R/!U Industry 
Working Group and adopted as part of that group·s report. for purposes otthis analysis. by the Council at its April 
1996 me::!ting. 

,; Nace that a:1 oper:uor must simulwneousl_v meet th::! retention st;indard. discussed :ibove under GOA IR, 
and the utilization standard to be judged in compliance with the requirements of IR/!U. i.e .. compliance with either 
standJrd, in the absence of the other. is nor sufficient. 
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As noted. these figures must be regarded as a rough upper-bound esrlmate. since the impact of regulatory 
discards on the acnio.l !R/1U discard savings suggests totals may be :;ignificamly smalter than predicted by 
rhe raw data. Furthermore, these figures reflect gross product value estimates which do not accoum for the 
cost of production. As a resu it, they almost certainly overstate the potential value which may accrue from 
discard savings to an unknown, but perhaps significant, extent.'" 

16 le is :mplici, i:1 rh/se es,imares thur no operati\rncil adjustments are mad::: in r:::sponse to ,ht:: [U 
rs:quir;;mems. Thlt is. we have not attempted w predict th,;: respons<c: ofths: indus,ry. at the advice of the IR/IU 

working gr0t!p. 
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Table 6.0 JU AlternativeGross Values (by year, processing mode, gear, fishery, species) 

Retained Product 
Value ($) 

1995 
:'!S ; C/? 

Longlin 
?acif c cod 

?ac fie cod 4,12l,6-l3 

SaOlefis::i. 
?acific cod 5,572 

Discard 
?acific cod 0 

Ot:".er 
?a:::ific cod 

Shallow '.:lats 62 
?ollock; 0 

3a':JJ.efish 
Shallow :'lats 0 
?olloc:.C 0 

?o: 
?:1ci::'ic cc:d 

?aci::"ic coC. 107,]]7 

T :-a·,, l 
;..::,a ac:<e::-al 

?ac f ic cod 49,337 
?ol oc'.< 0 

?ac:..f c cod 
?ac f ic c~d ' 92-l, 753'' s::.a i:)'," ::..a:s 57, 39-l 
?ol ock l, l SJ 

C:ee;i la:s 
?a:: : :.c cod 15, ~62 

JB 
0 

S:Call '.-.I :"la:3 
?ac ::":.c ::od -l l' 73 
Sha lo•,.; ::" la ::s 233, 00 
?'.)l oc:-.: 43 

Discard Savings 
Val'.:.e ($) 

207, 11,J 

40,503 

1, 5 3 5 

2, 4 -55 
7, O-n 

7, 315 
r·" 

3, 120 

53 
l 7 5 . ' 

-l 7 3, l-l 2. .,',, : 32 
23-J, J:n 

-l ~, 212 
2, l 2 l 

J 3, 2 l -l 

32, J:2 
-l 5, 570 
7,J,·35-5 
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Table 6. 0 - (co:--.::.) 

?.oc:-c: .s:". 
?ac f.:.c cod 9 3, 31 ' ' 3 
Sha lo•,.; ::"la::s q' 4 5 7"' 
?ol :::ick 53 3 

?lat'.-:ead 
?ac.:.fic cod 75,052 .!_.; l, 2 55 
Shallow :'lats "7, 511 .!..:.., 145'" 
?o.!.loc:< 100 55,505 

Sa:Jlefis:1. 
?aci:"ic cod ',' 876 3, 693 
Shallow flats 0 25 
Pollock 0 5,020 

?ac if ::.c cod 29,434 25,179 
Shallow flats 785 5 
?ollock 0 92,530 

?.ex sole 
?acifi.c cod 179, 101 415,C.!.3 
Shallo1,,,· :'lacs S,567 45,113 
?ollock l, 127 J 33, 110 

o.:..sca:.-d 
?aci::.:.c cod 0 2, 2 J3 
Shallow fla::.s 0 4,242 
?ollock 0 .; , 3 2 7 

s:-.c:.-eside 
.:...!.:.. ,.;ea-:s 

3o:. pol lock 
?ac::.f.:.c c:id 465,303 7, 911 
s:-:.3.:..lo·"' fla:s 34, 7,37 2~, 573 
?ol.l.oc:, 22, 1..;o 

?a::.:.:'i.c cod 
?a.:.:..fic cJC. 5-3,913,327 l, 127,039 
S:".allo',<' :'lats i,432,540 9 5 3, ..; ..; 5 
?ol!..oc'.< 135,389 550,132 

Deep :'la::.s 
?aci.:'i.c cod 95,732 23,627 
Shalla·,,/ f!..ats 205,207 22,·394 
?al.lock 2, 305 35,576 

S:'.allow :'la:s 
?3.c.:.::.:.c cod 5.30, 154 2 3 9, 1:.. 
Shal2..ow fla::s 4,004,590 703,05 
?ollock 36,630 103, 36 
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Table 5.0 - (co::~.i 

?.cc:<:: sh 
?Etc f ic cod 
S:la low fLat:s 
?ol ock 

Flathead 
?a-: if ic ':Jct 
Shallow ::'la:s 
?olloc'.-; 

cod 
?ollock 

:cc'.< 
C :;d. 

S!':all.ow :1~::s 
?olloc:< 

Sab1.ei: Lsn. 
?acii1c cod 
Sh.allv""" :'la:s 
?oll"ck 

A:-::owtoc:::\ 
?acific s:od 
S:".a 1 i.o,..,. : la ::s 
?c2..loc'.< 

Rex s;;:;:; 
?acit:.c c::;C 
S:':aliow "'la:s 
l?olloc~ 

C'is,;:;a::-d 
?EiC!. f _'.,,,:: c:;d 

1995 total 

:10. J'i 
275,9'3 

12, 02: 
3,337 

l4' 

2,396 
299 

222,979 
5, 31'1 

34,203, 32C 

121,325 
i'.'.:8 

0 

165,939 
l,JS9f621 

65,0SL 

3,622 
677 

1,30'.) 

Sl!.3,971,256 s:.0,,22,1.42 

l3 
l 

7~,2ll 
s'; ~) 

l}, ,,::,~ 

111,2:)5 
93,223 

3, U . .'91 3'39 

110, 3~5 
5~ 5 

96,S:5 
28 L ~55 

34,iJ37 

733 
1.3-5 

2,257 

2, 303 
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Table 6,0 - (co:.c..) 

; Cl? 
Lo~gl ~ ,?ac C C::'>C. 

? C :':le -:od 

Roe:<:: !.sh 
Pacific ::od 

Sable fish 
Pacif::.c cod 

Othe:: 
Paci fie cod 

Shallot,.t :'.la:s 
?"llock 

Sable fish 
~Hi.allow fla:s 
!?o 1 loc'.-: 

?o:: 
?::,ci:'ic coC 

?.!Cl.fie ::Cid 

!':a•..;l 
A::kd:I Macke::el 

?acific cod 
Shallow !la::s 
?,:,llock 

?aci:'::.c cod 
?ac.:.Ei.c cod 
S\·talLo'..t tlas:s 
?ol!.oc:< 

S:'.allow :la:s 
?o l. loc,<. 

Shed.lo•.,; :'la:.s 
?ac.!. :' :c cod 
S:1allow :"l,ac.s 
?ollock 

?.oc:-<: sh 
?ac fie coc 
Sha lo•,.; f .!.acs 
?o L ock 

J, 772,433 

0 

3,247 71.,042 

0 l, 790 
l 4, 113 

39 ~ l 
0 3,170 

'53,359 

2,456 " lOo'" 
25, 14'.) 312 

0 20, 1?... , 

4,713,721 lB, 731 
973 l ?, :J<Jl 

36,609 11:.,s:9 

5,275 33,305 
0 53 

? ~. -0 .. , ?l.:l 

60,991 ,;3, 3;3 
HO. :HJ ,5]., 754 

0 J-l, 707 

29, 525 135, 9 3 
J,90& t 5, 5 

2 ..; 4 , ~ 5 
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Table 6.0 - (CO~t.) 

?"l<'.\th -ad 
?ac :'ic cod 
S:"'\a ;.o-.., ::.a:s 
?ol ac:<. 

Sa;;jlefish 
?ac:.:ic c,::,d 
S:'1.all.,w fla::s 

.;::ow:oo::h 
?aci:"i.c cod 
ShaLlow flats 
?ol lock 

Rex sole 
!?aci t=.c ccd 
Shallow flats 
?o:l..::ck 

o:.s:::a::d 
?acl.:'ic cod 

s:--.o:es ide 
.::...:1 gea:s 

3?C, 9ollock 
?::!:c:::ic cod 
Shallow tl;;1.::s 
?oil.oc:.: 

?-?.Ci:' C COC 
?ac ::,;;; coc. 
s:-:a l.ow fl..a::.s 
?ol oc:, 

C~ce;, .la::s 
?ac : :.c ::::id 
S:";.3. l :r.-. : ~3.:;3 

?oi •::;c:-.: 

?.ac ; :c ::::ad 
Sha lc'..1 :'la::s 
?ol oci< 

;toe:-:: sh 
?ac tic C;)d 

Sh:3. lo.,.,. .!Li::s 

39,3 
;.r,o 

L 735 
;. , 091 

11,532 
34,6� 2 

9,247 

352,663 
27,660 

4,031 

0 

439,9.;4 
142,739 

2,435,'33~ 

:, 531. 720 
36,300 

23-:,3:2 

363,074 
7, 36~,t,:p 

1C2, 582 

2 , 5 i.; 
3 9 , 00 6 

,J-50 

2SS, 14 
5, 33 

20, 30 

0 
0 

759,233 
40,937 

415,448 

421,4?) 
15,564 

150, l33 

13:3, .:;_J..; 
51, SCJ 
30,512 

6.39,..; 13 
JO:, 8-36 
433,353 

, l, S2Q 

J, 133,324 
490,756 
2·H, 35~ 

]23, 25 
50, ~ 5 
26, 33 
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Table 6,0 - (c,::,;-:.:;.) 

?ol ock 

o:::"'le: g: 
?aci::"i.c :::od 
S:-.allo,... ::a.:s 
?ol loc'.< 

?el. 90 llock 
?aci.Ci.: :::od 
Sha!..lo·,.• :'l.a:s 
?o l loc.~ 

Sa.:OJ.af is:'. 
?aci :'i.c cod 
S:'ial l.o·..l : la:s 
?ol..l.oc:< 

.:..:::owtoo:.:: 
?3.Cif:.c cod 
s::-.=.Ll.:.:,-,,,1 :1.a:.s 
?,1:oc'.< 

?.~:< sol-!: 
?ac.:. :'i.c :::od 
Sh.;::.llow ::.a::;; 
?0~loc'.-: 

Ci.sea.rd 
?a..::.:.:..c coC 

1996 total 

2 5 
7 

7 

L1,.; 35 :s, 339 
J7J l f 4 

92 IS, 2:15 

212,133 133, !.04 
577 !. 9, 272 

2S, 1.55,259 731.,333 

l-U.432 
3,371. 3,465 

806 335 

3,071 584,9:.3 
2 l, 635 37,2{4 

~, .f/3 251, ~25 

4,660 ll 
:. , 143 93 
2,904 2 

0 3,liO 

$106,46!.,094 $12,306,790 

NOTE: The foregoing are gross value estimates. i.e.. they do not account for associated production costs. nor 
do they ~dlect the influence of regulatory discards on attainable improvements in retention. They must, 
therefore. be regarded as ··upper-bound" estimates which likely overstate (perhaps significantly) th<: net value 
attriburnbk to products deriving from ·'discard savings·· under this IU option. 
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6.3 Contrasting the IU Alternative "With the Status Quo 

Ba:::;ed upon the forgoing analysis of the ex.peered gross value deriving from discard-savings under tl:e 
proposed GOA tU aitemative, and within rhe iim its of the simplifying ass,,mptions cited above, [he following 
gen.:ral conclusions may be made:7 

Because the proposed [U alternative does not specify, or otherwise constrain, the product forms which an 
operator may produce to comply with the utilization requirement, it provid;;;:s the maximum flexibi! ity and 
latitude to the operation to optimize production, within the constraints of its own physical plant, while 
achieving the primary [R/lU objectives of the Council to. !) eliminate [to the fullest extent practicable} 
discards of whole po Hock and Pacific cod (and eventually shallow water tlatfishJ, and 1) utilize all retained 
catch. Retention of the 'Status Quo' alcemative would foil to achieve these management objectives" 

The GOA IU alternative, as proposed, also has the porentia! to produce increases in aggregate gross revemres 
from the additional retained and processed product (e.g, S 1 t million based on 1995 catch estimates;just over 
512 million for i996). As was che case in the BSA[ analysis, net revenue estimates, attributable to [U, are 
not readily attainable. They would, however, be expected to be much smaller that the gross revenue 
projections cired above (and may, in fact, be negative), 

Clearly, the foregoing represents a crude, highly simplified estimation of the potential impact:; that adoprion 
of the GOA IU alternative could impose on the target ground fish ftshedes that will be rsegu[ated under this 
amendment. For example, it is assumed thar, !) no adjustments in product mix will be made, 2) no other 
sector increases carch co absorb the foregone catch the potentially non-compliant sectors, and 3) product 
and hold capacicy are not constraintng. The first t'>VO assumptions may overstare impacrs, the third may 
overs rate rh c:: t�ta ! product yidd. 

One could expect cha:. in the face ofconstraints on utilization of retained catch, some adjustments would be 
made to lessen these projec£c::d impacts. But ic is unlikely, given rile capaciry and nature of the existing 
industry. that al! of these adverse impacrs can b,; ameliorated. at least in the short run. 

On th<: b;isis of the foregoing analysis (and within the limitations of the simplifying assumptions m;.1de}, it 
appears that. when compared to the Scatus Quo Alternative, the Council's proposed GO . .\ !U Alternative, I) 
imposes rebtively insignificant economic and operational burdens on the industry, when viewed as a whole: 
2) may be expected to produce discard-savings value [although the net impact may be small); and 3) rerains 
the maximum possibk: tlexibility for the industry to respond to changing markets. while simultaneously 
achieving the Councir::; basic objectives of reducing discards and morr: folly uri!izing retained catch. 

The !Li alternative ulso provides each operation ,he opportunity to optimally util[ze its existing physical p!ant 
to comply with the !Ri!U requirements, thus reducing potentia[ short rerm adjustment costs. These adjustment 
cosc could, nonetheless. be expected to be relatively most burdensome for the smallest. least mobile, and least 
operntionally diversified participants in the fishery, 

,; Note that ft [s implici( in these <:stim;ires ih:.tt no operational adjustments are m:ide in ~esponse to the JU 
requireme,ns, That is. w,:, have no, am:rnprc.:d co pr:::dict the n:spons.: ofrhe industry. at the advice of the iR/IU 
indu5try working gnwp. 
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6.4 Fish Meal Reduction Cap::1billty 

At present, meal capacity does nor exist. to any significant extem, in many secwrs of the GOA ground fish 
industry. Available darn do not permit a detailed examination of the probabk response of individual 
operations (or even individual target fisheries) to limitations on meal production. Ho,vever, if one makes 
several simp!rfying assumptions. a general assessment may be possible. 

(tis assumed, for purposes of che following discussion, that, tf an operator had fish mea[ production capacity, 
the operator would have produced some quantity of meat at some time dudng the fishing year, It need not 
have been pol!ock meal in the pollack fishery, or Pacific cod meal in the Pacific cod fishery, ere., bur if an 
operator produced any meaL from any source. it is assumed the operation has meat capability; orhenvise not. 

Unfortunately. no information on li:;h mea! capacity (as distinct from capability) is available for the existing 
plants, which would clearly bear on the ability of an operation (or sector) to convert retained bycarch into 
mea.L lnstead. only rhe ··absence'' or "presence" of meal producrion can be ascenained. at this time, This 
limits the conclusions one may draw about probable secterat response to lR/IU requirements, or the cost of 
additional capacity, These data are, nonetheless, presented as a crude proxy for existing capacity, Based 
upon NMF S Weekly Production Reports, for both on-shore and at-sea processors, and the GOA target 
fisheries of concern, the following results emerge. 

For the base year 1995, just one operation in the GOA groundftsh aHea secrnr was identified as"... having 
fish meal production capabiiity". [n 1996, catch and produc,ion dara identify two. When GOA on-shore 
co.tch records were examined. a wtal of 5 processors \vere idem.ified as having meal capacity. !merestingly, 
however, of these five facilities, three were idemified as being in Dutch Harbor. one in Akuwn, and one in 
Sandpoim. Obviously, a portion of the GOA ground fish catch is being landed and processed outside of the 
GOA. 

The Kodiak community focilicy did not show up in these count$, becaus-:: it is not a primary processing 
faciliry. [t, nonetheless. represi.;:nts a signitic:mt capital asset within the context or'the proposed GOA [R/!U 
program, as no,ed betow, 

When these preliminary results were informally rev1ewed by members of the [R/!U Industry Working Group, 
they suggested that. with res peer to the 01H·hore fish meal component. th-: Gu If should be regarded as 
comprised of a number of diffor-:nt and relatively distinct areas:i They report the following: 

··,Host ofthe potlock and Pacific cod shorebased tonnage caught in the GulfofAlaska is delivered 
to Kodiak where adequate meal facilities exist"... "Thi: Kodiak plant is perfectly capable of 
handling af! H·hole fish senr for meat production. " 

"There is one meal plant in the Western Gulf The sma!ler Wesrern Gulfprocr::ssors may have to 
incur cosrs under IRJIU -- either Jbr meal faci!ily or for shipping unused fish ro a meal facility." 

"'The Cook Inlet/Prince William Sound area does not have meal plants. bur processes on(v er small 
amowu oftonnage (of the species of com:.;-m). O.n1.:rs ofs.;w:ral ofthe plams i11 rhis area say they 
may incur some cosfs. bw feel IR1/U is worth the cost, " 

03 Chds B!:ickbum, Abs:.;:i Groundfish Dat;:i Bank. Re!: GOt\ IR/lU. F-:brn:uy '.25, 1996. 
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"5;outh€ttSt grounc{flsh clelivetrfes ar2 t1iost(v Jront f)-0{ tn:i-l longlin•:} gear. J[ucft of tl:i? !:;·ng!ine 
de!freries are !FQ species where !RJ!(.J is alreacz1· mw:datedfor f(!cific cod Pollock is rare in a 
!,.mgiine or poc operation. ., 

The major so,:rc~ of fis;, :neal rduction c"pac:r:, in the GOA. is !oca,ed in Kodiak. w!-:ere Kodiok Reduction. 
f;\C., processes discards and was,e from several faci!i,ies in rhe community. One shouid nor undere~tinute 
the ii~,porrnnce to the IR/IU proposal of this operar:.-:in as a source of fish reduction cap2::icy in the (iO.-\. 
[ndeed, because the collective fleet of GOA ground fish fishing and processi,1g vessels i:s composed of so 
many relativdy small vesse!s, it is almost li:erat!y impossible for the existing fleet to acquire additional meal 
capacity, at-sea. lt must, therefore, rely largely upon on-shore capacity (at least in the short run) to comply 
with the !R·'1U mandate, for that portion of the bycatch which is "unmarketable" in a form other than meaL 

Recently, plans to build a fish me:1! reduction facility at King Cove have been made public. The facility is 
expected to come on-line in hnuary: 1998, coinciding with the proposed implementation date of IR/lU. The 
facility is designed to process 400 tons ot-tish and processing waste per day. Reportedly, the cost of the p!nnt 
,.,,!1 exce<.'d 55 miliion. The facility will produce both white fish meal and brown fish mea!. depending upon 
the s,:iurce of r::iw mareri3L49 This could represent an important additional c:ipi,::il asset available to GO.-\ 
groundfish op~rations. as they seek to comply with IRilU requirements. 

6.4.l Interpreting the Effects of Limited Fish Meal Cnpacity 

The foregoing discussion indicates that fish meal reduction capability ts limited and concentrated large!y on
shore withia the potentially irnpacted GOA groundfish fisheries. Whi[e "through-put'' (i,e., raw materiat 
inpur./meal output) information for the existing redu:tion capacity i:.; not currently available. rt would appear 
that reliar.ce on meal production as a primary means to absorb the increases in retained byca(ch is. in gen,;:ral. 
noc feasible for most fisheries which would come under [R/lU regulation. This may be so, not only because 
o( the limited m:mber of me::il ?!ants in a sector. but also due to physical and logi:;rica[ considtnHions or· 
operators without pl:i::ts. 

f'recisely h0w prices. produce supply ,rnd r:,ix and. ultimate!~·. consumers wili be affocted c;:innot be 
anticipated. a:though generally one wolild amicipate thar JS oper;:iting costs ri5e. GOA operations. \vhich ar-:: 
!arge;y '·price-takers" Hi the grou:1dfrsh marh:etpbce. would be at an econ1)mic disadvant:ige vis-~t•vts the:r 
lJrger competitors in the Bering Sea. 

Ce11ainly. fisheries with the least access to meal capacity could rely least on meal as a production response 
lD iR/l U.so Some st.ggestlon h.1s been made that existing on-shore fish me;:i[ reduction capac iry is su fficie:~t 
to accommodate the demands from GOA operations without meal p!anrs, although no empirical evidence h:is 
been offered to verd\' chis Jssertion. This is certainly ,he case if one includes the Bering Sea meal plants in 
this calculation. 

•i."' Per~ comm.t i\tr. Clyde St~rling. P~t~r PJn Seafoods.. February 26~ l99i. 

10 This resuli m:1y be regarded as entirely consistent with Council expectations for IR/IU. One purpo:;e of 
,he proposat is to provid<!' economic disinc:::ntives to cmch unwanted fish. wh:ch this may be interpreted to provide. 
Another aspec, of IR./lU focuses on che desir.: to see .. meals" not ··meal" produced from ri::rained c:icch. This result 
may support :hat objectiv-::. Finally, some have accepted thi:: possibility ihat ono:: indirect outcome of !R/IU will be 
displacemenl of som...: cur,ent capacity, perhaps ...:vi!n loss of som<! cargt?, fishcrie5, This too m:iy be consis1:::m with 
,he outcome cited here. 
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Even if this \vere assumed to be so, there ire several concerns which emerge in assessing such a plan. The 
simple physical and logistical limtts of such a scheme have a!ready been mentioned, In additton. it is iike!y 
that deliveries of whole fish, expressiy for reduction, would r:ot produce positive revenues for rhe ddiv,;:ring 
vessel. indeed, some propose that on-shore plants would charge vessels for such a service. The foe would, 
presumably, be whatever the market would bear (depending upon such factors as area. season. ava:lab!e 
reduction capacity. storage and holding coses, meal prices. etc.), 

ln some GOA fisheries, these additiona! operating costs for !!<J1U compliance could force marginally 
profitable operations into unprofitabiliry, resulting [n removal of capacity from the industry. The most 
potentially vulnerable would be expected to include rhose operations with the smallest capacity to hold and 
transport bycatch, those most consmi.ined in mobility, and least operationally diverse. Thus. as with other 
aspects of the proposed GOA !R/1U action, the potential operational and econorn [c burden attributable to 
adoption of an improved retendon and utilization requirement may be expected to faU disproportionately on 
this latter segment of the industry, wnile the !arger, more mobile, most operationally diversified wiU assume 
a greater share of the catch and production.; 1 

Alternatively, however, in the GOA a substantial majority of the f1eer in question is roo small to carry 
observer coverage. As previously noted. the level of lR/lU compliance may be directly correlated with the 
]eve! of observer coverage onboard. rn this case. the burden may fol[ most heavily upon observed vessels. 
since their performance may be directly scrutinized. The extent w which these outcomes will emerge 
following adoption and implementation of a GOA IR/lU management regime remain an empirical question. 
Ir is, however, useful to acknowledge these potentialities in weighing the alternatives, 

6.4.2 Cost of Adding Fish Meal Cap:1city 

Reliance upon meal proctuc:ion capacity ro achi:;ve compliance with improved mi1iz:.Hion, under the GOA 
IU alternative, may be problematic for nearly all or'the operations which do not already have this capability. 
This is so for several reasons. First. as noted. the vast majority of the vessels which currently participate in 
GOA groundfish fisheries ar<! kss than 124' 1n length. and most of these are under 60' in length. Adding auy 
form of processing equipment !et aiom:: meal reduction capacity, is literaliy impossibk. 

Second, for most vesse[s cum::mly operating in the GOA ground fish fisheries, :he cost (incfuding design. 
:nstal[ation, and operation of a meal plant) may be prohibitive. Estimates for inswJ ling a fish meal plant on 
an existing vessel are hard to acquire, since the cost would vary literally from operation to op<.:ration. 
depending upon the existing physical plant However, sources familiar with such installations suggested. 
within the BSA[ IR/lU context. that the cosr of adding a fish meal plant to an existing vessel would vary \vi,h 

the size of the vessel and e:-;pected output of the p[ant. A.ssuming the plant was suited for production of a 
high quaiiry fish meal. i.e.. the product was derived from whole ftsh and fresh offal, the cost of even a small 
plant (approximate capacity 50 tons of raw material per 24 hours) would be between$! million and SL} 
million, assuming that the existing vessel is an adequate platform (and as just nored, mosr in GOA are not), 

Even for the very few operations which have the physical size to consider adding or supplementing 
processing capacity there are several other limiting factors they must confront Among the mo::;t coo founding 
could be the regulatory !imirations imposed on retro-fitting a commercial fishing vess<;!I with processing 
c;ipactry. U.S. Coast Guard regulations pertc1ining to lo:id line .ind V<!sse! sr::i.bility requirements present one 

H Assuming ::my oper:ition remains profoabic in a givc:n fishc:r1. An atrern:it1ve outcome could be: ;hat a 
t;:trg<:t fishery simply ceas,:s to exi:;r following adoption of GOA I R!I U regul:ltion,. 
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such sec. whi!e the Council's own Moratorium and License Limimtion Program represem others (see Section 
5.0. Othei Federal Regu[atory Requirements and the GOA fRJlU Program). 

Another consideration is that, even if a meal piant could be installed, most existing vern:ls without such 
capacity at present would not have the hold or storage capacity to retain the meal once tt was produced. 
Withour such holding: capabilities, the abi!icy to make meal would not provide a viable means of remaining 
operationally competitive in the fishery. 

Alternative means of responding to rhe rnandamry retention requirement, for operations currently without 
access ro meal reduction capacity, were treated at length in the BSA[ IR/lU analysis. However, because the 
vast majority of the ground fish fishing activity in the GOA is, l) associated with on-shore processors, 2) 
conducced by sma[I boats without the capability [or legal authority, as under LLP] to process at-sea, and, 
thus, 3) largely unobserved and therefore unrnonitorable, 4) govemed by In-shore/Off-shore apportionments 
of Pacific cod and pollock, or 5) regulated under !TQ provisions (including retencion requirements for Pacific 
cod). an extensive discussion of this topic is largely unnecessary in the present context. Interested readers 
may consult the discussion in Section 6.6, page I I 8- I 20, of the Fina[ E.-VRlR/RFA for Amendment 49 ro 
the Bering Sea/ Aleutian Islands Ground fish i\fanagement Plan, September 25, l 996. 

6.5 GOA ru Compliance 

The ability ofNMFS to monitor any utilization requirement associated with the GOA IR/IU alternative w[II 
be limited, and some leakage will be unavoidable. This is so for several reasons. First, some fish are 
inevitably damaged beyond use in both the fishing and processing activities of any operation and. therefore, 
will nm be udiized, despite the JU requirement The quantities involved woutd be e.xpecced to be relatively 
small. however. 

Second. reliance upon PRRs as a tool to moniror compliance on an individual operation basis is expected to 
present serious difficulties (see the discussion of PRRs. above)" Their applicabiJiry and preci::;ion at the 
individual operator levd is in doubt 

Third, unlike :he Bering Se::i./A!eutian !sbnds frsheries, GOA groundfish t"isheries are dominated by smal! 
vessel.s (see, Section J.2.2). As a restdt. observer coverage of the various target fleets will be signiticanrly 
chirrner= than is the case under the BSAl [R/!U management program. Because compliance monitoring of 
the proposed GOA [RitU actron reltes heavily upon secondary catch and production informarion. a 
significant portion o(whtch is to be drawn from observer dara~sources, the !ower level of observer coverage 
will likely reduce the agency's ability to monitor rind enforce IR/1U provision in the Gulf of Alaska. 

Fourth. NOAA General Counsel has issued an opinion that the r.fagnuson Act does no( authorize the agency 
to regulate utilization of catch by ori.shore processors (see, Section 8.0}. GOA groundfish production is 
dominated by the on-shore sector. In [995. for example, 74% of the aggregate reported total catch of 
groundfish in the Gulf was attributed to the on-shore sector; in 1996. the figure was 71"/o, p[acing the 
majority of ground fish production activity in GOA beyond the regulatory authority of the agency, for IU 
monitoring and enforcement purposes. 

In the BSA! I Ril U amendment, the Council attempted to address thi:, potential problem by requesting that 
the Srnte of Alaska adopt and implement equivalent retention and utilization requin:ments for the BSA! on-

,: Thinner in the sense of the proportion of total catch in a giv.:n ,arg.:t fishery ob$erved versus 
unobserved. 
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.shore sector. The State expressed its willingness to do so. An equivalent action by che State of Alaska is 
even more crucial to program viability in the GOA IRilU con.ext Failure co adopt simultaneous parallel 
regulations cotild render the Council's GOA IR/!U program functionally ineffectual. This is so because. 
should chese parallel IRilU regulations not be forthcoming for the on-shore sector, adoption of the GOA 
IR/lU alternative by the Council could not produce significant improvements in retention or utilization of 
bycatch. Furthermore, under these conditions, this action would likdy impose a significant, disproportionate, 
and unjustifiable economic burden on the at-sea segment of the industry. 

As a result. the expected benefits from adopting IR/1U for GOA .vould most probably not exceed che 
attributable costs (i.e., there would be no "net benefit" to the Nacion). This argues for close coordination 
with the State of Alaska, if the Council decides to proceed with development of the GOA IR/TU alternative. 

Fifth, no monitoring is possible beyond the primary processing level in any case. This constrains, even 
further. the agency's ability co assure complete IU compliance. NMFS-certified observers are not generally 
able to provide a level of coverage of the processing operation that cou Id be said to represent a systematic 
monitoring program. given the resources available and their ocher duties and priorities. Establish tng a corps 
of"utilization monitors'' was contemplated by the Council's IR/IU Industry Working Group, but rejected as 
100 coscly and burdensome for the improvement in compliance that might reasonably be expected. 

6.5. l i\fonitoring Procedures 

Tht method of assessing IU compliance, endorsed by the Council's IR/lU Working Group. would (as in the 
case of the GOA lR monitoring approach) rely primarily upon random boardings of pr0<;c:ssing vessels (and 
presumably "spoc~checks" of plants1') by U.S. Coast Guard and/or N~ffS Enfon::ement agents as an 
inducement to lU compli.:rnce. In addition. it could employ Judits of catch and production records 
periodically submitted to NMFS. 

An example may help to clarif:, rhis latter proposed monitoring procedme. NMFS Alaska Region would, 
as it currenrl:,1 does, monitor the catch and production records subm 1tted to ir by participating groundtish 
processing operations. These records could be scrutinized on the basis of the required minimum performance 
criteria specified in the Council's IU alternacive (i.e., minimum aggregale 15¾ PRR) and compared to 
NMFS' published Standard PRRs, by product form and species. [f :mbscantial inconsistencies appear to exist 
becween reported catch and product output, on the basis of the adopted IU performance criteria. NMFS 
Enforcemenr would be notified and (if warranted) an enforcemem investigation initiated. 

In the case of random boardings (or spot-checks). the logged catch of !he species of concern would be 
compared to the pcoduct weights. by Stiltistical reporting area. of all products onboard (or appe.nring in 
production logs). A judgment as to utilization compliance could then be made by the boarding officer, on 
1he basis of criteria spe.cifo:d in the IR/IU enabling regulations. and (if necess~ry) an enforcement action 
initiated. 

Leakages wtll occur. and should be ancicipaced, under this !U compfo:ince monitoring system. However. the 
risk ofdi:tection of violations oftht! utiliz:.1tion requirement is expectt!d to provide a sufficient ••incencive-for
compli.ince" to achieve an acceptabk level of adherence to the IU mandate. while recognizing thl:! limitations 
of a program based on secondary-dam and existing monitoring and enforcement cap:1bilities. 

s; As noted, the conduct of IU complianc:: "spot-checks" of on-:;hore planes by Fedc:ral ::nfon::.:mem 
personn::! would r::quire the Stale of .-\iaska co adopt regulations :::,tending such ::nnhoricy. 
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No provision for increase<:: observer or enforcement resources is contained in the Counc:1·s proposed GOA 
lU action. Therefore, adoption wou1c! impose no signific,rnt additional administrative, monitoring. or 
enforcement costs, as compared co retention of the ;;status quo" alternative. 

It is important to point out t!iat policing of retention and utilization standards will not be strictly confined 
to the staff and resot:rces expressly dedicated to IR/IU monitoring and enforcement. .As noted during the 
BSA! !R/IU debate by Captain Wi\iiam Anderson, U.S. Coast Guard, at the April 1996 Council meeting: 

"lfyou have an observer onboard a wssels (or at a plant). while perhaps not officially tied to this 
(JR/JU) program, he or she is present and walking around. If that person sees a large amount of 
po/lock, rock sole. yel/owfin, anc!Jor Pacijic cod cominuously going over the side, when those 
fisheries are in open status, you don't need to have a specific number tied to a specific standard to 
say 1ha1 that opera1ion is In viola1ion. because ii can ·1 be discarding those species: it's I 00% 
retemion. So, you have observers, you have all the crew members, you have other boats in the area, 
a lot of opporwn/ties /0 have enough of a framework there that brings 1hat 750 million pound 
(A DF&G projected discard) figure down. So ! don't wont to get too hung up on how well we can 
back calculate (round weight from product weight using PR.Rs) and gel into arguments over 1he 
numbers. because there are other methods out there that are going 10 help achieve rhe Council's 
goal ofdramatically reducing discards." 

The same conclusion can reasonably be extended to the administration of the proposed GOA IR/JU program. 
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6.6 Technical and Market Limits on Production 

Provisions of the Council's IR/IU proposal wiH necessarily require the retemion and utilization of a 
substantial range of sizes of fish for each of the species of concern. many of which have, heretofore. been 
primarily treated as discards. While some of these discards have been forced by regulations. and others have 
clearly been due ro economic considerations, e.g., lack of markets or lower values than the primary target 
species. ere .. still others may have occurred for technical reasor.s. That is. existing mechanical processing 
technology imposes both effective and absolute limits on the size (and to perhaps a lesser extent, species) 
of fish which can be efficiently converted into a product form (excluding, of course, meal reduction and 
freezing in-the-round). 

From the standpoint of economic effects on the industry, attributable to adoption of IR/lU. existing 
production capacity and technology are fixed in the short run, and only marginally malleable i,1 the 
intermediate-run. It will, undoubtedly, take time and perhaps significant capital investment, before the 
majority of prevailing production capacities can be optimally adjusted, within the current fish processing 
sectors, ro meet IR/IU mandates. It may be useful, therefore, to consider existing technical limits which will 
confront the industry as it attempts m adjust to the proposed IR/IU provisions. 

Whiie each operation in these fisheries is, to a greater or lesser extent, unique in terms of configuration. 
capacity, and technology, all are confronted by similar limitations on what can be produced from the raw 
catch. These limitations may be useful indicators of the probable impact on, and response of, the industry 
ro changes in retention and utilization requirements. 

Information on size frequencies and species composition appear in Appendix 8. These da:a suggest :hat size 
composition for each of the IR/lU species of concern present in the catch can vary significantly. 

6.6.1 Size Composition 

Species size composition data are drawn from N1',1FS observer samples of catch in the GOA groundfish 
fisheries for 1995 and 1996. Because of the way :n which catch compoSttion sampling ts conducted. in 
general, size frequency data are limited to the species which is of"primary abundance" in the catch, while 
n0 size data are compiled for the other ground fish species present. That is. the pollack size frequency data 
reported in Appendix B are associated with samples taken during pollock fisheries. the Pacific cod size 
frequency are taken from sample data obtained during cod fisheries, ere. Because no equivalent data on size 
composition are available for the other species of concern in a given tishe:-y's catch, it has been assumed that. 
for example. the size ofpollock in a Pacific cod fishery is distributed as in a pol lock fishery; and the size 
frequency of shallow water tlartish in a /lathead sole fishery is distributed as in a shallow water tlatfoh 
fishery; and so forth for all possible combinations of the species of concern under IR/1 U. 

6.6.2 Technological Limits 

Technical information (provided by Baader Fish Processing Machinery, Inc.), suggests that prevailing fish 
processing machinery. in general use in the industry, has 3bso!ute limit:; on the size of fish which can be 
pn.icessd. For filleting round fish, e.g., pollock and Pacific cod. these limits ace highly variable, depending 
upon the specific machine model at hand. For the most commonly deployed machines. t~e range is generally 
from 17 cm to 66 ccn. Forthe Bauder 211, which also allows the extraction of roe, the ~ounds are 3 5 cm to 
55 cm. These mecc.anical limits define the boundaries of possible production. 
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Utilizing these technical limits, in combination with the size composition daca for the GOA fisheries, it 
appears that the proportion of catch of pol!ock and Pacific cod in [R/lU regulated fisheries which is too small 
m be processed by the available filleting technology is highly variable by fishery. This suggests that, at the 
lower end of the size rar.ge, technology, currently available to the industry, does not provide a means to 
utilize a relatively small (but not trivial), portion of the pol lock and Pacific cod bycatch for anything but 
reduction purposes (or perhaps freezing in-the-round). 

Very large fish, which cannot be mechanically processed, could perhaps be processed by hand. The issue 
becomes whether physical limitations, e.g., adequate space for labor intensive processing, and the economics 
of the fishery will accommodate such practices. Some operators will clearly have an advantage over others 
in this respect. That is, physical space is not typically a limiting factor for on-shore operations. It may not 
be for some of the largest CIP. Space will be a limiting constraint for smaller operations, however. 

Similar characterizations can be made for the mandatorily retained 'shallow flats' bycatch, as well. The 
interested reader should refer to the frequency data presented in Appendix B. There, by target fishery and 
species of concern, the percentages of catch in each size frequency category are listed. 

Technical information (also provided by Baader Fish Processing Machinery), suggest that each of the V-cut 
heading machines available on the market have absolute limits on the size offish which can·be processed. 
The limits range from 30 cm to 100 cm. These mechanical limits define the boundaries of possible 
production without substantial modification to the machines. In the case of operations which hand-process 
catch, these limits clearly do not apply. However, the issues ofsca!e and cost per unit output are of concern 
in such cases, 

The interested reader should refer to the detailed statistical data presented, by target. by species of concern, 
in Appendix B, to examine the implications ot· technical limits on flatfish catches and H&G roundtish 
opt!rations, as 1,vell. 

.-\t the lower end of the size range then, 1ech11ology currently available to the industry does not provide :i 
means to u:ilize a relativelv small, but non-trivial, portion of the catch i~ GOA groundfish fisherv for . - . 
anything but reduction purposes ( or freezing in-the-round). 

Very large fish. which cannot be mechanically processed. could be processed by hand. The issue, as before, 
is whether physical limitations. e.g .. adequate space for labor intensive processing. and the economics of the 
fishery will accommodate such practices. 

Whi!e the foregoing discussion identifies the limits ;echnology currently imposes on ground fish processors 
in the GOA groundfish fisheries. the actual binding constraint on these operations is imposed by the 
marketplace. 
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6.6.3 Market Limitations'~ 

In a sense, the technological limits describe wha[ can be processed. while markets define what should be 
processed, at least 1n the shon: run, in a straight-forward economic sense 

Despite the industry's best efforrs, it is probable that unwanted bycarches of poHock, Pacific cod. and 
'sha!low water' flatfishes wilt continue to occur in the GOA ground fish fisheries, even with the incentives 
provided by an [R/1U program, given the nature of the fishing ,o;:chnology employed..:..,nd, while industry 
may be expected to investigate opportunities to develop new products or markets to utilize previously 
discarded fish, these opportLtnities will take time and resources. Some may eventually yield results for the 
indusrry and benefits to the Nation, but, in the short run at least. the industry will have to deal with iz:<:tsting 
markets and producr demand, 

Clearly, if a p;ofit maximizing firm-expends scarce productive resources. e.g,, tabor, capital, etc., to produce 
a product for which there is no market, that firm will not remain in business for long. Similarly, if it cos,s 
S1.00 to produce $0, l 0 worth of output, society has "wasted'' S0.90. Therefore, in order to assess the likely 
tmpact on, and response of, the industry to the proposed GOA lR/IU requirements. it is important to consider 
what market limitations, in addition to the technological limitation, may con from the industry as it responds 
to IRJ1U requirements. 

At present, markets dictate the following ltmtts on groundfish products deriving from the GOA IR/llJ species 
of concern. For poilock, the assumed minimum size fish that can currenrly be used to produce a marketable 
product is approximately 33 cm. although some minor variability exists among product forms:s For 
examp[e, fillets generally require at least a 36 cm fish. For surimi production. the lower limit is about 300 
grams (approximately 33 cm}. Reportedly, po Hock H&G requires a fish of no less than .HO grams. although 
some sources indicated that they would not buy pollack of !ess than 450 grams (approximately tO cm) for 
H&G, Fish of as litt!e as 400 grams (or about 3S cm) would be the lower limit for that operaror's surimi 
production Deep•skin blocks and fQF fi[lets required fish of at least 600 grams (or roughly 44 cm). Sma!I 
fish, i.e., under the identified minimums, could not be utilized to produce a s:ile:ible product (other than meal) 
given e:,;i:;ting markets. 

l4 The Council should b-: awar<! ofJ potenti::illy signific::int impa:::r :issoci::ucd with r::quiring l00'% 
retention of GOA Paci tic cod, which does not appear to be extend to Gulf pollock or shallow warer tlm'ish. 
!nformation provided by industry sources, and verified by AFSC scientists, suggests that, in general, GOA Pacific 
cod have a much greater freqw.:ncy of serious paras ire infestations and lesions. than is the case in rhe BSAL In 
some areas. the problem is so severe [hat the fish have virtually no potential market value (exce;n perhaps as mea)J, 
Given the limi(ed distribution of meal reduction capacity in GOA, requiring 100% retention of Pacific cod may 
impose significant operndonal burdens on some sectors. and could have several other implications. The :nclinacion 
(need:) to 'discard' Pacific cod would be gre:uer, the more heavily parnsitized the bycatch. The pri:serice of 
parasites and lesions w1U signiticandy reduce the range ofprnduct-forms which c:in be produced from retained 
catch. That is, markers into which these GOA cod can be sold will be fower and, thus. product vafue wil! be !ower, 
reducing further the options availabk to operators required, under IR!IV, to n:tairL The problem is reportedly worst 
inshore and near marine mammal concemrations" This sugges,s (hat ,he gre:He$t burden may fall upon smaller. kss 
mobile operations, \Vhile perhaps most serious for Pacific cod ,argi:, fisheries, under IR/IU, these impacts will 
ex rend wall GOA ground fish oper:.uions taking any amount of ?aciric cod. To the extent that thr:si.: fish ultimatc:ly 
enccr the processing and distribution stream, th.:y could, according w industry sources, adversdy effect the 
markering ond reputation of all Pacific cod products coming ouc of the Gulf 

5~ The "m:irb:tnble" determination implies tha( a fir.al primary produce. other than industrial forms (c:.g, 
me::d, bait}, can be made a:-id sold from the rnw mmeri:iL 
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The market imposed limits on Pacific cod were reportedly some1,,vhat higher. For purposes of assessing the 
implications of the retention requirement, a 47 cm minimum length has been employed. Smaller fish than 
this minimum would generally be assumed to be reduced to meal (or perhaps frozen in-the-round for export), 
under the proposed GOA IR/IU action. Depending. again. on product form and market. some variation is 
present for this species. For example, minimum round weight for Pacific cod destined for the domestic H&G 
market was estimated to be approximately 900 g (about 2 pounds), while for the Japanese H&G market a 
minimum round weight of I,360 g (about 3 pounds) was required. 

The GOA 'shallow water' complex includes a wide variety of flatfish species (see, Footnote I). The two 
species specifically referenced here are rock sole and yellowfin sole, although the conclusions are believed 
to be generalizable to the remaining members of this complex. Rock sole which are smaller than 29 .cm in 
length have been assumed to be below "marketable" size, for purposes of this analysis and, as in the case of 
the other species of concern under IR/IU, fish smaller than this threshold have been assumed to be destined 
for fish meal reduction (or perhaps freezing in-the-round for export). Industry sources suggest that some size 
variability is associated with differences in product form. For example, current markets dictate the following 
limits. For rock sole H&G with roe, the minimum size fish that can be used to produce a marketable product 
is about 280-300 grams. For H&G without roe, the lower limit is about 250 grams. Rock sole in-the-round 
requires a fish of no less than 300 grams. 

While these are "minimums", industry sources report that the optimum size is somewhat larger for each 
product form. A fish of 385 grams would be optimum for H&G with roe; for H&G without roe, 330 grams; 
and for rock sole in-the-round 400 grams is ideal. 

The "marketable" limit defined for yellowfin sole is currently assumed to be 28 cm. That is, any yellowfin 
present in the catch oflRllU regulated fisheries would be assumed to be usable only for meal production (or 
perhaps freezing in-the-round for export). under prevailing market conditions. One source reported that 
yellowfin sole weighing no less than 260 g (round weight) were marketable domestically for re-processing, 
while fish as small as 150 g (round) had historically been sold into the Japanese market, although nothing 
smaller. For the H&G market the minimum marketable size was slightly larger, 300 ground, yielding a 
product weight of about I SO g . 

..\nother source reported that, when 'shallow water· flatfish comple,: is taken as a whole. fish in the range 
of .JOO ground-weight, are regarded as the "lower-limit" for producing a marketable final product. 

The variability of the proportion of discards composed of "marketable-size" fish between target fisheries is 
considerable. (For a comprehensive listing. by target/gear-type, see Appendi:1: B). 

The NMFS observer size frequency data suggest the following about discanfrd catch in GOA: 

Pollock Bycatch in Pollock Target Fisheries 

For the at-sea segment, in I 995. the quantity of pol lock discarded in the bottom pol lock fishery was very 
small. totaling just 9 mt. but was composed of99.4% "'marketable·· sized fish. Just 0.6% 1,,vere below the 
minimum size threshold. In 1996 in this fishery, pollock discards were virtually non-e:1:istent at just 0.6 mt. 

In the at-sea pelagic pollock fishery. for 1995, pol lock discards were composed of99.5% "marketable" sized 
tish, 0.5% undersized. In 1996. these figures were 95.9% "marketable". 4.1 % ·'unmarketable". 
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On-shore, "bortom pol lock" discards of poliock wece made up of 73% "marketabie" sized fish 27% under 
market size, although total discards represented only 7.J mt. The nu,nbers changed dramarica:ty in I 996, 
with discards rising to I IO mt, 96.3% "marketable" size, 3.7% un,narkecabie. 

On-shore "pelagic pol lock'' discards were composed or'9S.5% "marketable" sized fish, the re!!rnining i .5% 
being below the mi:,imum size limit, in 1995. The following year, 98% and 2% of the discarder: pol lock 
were "marketable" and ·'unmarketable"size, respectively, in the on-shore pelagic sector. 

Pacific cod Bycatch in Pacific cod Target Fisheries 

The at-sea cod longline discards of Pacific cod, in 1995, were comprised of SS.6% "marketable" sized tish, 
with 11 .4% being too small to sell. The same comparison in I996 indicate that 44, 7% of the cod discards 
were "marketable'' size. with 55.3% below the limit. 

For the on-shore sector, cod longliners' discards were 32.4% of"markerable" size, while 17.6% were too 
small, in 1995. The pattern did change somewhat in 1996, when 90% of their discards were "marketable' 
size fish. with the remaining I0% below market limits. 

For pot caught cod, the 1995 at-sea discards were composed of 99% "marketable'', I% small sized tish. In 
I996, there was no "reportable" catch or discards. 

Shoreside cod pot data reveal that 85.6% of the cod discarded in !995 were of·'markerable" size. while 
14.4% were not. The 1996 figures were, 36% and 14%. respective!y. 

Trawl Pacific cod !isheries at-sea had cod discards composed ofS3.5% "marketable" sized fish, while I i.5% 
were not, in l995. Discards in 1996 in this f:shcry \v~re 99.3% markerab[e size. with the remaining 0.7~/o 
being too small. 

On-shore Pacific cod trawlers' di$cards of cod we;e 32. 9°/o .:marketable" size. l 7. Io/;; bdovl th:! m lnimum, 
in t995. The pattern in 1996 was, 55.6% being large enough to sell, 44.'1% being too small. 

Shallow Water Flatfish Bycatch in Shallow Water Target Fisheries 

The l995 at-sea sha[low water flatfish trawl fishery discards of 'shailov{ 1,vater· flatfish were made up of 
-IS.!% "marketable" size fish, with the balance (51.9%) not of salable size. In 1996, just 4.2% ofrhe 
discarded 'shallow water' flatfish met the market size standard, while 95.8% did not. 

The on-shore fishery for this species reported b:·catches composed of 80.3% marketable size shallow water 
flatfish, the remain,ng 19. 7% being too small. in 1995: 56.4% marketable. 43.6% below minimum size limits, 
in 1996. 

.".s noted above. the preceding summarizes only the direct relationships between '·marketable" size, discards. 
anc "target fishery", for each I RJIU species of concern. Many additional interactions between bycatch and 
market constraints are associated with adoption ofan IR/IU requirement, since in every GOA groundtish 
target there is the potential for mandatory retention of all these species of concern ( e.g., pollack, Paci tic cod, 
and shallow water flatfish in the Atka trawl tishe,y, and the rockfish longline fishery, etc.). Those 
ime,acrions are listec in Appendix B. 
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While some of the discards of the IR/IV species of concern can be seen to be composed of"marketable'' sized 
fish, varying from fishery to fishery. very significant portions are too small to market (at present). To the 
extent that the industry is unable, I) to substantially reduce the bycatch of, in this case, under-sized fish. 
and/or 2) to develop new product forms and markets through which to utilize under-sized fish. relatively 
substantial quantities ofsmall pollock, Pacific cod, and 'shallow water' flatfish may be diverted into ancillary 
byproducts. exported in-the-round, or reduced to meal. at least in the short run. in response to the proposed 
GOA IR/IU regulatory action. Furthermore, the potential costs of IR/IU compliance can be expected to be 
distributed unevenly across the several fisheries which will be required to meet the retention standards. That 
is. some fisheries will be significantly burdened by 100% retention requirements, while others face a much 
less difficult challenge in complying. Likely, this differential impact will extend to segments within many 
of the potentially affected fisheries, once again with the greatest potential impacts accruing to the smallest, 
least mobile, and least operationally diversified participants. 

Clearly. compliance will impose costs on the industry, in the form of retitting ot· physical plant, re
capitalization of some operations, the displacement of some capacity, and potentially slowing ot· the tishery, 
\virh accompanying reductions in revenues and increases in operating costs. Quantitative estimates of these 

impacts cannot be made, given available information. They nonetheless should be recognized as likely 
outcomes of adoption of the proposed GOA IR/IU action and weighed in the decision. 



7,0 Improved Utilization and the Marketplace 

Markets are dynamic and respond to numerous and varied forces. Unfortunately. very little analysis is 
presently available regarding market characteristics for most of the principal products derived from the GOA 
ground fish fisheries. These analytical limitations cannot be quickly or easily overcome, Therefore, such key 
economic aspects as price elasticcties, inventory holdings. substitucional relationship:;, and market trends 
cannot be quantitatively treated in the present EA/RIR. 

Notwithstanding lhese limitations, several qualitative observations concerning the probable response of the 
market to GOA [RftU can be made. In the first five years fo!lo,ving implementation of the GOA action, only 
bycatches ofpollock and Pacific cod would be required to be fully retained. If catch composition is assumed 
essentially constant at the base~year levels, then the total quantity of additional landings, from GOA IR/1 U 
regulated groundfish fisheries. ofpollock would be expected to represent berween 10% and\ l¾ of pre-lR.;1U 
landings, while increases in Pacific cod landings would be between 5% and 1 l¾. ff the industry, as hoped, 
reduced bycatches of unwanted pollock and Pacific cod by adopting altem:uive fishing techniques or 
rechnolog[es, these increases could be somewhat sma:ler. 

7.1 Price/Market Response 

While regulations can require that product be produced, they cannot guarantee how the marketplace will 
respond to the resulting production. For example, by requiring the individual operators to retain and utilize 
species for which they are ill-equipped, or with which they are unfamiliar. a further complication, in the form 
of a price/demand response to quality variation, may arise (at least in the short run). Because the GOA 
fisheries account for only a smal[ fraction of the total domestic production of pol lock and Pacific cod, these 
effects should have mtnimal impact on the aggregate market for U.S.-produced cod and pol!ock.36 

Even if we assume rhat the high-end of the range of retJined bycatch of pol lock and Pad tic cod in the GOA 
fisheries is realized, the quamities involved would be on the order of S,000 me round weight for each species. 
per year. It is apparent that an increas.e of this size 1n a U.S. domes,ic fishery that produces annual pol!ock 
catches in the range of L3 mi Ilion mt to l A million mt. and Paci fie cod catches of more than 3 l 0.000 mt. 
per year, would be expected to have 'no discernablc impact' on either market supply or price.n Localized 
efftcrn could accrue if sma!I and/or isolated operators were required ro absorb a disproportionate share of 
these [U induced increases, but there is no indication that such a result 1...-ou!d occur. Because of the sheer 
size of the pollock and Pacific cod fisheries in the BSA!, GOA operators ha,.:e very little market leverage and 
can be expected to be "price-takers" in th is market. 

\Vhen 100% retention of· shallow water' flatfish becomes mandatory in the Gutf ground fish fisheries. the 
same conclusions concerning price and market response seem probable. That is, the change in catch volume 
and product supply attributable to the incremental increase in retained c:itch of 'shallow water" flatfish in 
Gulf ground fish fisheries. 1.vill be imperceptible in the market for tlatfish into which these products flow, 

5" In l 995 nnd I 996, repon:ed BSA! po!lock catch :i.ccow.m:d for ove~ 95%, GOA just under 5.0%, ot· the 
aggregate catch of ,his spedes, For Pacific cod, BSA! accounted for 73%, GOA 22%), of aggregate catch in each 
year. 

17 Eight-thous:rnd rons of pol lock would represent ,m increase in total U.S landings of [his species ofjusr 
over 0.5%. An equivalent quantity of Pac irk cod wollld increase totai landings of this species by 2.6%, over 
average 1995-96 reported !evds. Thi::se percentages would be smal:er y~r, or,cc: BSA! [R/(U retention of :00% of 
tho.t region's pol!ock and ?ac:fic cod bycaich is addi.:d to tor:i.l production. 
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This is likely so, because at the time shallow water flatfish come under the proposed [R mandate, BSA[ rock 
sole and yellow{in sole bycatches are scheduled to be fully-re:ained. 
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8.0 Legal Authority 

A December l. 1989, memorandum from the NOA.A. Office of General Counsel to the North Pacific Fishery 
Management Council summarized the Council's authority to prohibit roe~stripping and increase retention 
and uti!ization of pollack: 

4. There is authoricy under the Magnuson Fishery Conservarion·and Management Act to limit 
wasteful practices. Controlling wasteful practices is as legitimate a purpose as conserving 
a stock of fish or allocating fishing privileges. Requiring fuller utilization of a fishery 
resource should be justified as a means of achieving optimum yield. 

2. There are a multitude of conservation and management measures. directed at harvesting 
activities, available to eliminate or restrict practices such as roe•stripping. These include 
seasons, quotas, gear requirements, discard restrictions. and carch limits. 

3. There is also authority under the Act to limit wasteful practices requiring at-sea processors 
to retain harvested fish rather than discarding them. At-sea processing is "fishing" subject 
to regulation under the Act. 

4. There is authortty -- though not as cleaM;ut -- to limit wasteful practices by requiring at-sea 
processors to utilize fish flesh for food products and fish meal. There have been no 
instances thus far of directly mandating what a processor does with legally possessed fish 
for purposes of full utilization. 

5. There is no authority to limit wasteful practices by regulating onshore processors. because 
onshore processors can be regulated only indirectly as an incidence of managing "fishing.'' 

As a result of this legal opinion. the need for th!:.' Council to affirm that the Stare of Alaska will adopt 
·'... substantially equivalent .. regulacions governing the utiliz:.1tion of IR/IU species by onshore processors is 
fundamental to the viability of the proposed GOA IR/lU amendment. 

In the absence of parallel regulations. roughly 75% of total GOA ground fish production would be beyond 
IR/IU management authority. Under such a circumstance, it is likely chat the primary objectives. identified 
by the Council for GOA IRllU in its problem statement. could not be achie,·ed. (i.e.. the GOA IR/lU 
alternative would not produce significant improvements in retention or utilization or bycatch). Furthermore. 
under these conditions, the proposed action would likely impose a significant, disproportionate, and 
unjus,itiable economic burden on one segment of the industry. As a result. the expected benefits from 
adopting IR/IU for GOA would most probably not exceed the attributable costs (i.e., there would likely be 
no "net benefit to the Nation"). n 

'' In addition. this becomes particularly significant from a management perspective. for the viability of the 
!R!IU program as it pertains ro the relationship between the processing p!am and rhe de!ivering vessel. le is 
nece:;sary that an IR/HJ program r.tquire a processor to accepr all pollock. Pacific cod. and (eventually) ·shallow 
water" tlilctish offered for delivery, by vessels operating in GO.-\ !R/IU rc::gulated tisherio::s. [f :md1 a n:quirerm:nt 
does not exist. rejection of deliveries would constitute eflc:c:tive discarding of IR/IU regulat.:-d spccc,:s by the 
processor, and place the c;atcher-boat operator in an untenabl,: position. i.e., no means ofdeli-·ering the IR.!IU• 
n:gula,ed catch. and a strict prohibition agair.st discarding it. 
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9.0 Final Regulatory flexibility Analysis 

The objective of the Regulatory Flexibility ,'-\ct is to require consideration of the .capacity of those affected 
by regulations to bear the direct and indirect costs of regulation, if an action will have a signi~cant impact 
on a substantial number of small entities an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) must be prepared 
m identify the need for the action, alternatives, potential costs and benefits of the action, the distribution of 
these impacts, and a determination of net benefits. 

NMFS has defined all fish-harvesting or hatchery businesses that are independently owned and operated, not 
dominant in their field of operation, with annual receipts not in excess of SJ,000,000 as small businesses. 
In addition, seafood processors with 500 employees or fewer, wholesale industry members with 100 
employees or fewer, not-for-profit enterprises, and government jurisdictions with a ;,opulation of 50,000 or 
less are considered small entities. A "substantial number" of small entities would generally be 20% of the 
total universe of small emities affected by the regulat:on. A regulation would have a "signitic:rnt impact" 
on these small entities ifit reduced annual gross revenues by more than 5 percent, increased total costs ot· 
production by more than 5 percent, or resulted in compliance costs for sma!I entities that are at least I 0 
percent higher than compliance coses as a percent of sales for large entities. 

[fan action is determined to affect a substantial number ot· smali entities, the analysis must include: 

I, a description and estimate of the number of small entities and total number of entities in a 
particular affected sector, and rota I number of small entities affected: and 

2. analysis of economic impact on small entities, including direct and indirect compliance 
costs. burden of completing paperwork or record keeping requirements, effect on the 
competitive position of small entities, effect on the small entity's cash flow and liquidity, 
and ability of small entities to remain in the market. 

9.1 Alternatives Considered for the Purpose of the RF.-\ 

9.1.1 Improved Retention .-\ltern3tives 

_The Council's IR proposal contains two retention options in addition to the requisite status quo option. IR 
Option I is an inclusive alternative employing a "species-based" compliance criterion for GOA ground fish 
tisheries, and extending IR regulations to all gear-types. Under this proposed management regime, IR/IU 
would mandate the retention of I 00¾ of all four ground fish species ofconcem. whenever present in the catch 
of any BSA[ groundtish fishery. For example, if pollack, Paci tic cod, or shallow water flatfish, is present 
in the catch of an Atka mackerel target operation, or a sablefish target operation, or a Greenland turbot 
operation (or any other GOA ground fish fishery), then that operator would be required to retain I 00% of that 
pol lock, Pacific cod, or shallow water flatfish. 

The Council explicitly acknowledged the differential implications of IR for pollack and Paci lie cod, and 
n:quirin_g I 00¾ retention of shallow \vater fiatfish, The Council. therefore, reque$tt1:d th:it the analysi::. 
examine two retention suboptions. [n both cases. 100';/o retention of pol!ock and Pacific cod 1,vould be 
required of al I groundtish targets (all gear-types) beginning in the ti rst year of the I R/IU program. 

IR Subootion A. This retention suboption was analyze(! extensively in the EAiRIR/FRF.-\ for the !R/IU 
program in the BSA!. Under suboption A., retention or· shallow water flattish would be ·'phased-in," 
beginning in the first year ofan IR/IU progrnra (assumed to be 1998). The "phase-inn sd·.~dule would be 
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over either two-years or five-years, and ,vouid begin at 60¾ retention for f1arfish. That is. in the: case of a 
two-year phase-in (and assuming the !R/lli program scans in !998) all GOA groundfish fisheries would be 
rec;uired to retain at least 60¾ of their shallow water flatfis~ in 1993; 80% in 1999: and l00% in 2000. 
under a five-year phase-in, the increments would be 60% in 1998; 70% in 1999: SO% in 2000: 90% in 200 I: 
and i00¾ in 2002. 

~option B - [PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE]. Suboption B is a variation on a theme. taking into 
account the inherent difficulty of monitoring differential rates of discard below I 00% as discussed in section 
4.0. Under this suboption, I 00% retention of poliock and Pacific cod would be required of all BSA! 
ground fish fishery participants, beginning in the first year of the IR/IU program. Retention requirements for 
shallow water flatfish would, however, be postponed for five-years, at which time the I 00% retention 
requirement would extend to these two species, as well. That is. if the IR/IU program is adopted and 
implemented in !998 (as anticipated) 100% retention of the pollock and Pacific cod catch. in all groundfish 
fisheries in the GOA will be mandatory. No specific retention requirement would be applied to shallow 
water flatfish ac that time. However, under the five-year delay (assuming 1998 as the starting date), 
beginning in 2002 and every year thereafter, !00% of the catch of shallow water flatfish in any GOA 
groundfish fishery would be required to be retained. 

9.1.2 Improved Utilization Alternatives 

The Council's [R/JU proposal for the BSA! contained three Utilization Options. plus the status quo 
alternative, which are repeated here. Options 2 and 3 each conrnin three suboptions. The family of options 
and suboptions is intended to define the uses which may be made of retained catches of Alaska pol lock, 
Pacific cod, and shallow water flattish under IR/lU. As such, the, pertain only to the use of these three 
ground fish species, allowing all other ground fish species to be used (or discarded) at the discretion of the 
operator. 

Utilization Option I · [PREFERRED ALTERi'iATIVE). Utilization Option I can be characterized as 
potentially the least restrictive of the three options under considerntion, in as much as it provides that the 
retained catch of the four ground fish species of concern may be processed into any form. regardless of 
whether or nm the resulting prodi:ct is suitable for direct human consumption. The resulting product form 
could, therefore, be meal. bait, or any other processed product. 

Utilization Option 2. Containing specific provisions governing the form ot· the products which may be 
produced from retained catches of the four species ofconcern. Utilization Option two is potentially the mos/ 
restrictive of three options. It requires that all retained pollock, Pacific cod, and shallow water flatfish be 
processed into a product form for direct human consumption, based upon a percentage of total round weight 
of harvest of each respective species of concern. The three suboptions under Option 2 specify the minimum 
percentage of the retained catch of the species of concern which must be processed for direct human 
consumption." i.e., the percentage which may not be processed into either meal or bait. The respective 
suboption thresholds are: Suboption A• 50%: Suboption B· i0%: and Suboption C - 90%. 

Utilization Option ). The final utilization option under consideration speaks directly to limits on the 
production of fish meal from the retained catch of the four species of concern. without direct reference to 
the issue of direct human consumption. Specifically. Utilization Op:ion 3 provides that reduction of pol lock. 
Pacific coC. und shJ!low water flarfish to meal be limited to u maximum pertentage of thi:: retained cttcch of 
the species of conecrn. The three suboptions establish these maximum meal rates as follows: Suboption A -
50%: Suboption B - 30%: Suboption C • I 0%. Thus, under the respective suboptions A through C, 50%. 
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70%, and 90% of the retained catch of the four species of concern could be processed into any product forn1, 
except meal. 

9,LJ Other Alternatives Considered and Rejected by the Council 

During the development of t:1e lR/lU program, the Council considered a number of other alternatives to 
address the problem of discards in the groundfish fisheries off Alaska, In addition to the !Ri!U program 
alternative programs under analysis included individual fishing quotas for ground fish species and a "Harvest 
Priority" program, which would provide for quota set-asides for vessels exhibiting low bycatch rares of non
target species, These alternative programs were rejected in favor of retention and utilization requirements 
because the IR/IU program was seen as th<! most expeditious way of reducing ground fish discards. The 
Council also considered exemptions and phase-in periods based on vessel size. However, these proposals 
were rejected because.they would have diluted the expected reductions in bycatch and discards and »ere 
thought to provide an unfair competitive advantage to a certain sector of the industry. 

In addition, the Council considered and rejected various voluntary programs to reduce bycatch and discards 
because it was believed that voluntary efforts would not meet the statutory requirements of the Magnuson
Stevens Act. Section 303(a)( I I) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act requires the Council to "establish a 
standardized reporting methodology to assess the amount and type of bycatch occurring in the fishery, and 
include conservation and managemeni measures that, to the extent practicable and in the following priority-· 
(A) minimize bycatch: and (B) minimize the mortality of bycatch which cannot be avoided." In 
implementing this provision of the Act, the Council is further required under section 3 lJ(t) to "submit 
conservation and management measures to lower, on an annual basis for a perioc: of not less than 4 years, 
the total amount of economic discards occurring in the fisheries under its jurisdiction." The proposed IR/IU 
program, submitted by the Council, is intended to meet these statutory requirements. 

9,2 Economic Impact on Small Entities 

Most of the vessels participating in the groundfis:i fisheries off Alaska which will be regulated under the 
proposed IR/JU action meet the definition ot' a small entity under the RFA. IR Option I, in combination with 
any of the three IU Options under consideration. could result in a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities, as that concept is defined for purposes of the RFA. 

The specific economic impacts of the proposed action on small entities in each sector of the ground fish 
industry are addressed in detail in sections 3,0 and 6.0 of this document and are summarized below, Sections 
3.0 ar.d 6.0 of the analysis examined the economic effects of this proposed rule by fishe,y and gear type and 
made the following conclusions: (I) The economic effects on longline, ?OI and jig gear vessels would not 
be signiticanL, (2) the economic effects on trawl vessels participating in the pol lock, sablefish. deep water 
flatfish, shallow water flattish, rocktish, and Atb mackerel fisheries also would not be significant: (3) the 
economic effects on trawl vessels participating in the Pacific cod, arrowtooth flounder, rex sole, and, flathead 
sole fisheries would be significant. Compliance with the proposed rule could impose significant operational 
cos:s on these tisheries, taken as a whole. Furthermore, for fish for which markets are lim,ced or 
undeveloped. e.g .. small Paci tic cod. and somt! flacfish species. 100 percent retention r~quirements would 
impose direct operational costs which probably can~ot be offset (in whole or in part) by expected revenues 
generated by the sale ot'the additional catch. No qu;:mtitative estimate can be made of these costs at presient. 

In g~nerat. the impacts on any operation would vary inversely with. for exam pk. size and configuration of 
the vessel. hold capacity, processing capability. markt:ts and market access. ;;is \1;t,;[J as the specific 
composition and sh.1.rc of the total catch of the :!-:rec [R/[LJ species. The burd~n wi!I t~nd to fal[ most heavily 
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upon the smallest, least diversified catcher/processor in the current fleet. The vessel moratorium and license 
limitation programs, as well as Coast Guard load-line requirements, place severe limits on reconstruction c0 

increase vessel size and/or processing capacity. which will further limit the ability of smaller 
catcher/processors to adapt to the proposed IR/lU program. 

NMFS is currently undertaking a number of efforts to reduce the impact of the proposed IR/IU program on 
small entities, including ongoing research on fishing gear and fishing techniques. NLVfFS is supporting and 
providing technical assistance to industry-based gear research efforts, and has authorized a large-scale 
experimental fishing permit proposal to systematically test the effects of a open-top intermediate trawl 
configuration on bycatch of pollock and Pacific cod in the flatfish fisheries. NMFS is also funding 
university-based gear research through the Saltonstall-Kennedy Grant Program including a study to examine 
the effects of various mesh size configurations on bycatch of undersize pol lock in pelagic trawl fisheries. 
The objective of these efforts is to provide industry with information that will assist in the development of 
more selective fishing gear and fishing techniques in the groundfish fisheries off Alaska. 

9.3 Response to Comments on the IRFA 

No comments were received on the IRFA, FMP amendment or proposed rule. 

10.0 NEPA and E.O. 12866 Conclusions 

The GO.-\ IR/IU alternative would not result in a "Significant Regulatory Action". as defined in E.O. I 2866. 

Neither is the GO,-\ IR/IU alternative likely to significantly affect the quality of the human environment. 
Therefore, the preparation of an environmental impact statement for the proposed action is not required by 
Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act or its implementing regulations. 
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Lewis E. Queirolo AFSC - National Marine Fisheries Service 
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Appendix ..\: Catch and Discard Performance Estimates, by Target Fishery 

Table 1.1.1 Cacch and discards of groundfish in the 3ottom Pollock 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Shallow 

-~-= ::o,,..·:oo th 
Oee;: flat 
:'lathd sole 
?.e:< sole 
?-oc:c:'ish 
O::hh.:~k 

t-:Jtal 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Dee? flac 
~la.::.'.'"'.d sole 
?,e:< sole 
?.oc:<::..s:-. 
O:::'./....:n:.-:. 
G=oc.:-.d:"ish 

:o:al 

t=awl fishery 

Catch 
cnet:-ic ton.s 

2,806 
430 

30 

32 
l 

51 
10 
17 

133 

3,565 

4,121 
538 

1 - -_JJ 

4 98 
2 

_,1 ' 

7 
l 

225 

5,562 

ca:c:l. 

78.n 
12 .1% 

.3l 

2.Jl 
.o~ 

1.4% 
.Jl 
.5l 

3.9l 

100.0l 

74_1; 

9.7% 

2. 3 ~ 

8.9\ 
. 0 \ 
. 3 l 

. 
1.-' 

.Ol 
4 . l l 

100.0, 

35 
22 

6 

32 
l 

10 
4 
0 

74 

234 

153 
110 

~ s 
.,-: ' , ' , 

6 
l 
l 

2-JS 

995 

S:Jecies 
;:e:-ce:".: of 
discards 

15.1% 
9.3% 

2.H 

35.0~ 
. S'l 

4. l % 
l. H 

. 2 l 
Jl.5~ 

100.0l 

15.4l 
11. l l 

~ . s ~ 

-l 7. 6 5 

. 6 5 

. l 5 

. l ~ 
20. 6 5 

100.0, 

Disca::!. 
rate 

1.3% 
5.0% 

21.Sl 

100.0l 
100.0l 

13. H 
J8.2l 
2.2l 

53.2, 

6.6l 

3.7l 
20.5, 

29.0l 

95.2\ 

39.7\ 
15. 6 S 

100.0l 
90.9\ 

17. 9% 
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Table 1.2.1 Catch and disca:ds of g=ou~dfis~ in the ?elagic ?ollock 
trawl fishery 

C"1.:::ch S;:iecies 
.;,,et:-i..c r.ons ?==cent of 

ca:c:: d.isca=ds 

Polleck 66,968 98,9½ 4,980 92 .0% 7.0 
Pacific cod 292 .H 96 1.8% 33.0\ 

Shallow 10 .O!! 6 .u 53.c, 

S.aOl:fish <l 
205 

.o~ ,.
'~ ~ 

<l 
:.99 

.01s 
3.H 

100 .{H 
97.l\ 

fla:hd sole 18 .o; 17 .3~ 95.9!5 
?.ex sole 10 .o, ~o . 2\ 100.0; 
?.ockfish 7 .o~ .,.. .u 59.H 
;..: :-:a mack. a .o; a .H 100.0\ 
O:.h/u:tk 208 . 3's S5 1. 3'! 45.6\ 
G:::,undfish 

::::::,;:al 67 r 724 100.0, .5,414 100.0\ a.o,-

Pollock 42,956 98.9'½ 1,440 84. 6\ J.,n 
Pacific cod 291 .n 109 6.4% 37 . .5, 

s:~al. low !9 . 0\ 19 !. . 1 ·~ 9i.i\ 

.;::-::::,~:oo:::.h 35 .21s 7~ 4.~\ S6. :5 '\ 
?:.a:::hd sole 
?.e:-: sol~ 

22 
1 

• 011 
. 0~ 

' '-'. 
' 

l.O~ 
.u 

76.Ss 
70.4\ 

?.~c:<t ish 2 .o~ 2 . i ·\ LOO. G; 
0::::-./i;nk 55 .1, .'Ii 1 , - 2.4\ 74.51i 
G::-:::t:.r:.di:ish 

:::ci:::.al 43,432 100.0\ 1,703 100.0's 3.!H 



Table 1,3,l Catch and discards of groundfish in the ?acific cod 
iongline fishery 

Catch Species Disc~::is Disca:d 
~e:::-ic -::ens percenc of ~ec::ic co~s 

cac;::h 

Pollock 73 . 6% 23 l.H 31. 4'-; 

Pacific cod 10,758 88.0% 360 22.n 3.3% 

Shallow 5 .0% 5 • 3 ~ 93.0!i 

Sa;.:,l.efish 40 . 3 ! 3 . 5 ~ 21. 0~ 
A:: .::-owcoct:. ~~~575 4.H J l ;J 36.J~ 100.0\ 
D~-:::;, fla~ <1 . 01; <l . ()'\ 100.0, 

~?l.a:hd s~l.c 5 .O! .}~ 100.0~ 
?.:Jc:,.: ish 69 .6! 4 < 2 ~ S.2! 
,:\,::_ t\::l ;;'\dC f:, 1 .0\ . ~ ..:.. 1 100.os 
Oc:1/1..:.,k 699 5.7~ 601 33. 0,, 36. 0~ 
G::ou:-,d:: .:.sn 

:::.a cal 12,225 100. O'ls 1,583 100. 0-ls 12.n 

Pollock. ..., . ~ .4% 22 3. 4i, 52.5\ 
?acific cod 9,907 94.6% 197 31. 2'.lt 2.0\ 

..,., cO\ 3 . 5 % 37.3~ 

Csa;:;:.~fis:1 ::.J. l ~ 
~ 1 

,:..~: :_"cj'Nt:OO:~ 0 .. ~ 5 ! ::,. ., ' _::, • <:) 3 100.0\ 
Ci:~;) El.at: <; , 0\ <l ~., 100./J\ 
:"la:.hd sclB: 2 . 0 \ t ! 3a. 3, 

<.57 .H 2 . ~ ~ 3. ~ 'I 
)99 3 ..H .., ..J- 55.'3~ 3a. t'.:::,' ~ 

10,477 100.0'ls 630 100.0~ 6.0, 
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Table 1.3.2 Catch a~d discards of g=oundfish i~ che Pacific c~d 
a~-sQa processing lo~gline fishe=Y 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Sl".allow 

sa:,lefish 
.=-.:::owtoot'.'1 
:la::hd sole 
?~ock:'ish 
.;:ka mack. 
O:~/ueck 
Groundfish 

total 

Pollock 
?acific cod 

S'.",allow 

.::..:=ow:oot::"'. 
::::1::".C sole: 
?.~ck:.:. s :1 

G:·:;i1.:::.:iiish 
::::;;:al 

Cacc::. 

11 
6,162 

3 

2 
6 
4 
3 
l 

95 

6,298 
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5,159 

2 

12 
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3. 1. - ' 
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.B 4 
. o, 3 
. D ~ i 

l . S \ 92 
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• ,J \ 2 
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. () 1 <' 

. 0; 2-,L :n ,. 
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9e:-ce~c o: :a:e 
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1.45 lCO.o, 

• 9% 100.0, 
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4 3 ..s l; 99.4\ 
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Ta.l:,le l. 3.3 Catch a:1.d disca=ds 0£ g=oundfish in t:he 

en-shore p.::ocessi:-1.g longline fishe=-:1 

Ca.cc:--. S::eci;;"s Disca..:-j.-s: 
m~t.::i.c tor.s ;>e:c-a::: o: ::1er.ric :ens 

ca;:c:1 
l995 

Follock 61 1.0, 12 
Pacific cod 4,596 77.4, 36 

,...., ;,Shallow 2 ... 2 
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A:: !'"OW:::. 00 th 559 9.5, 589 
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.;\ockfi.sh 60 l."' -
O:':"./t..::1k 605 l.0. 2 ! 51J 
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total 5,937 100. o, 1,135 

~ 
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Table 1.4.1 Catch a~d disca=ds of g=our.dfish in che Pacific coC 
pee f.ishe=-y 

S~-ec.:..::s 

ca::ch 
p~:::ce:::: :,;: 

d!sca:::>:is 

Pollock 
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8 
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Table l,4.2 Catch and disca=Cs of groundfish in the Pacific cod 
at-sea procassi~g pot fishery 

Pacific cod 

G::oc.:.:1d£ish 
toca.l. 

132 

2 

134 

98.4% 

100.0's 

Pacific cod 

C::-'./unk 

::eta l 

60 

<l 

60 

99.4% 

.5, 

S;:ecies 

63.5% 

2 

6 100.0% 

<': 

0 100.0% 

2.9, 

100.oi 

4.3% 

33.H 

. 6's 
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Table 1. 4. 3 Catch and discards of groundfish in the 
on-shore processirrg pot fishery 

Catch S;;e::ies Disca::-:!.3 
met:-.:.c tons ?e:--::e:-1.c of me:: :-i-:: t'.):-'.S 

::ate:'. 
1995 

Pollock 8 .n 8 
Pacific cod 15,919 98.8% 95 

Sb.allow 2 .Ol 2 

Sable fish <l .0% <~ 
.n..:-rowtoo th 10 .1% 10 
Rockfis':\ 3 .O"\ 2 
A::ka mack. 1 . 0 l 
Ot:-t/~r.k: 161 l.0% 121 
Ground.fish 

total 16,104 100.0% 240 

1996 

Pollock 8 .1% 8 
Pacific cod 12,002 98. 4% 45 

S:":allow <l . 0 l <l 

Sa:Jlefish <l . 0 l <l 
.~.::-:-owcooth 6 . o·; 6 
?-ocl-c::"is;"'I. 1 .Ol 
O:h/t..:..:.k l 7 6 l. ~ 5 .!. .!.:l 

G:-oi..::--.dfis;": 

toe.al 12,193 100.0% 175 

?acific cod 
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;;e.:--::e~t '.): 

C..:.sca:::-C.s 
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39.8% 
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. 6% 
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.l"l 
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.8% 
• 4 ·5 

S0.4l 
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100.0% 

79. 2 l 
100.0% 

7S. O"l 

100.0% 1.5% 

4.7% 

25. 7% 

100.0% 
.4% 

. 3 l 100.0l 

. 3l 
3 . 2 \ 

. 6 ~ 
65. ]'! 

00.0l 
00. O"l 
00.0l 
6 5 . 5 5 

100.0l 1.4% 
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Table 1.5.l Catch and disca::-ds of g;:;cund.fish in the Pacific cod 
t:=awl 

Ca:c:"'. Spe::ies 

?:.1.:.1.ock 1,657 3.6% 1,378 21.9% 83.2% 
?acific cod 38,401 83.5% 1,455 23.2% 3.8\ 

Sr'.a.llow 1,778 3.9, 749 11. 9% 42.n 

Sable fish 55 • :..% 23 .4, 41. o-~ 
A:-:-owr:ooth 2,229 4 . 3 'I 1,773 28. 2% 7 9. 63 
Clee? flat 
:'13.::hd sole 

127 
539 

.3, 
l. 2'l 

15 . , ' 
.:..10 

.n 
3.0% 

11.5~ 
3~.4' 

~-=:< sole 340 .n 55 . 9 ~ 16. 2·5 
?.uc:Kfish Y'v4 . 7 l 147 2. 3'! 48.7~ 
_;;: :<:a. mac'..-.:. 167 .H 167 2.7% :DC. 0 ! 
O:~h..1nk 375 .H 330 5.3\ 33.0l 
G::-:,1.2nc:.:.s:1 

:ota:. 45,971 100.0% 5,280 100.0% 13,71, 

Pollock 1,183 2.8% 971 25.7'1 82.H 
Pacific cod 38,122 88.6% 779 20.6% 2.0% 

s:~al low a' ci'.)2 3.3~ 2,.., 7 . 8 \ 2:.. 0') 

J ,:: ~ 8 .Ol a. o, 
!., l.~l 2.3\ l, ~ 9 ~ 3l. 5 l ~OC.0% 

:~-:::o f2.a:: :.c .0\ .en .-d 
;,;.;;.::.:".d sole 361 

223 
• '.3 ~ 
. 5 l 

159 
17 

4.2, 
. s -; 

'" ' l l . 
7.55 

?.cc:<::.. sh 161 .-Ps :.1 s 3.2~ 73.9\ 
.::..: :<;;. r:-.ac :'\. 4 

357 
.o, 
. 3 \ ? .1 ""I_,, 

l l 
6.5\ 

I.GO. O'!i 
,,. ~ 1 ~ 
C:, . ..,, !i 

G::o~r1dfish 
tot:al. 43,029 100.0% 3,783 100.0', 8,8', 
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Table 1.5.2 Catch a~d discards of groundfish ,~ the Pacific coc 
ac-ssa processing tra~l fishery 

Cate:-, 
:net:-:.c :::ons 

3::;,ecies 

disca:-::is 

Pollock 370 4.3% 370 16.5% 100.0% 
Pacific cod 6,332 73.9% 572 25.511 9.0\ 

Shallow !.]. 9 LB 72 3.21s 6C. 3·s 

Sao Le fish T~ t'sc 
-.v • 5 s 7 .31;: l 7 .. ~, 

;\;:-::owcooth 983 lL 51;: 333 43.8'1! !.OC.Os 
De;;;;:, flat 25 .3~ -; .B 23.J; 
:lac.he! sole 220 2.61;: 3? LO l ~. 7 ~ 
Re:< sole 
;{ockfish 

218 
~ j, 

2.5! 
l.H 

17 
'i9 

. 8 ls 
2. 2·1;: 

; . s~ 
43.5~ 

;.,:;: ka mack. 49 .5~ 0 2.21 100.0% 
Oth/un'.< 95 l.. !. \ 35 3.8~ 90.:.1 
G:-cendf ish 

total 8,564 100.0~ 2,244 100.oi 26.2% 

Pollock 34 9 5.3, 258 22, 3% 7:1. 0%' 

Pacific cod 5,241 79.6½ 213 18.,H 4.n 

Shallow 19 .3s 13 L 6s 95. :Pi 

SaOl~fish 
~;r :c-0 1,.;~aoth 

2 
513 

.c, 
. 3 \ 

0- . ~ 
:) .i...J 

.011 
4 4 > 4 '\ 

:..2. 3, 
100. 0 \ 

D,s,e;, flat: 
?la:::hd sole 
?.':;l::< so le 
;{ock f is r, 

<1 
1-;; 
173 

.; 3 

.05 
3+C! 
2 ,. .. ' ~ , ~ 

<l 
::, "~ _, 

s 
25 

.O'i 
7 . 51; 
.B 

2.1\ 

100~0; 
4 ,,, . 1, 

L6l, 
SL.H 

~;ck.a mack~ 
Oc.h/ 1..in;.;: 

l 
35 

.')\
- . 

• J; 'S 3 l 
.u. 

2. 71 
l.00.0~ 

3 i' . ..: '; 
G:-ot.::-idf :.sh 

:,Jtal 6,582 100.0, l,155 ::.oo. 0'.li: 17. 6'5 

http:G::ol:::d.fi.sh
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Table l.5.3 

1995 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Shall.ow 

sa::,lefish 
1lr :owt oo::. h 

flat 
:"lar:hd soL~ 
:{e:< sole 
?..ockfish 
Atka mack. 
Oth/unk 
G:ou~dfis:i 

to::al 

1996 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

..... '1:::ina.;._ow 

.SaOl::'.:.s:1 
A:,:o·....-too::'". 
D~~? f 2.a: 
~la ;:;.c s"' i .:,,. 

S'..a :< sol.e 
?.oc%fis:1 
.~.:: :<a r:-.ac I<. 
Oth/unk 
G ::n.:nd:.:. s :'. 

total 

Catch ar.d discards of ground.fish i:i. the 
on-shore p;;-ocessi:i.g t:::awl 5'ishe::y 

Ca:c:1 S;,ecie:s 0£..sca:::is 
~e:::::.-::: ':Oa'.S ;_,e:?:::=:ent of ::1.~t:i.c ::-:):-'..5 

cacc:: 

1,287 3.4, 1,008 
32,069 85.7" 884 

1, 659 4 , 4 'J 'Ji! 

1,
-0 .o~ !.".J 

L 246 3.3'\ i 90 
102 .3'\ 7 
319 . 9'\ :s3 
122 . J'\ 33 
190 . 51 33 
113 . 3, l::. 3 
280 7~ 2~5 

37,408 100.0, 4,036 

835 2. 31s 713 
32,881 90.2, 555 

l, 3-3 3 3. 3 '~ 27 € 

. O'\ 
a,o 1 . 9 \ ':la ! :::: 

l. 5 .0\ 
l '5 2 . ,.; ; ;2 ,,'' ll , 

, __ -

113 . 3 \ ': .. 
J .01 0 

322 .9, 21:5 

36,447 100.0% 2,625 

Pacific cod 

S:9eci.es 
~e:rcer.:: of 

di.sca=Cs 

25.0, 
2 :!. • 91, 

15. 8, 

.H 
19.6, 

,21 
3.3, 

. 91 
2.4~ 
2.91 
6. 11 

100.0, 

27.1\ 
21. s, 

lC. S l 

25.3\ 
.o~ 

2. 7S 
.3\ 

' , ' .J • 0 3 

l ; 
8.2~ 

100.0, 

,Ji.sca:::::i 
ra:: £: 

78.3, 
2,8, 

40.8'\ 

100.0~ 
63.Sl 
7,2, 

48. o, 
30.9\ 
S1. 8 \ 

100.0, 
87.2! 

10.8, 

85.H 
1.7" 

19.91 

100.0! 

'.' !5 
4 4. l. 5 
i3. 0 ~ 
80.0\ 

100.0, 
67. L \ 

7.2, 

93 
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Table l. 5. 1 

1995 

Pollock 
?aci.fic cod 

5:tallow 

Sable fish 
.:..:.":."cwtcot:'. 
Deep f:at 
:'lathd sol-= 
?.ockfish 
oc:.-../un;.: 
G::cundfis:"!. 

t:Ot.a!. 

1996 

?ollock 
Pacific cod 

s:.-..a:.low 

Sa:>leEis:': 
.J..:." :-0:1 coo::~ 
De~? :'lac 
:'l.at:-:d sole 
::; ' _...
.,OC .<: .!.. S ."'.. 

O:::',J,..:n< 
G:."ou::d:2is:1 

::·o::al 

Catch and disca~C.s of g::."oundf.::..sh i::. the Sablefish 
lor:.gline ". ._i,snecy 

Catch as Ois:;:;:a:-C!s Speci.,as 
m..a:.:-ic tO'.".S ::).!>"",~'::l."' - of :r.e::::::,c t::::-.s ;,,e:-:::e:-:t ~-. -- -"''·"' 

c:i;t:ch disca=d.s 

3 .0% 2 .u 
259 l. 2-;: 144 6.0, 

<' .o, <l . 9'\ 

13,537 36.2, 424 17 .s, 
961 -i. S 5 95:. 40.2, 

79 . .j'\ 75 3.l, 
2 .Ol 2 1·% 

1,29: 6.0, 4 :.3 l i. 3 ! 
37 5 l. 7' 362 15. n 

21,507 100.0% 2,389 100.0'1 

19 ,ll .19 1.0% 
256 l. 4% 202 10.7% 

<1 . 0 l <l .9\ 

~5, 9SS 36.55 335 l 7. 7 ~ 
5¼3 3. 0 \ 543 29.9, 

¼O .2, 3~ l. 3 l 
<~<l . 0 l .Ol',.l, l '3 2 5. 3·; Jo? !." I• 7 \ . ' . 2 . .:; ·is 4 2 l 22.2~'.? 

18,427 100.0'\ 1,895 100.0, 

Di.sca:."d 
=a;: e 

100.0% 
55.8, 

100.0'l 

2.3\ 
99.9'\ 
95,6~ 

100.0l 
32.H 
sc.,n 

11.U 

99.2, 
78.81' 

100.0, 

) .. 
- • !, ~ 

:. JO. O'! 
3.; • ~ ·\ 

lOJ.0·5 
.,,.., Cl' 
L ::l • ., ~ 

9~.:; "\ 

10.3, 

Table 1.6.2 Catch and discarC.s of ground.:"ish in the Sablefis:1. 
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a-:-sea p.!:'Ccassi.ng lc:1.gline fisher<.f 

Ca:.:c:-l 
::7.e:ric t:::,.s 

S;,ecies 
~ercent: of 

Ois::a ::Cs 
""at:i.c c.o:-:.s 

~ 

?2 
ec.:.es 
ce::.: c: 

o:_3ca:-:i 
... --,:::,
-C>..-.., 

ca::ch C sca::-is 
1995 

Pollock 2 .l's 2 .4, 100.0, 
Pacific cod 66 2 .4% 58 15.2'i 88.01, 

Sablefis:1 
A:::rowt:oo:::h 

2, 13 3 
'-.
J. :, !. 

78.9, 
5, 5-~ 

1• 
"' ' -..1..:);. 

3.9\ 
39.Sl 

1.55 
100.0, 

Dea? flac 9 .3\ 7 1.35 76.6~ 
?.ockfisr. 289 10,4i 62 16. 'i 5 21.6, 
0:.:1./unk: 69 2.5% 0, 17. 5% 96. 6-! 
G=o:..ir,dfish 

total 2,769 100.01, 381 100.0, 13.n 

1996 

Pollock 19 .s, 19 4. 2, 100.0, 
Pacific cod 100 4.2% 96 21.2, 95.6, 

Shal Lo·.-1 <1 .O'l <l . 0' lOQ.0~ 

Sat,lefis'.': l, 7/ l 73. 7, ..;7 10.5, 2.71 
A=:-owc.octh 1.; 2 5. 9, • '? - ' - 31. 4 ~ l00.C$ 
0ee? ,:i ~----'- 9 • 4 ~ 0 l . 4 5 67.J, 
?.oc:.::f is!"'. 2 7 '5 11.5! J'J l2.S, 20.4\ 
0:::-'.h.:::.~ 97 3.6~ 95 13.Ss 91.7~ 
G::,ur-.d:'isl'": 

tc:al 2,404 100. 01, 451 100.0'1 18.8, 

Table 1.5.3 Cacch a~d disca=ds of g=oundf~sh i~ c~e Sablefish 
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on-sh.oz-e processing longline fishe;:;y 

Ca :c:', 
fiH:!t: :' ~::;- C0:':5 

1995 

Pollock 1 
Pacific cod 193 

Shallow <l 

Sable fish 16,354 
.~.-::::-owtoot.h 810 

f lac. 70 
:lath::! sole 2 
:\~ck:isr. :,002 
0::,/u:,:C 30 6 
G:-oundfi.sh 

:otal 19,738 

1996 

Pollock <l 
ilacific cod 156 

5a:";.lafish .. ·. ~.:.,, .. \' 
.:..:::.:o·,.;;-:oo.::h 4•)6 

fl::::. J::.. 
:::..a c:'.c so.:e 0 
?.ocf::E is:-!. 336 
o:::.h.rn:<. 359 
G:-::n.:n.dfis:1 

:otal 15,023 

s;::~ci'=s 
p2rcer1c of 

ca.:.ci 

.o, 
1.0% 

.o, 

37.3'\ 
4.31, 

-~~ 
.o, 

5.3, 
1. 6\ 

100.0, 

.0\ 
1.0, 

88.5\ 
2.5\ 

,2, 

.c, 
5.B 
2.2! 

100.0, 

Di sc2..:G3 
rnet:r:c t:0:1.S 

l 
97 

<l 

3, l 
SlG 

63 
2 

355 
295 

2,008 

<l 
106 

2'33 
.;oo 

27 
0 _,,?" 

336 

l,444 

; !::5 

?,e:,;::;e::.:: .. 
dis::3,:-j.5 

0:,5 :~:::d 
:-1:~ 

.o, 
4.3, 

100.0, 
44.n 

• 0 \ 100.0, 

19.5\ 
,0.3\ 
3.H 
.B 

17. 71 
14.7~ 

2.~5 
99.9\ 
93. l:; 

100. GI 
35.4., 
96. J·\ 

100.0% 10.n 

.o, 
7.4'\ 

61.4! 
68.1' 

:9.9\.,
I.,, 'I 

.!. • c· ., ~ 

.O~ 
19.J; 
23.H 

2.G~ 
lC·J.c:, 

3 3. 21 
100. C ! 
3, . 5 \ 
93.6\ 

100.0, 9.0, 

96 
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Table 1.7.1 Ca~ch and d1s~ards of groundfish i~ the Sablefish 
at-saa t:::awl fishery 

Ca::c:": 
?t::::ce:1: ::: 

Cis•::::a :ds 

~ 

Pollock. 10 2. ~. 

Sa:Olaf:i.st 40 9.7\ 
.!'..r::<MT;Oo:::1 213 53.4\ 

fla:: - . 3\ 
:lex. scla ?'_, 5. 3\ 
:<.ockti.sh 13 3.3~ 
Ot:h/1.1:1k J.03 25.2, 
Groi...:ndf ish 

:::o::al 408 100.0; 

10 3.l'J 100.0% 

213 70.7\ 100.0l 
l • 4 \ 100.0, 

so 2S.81 77.4! 

309 100.0, 75.6, 
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Table 1.8.l Catch and disca=ds of g=cucdf~sh in the A==cwtooc~ flou~d== 
t:..:::awl 

Di. sca.:::cis 

disca:::!..s 

Pollock 397 8 .6, 282 12.3% 71.0, 
Pacific cod 284 6. 2's 104 4. s, 35.6, 

273 5.9, 33 1 . 5'\ 12.2% 

Sable fish 
A.:':owc.oo:::"'. 

38'.) 
2,295 

3.2~.-'"' ~. 
"1 ::t • ..,,' 

236 
l, 303 

12. 5' 
56.9\ 

75.3' 
56. 3 I 

Deeµ flac 
:'La~hd sole 
?..e:< sole 

2 28 
2 62 
211 

5.J~ 
5.7, 
~. 03 

33 .' ' ' 
5½ 

l. ½ \ 
. 7 ~ 

- • .., ?; ' '. 
14.3'\ 

6. 3~ 
25.~~ 

?..oc'.<.:'ish 
O;::h/t:..:.k 

125 
157 

2.75 
3.4! 

43 
. ' -!,_ ... u 

2. 1\ 
3,7\ 

33.l\ 
.., ? - • ., - . :, s 

G:o:,.ir.dfis:1 
::ot::al 41612 100.0', 2,288 100.0, ~9. o, 

?ollock 1,423 ll .5, 1,350 22.s, 94_9, 

Pacific cod 1,269 10.3, 1,269 21.s, 100.0, 

5!".al::.ow zo-.o 2.2\ o--. 1 - •- . :, s 3 ~ . 6 ~ 

Se.Ol~f~st. !.] ~ L ;- . l 3 ~ 2.J\ :oo.•J·\ 
.::..::-:owt:ooc.:1 

fla: 
0' 7 6"7 

JSS 
s..;. �; 
3.0\ 

2,201 
1~7 

37.2\ 
3. 21 

... j -.:,_.:) ' $ 

s1. :n 
::ac:--.d sc:e 
?.e:< sol-:? 
:\-JC'.•~:'is:'. 

533 
70? 
227 

. 31 '5.S\. , . 
l . :, ' 

3~ 
'?0-

!. 3 ~ 

1- • .., ..s 
. 3., 

3. l \ 

15. 7~ 
"t.. --C '5-

7 3, 6'! 
6~S 5. 0 5 339 5.6\ 6).2\ 

::c:a:.. 12,3i8 100.0, 5,914 ;,.oo. a, 48.0, 

9S 
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Table l.S.2 Cacch and disca=ds o= ground.fish in the A=rowtooth !lounder 
at-sea processing t=a~l fishery 

Cat.er', S?ec.:.es Disca=ds 
:r.£!:::-ic ;:or.s pe=ce~c of ~e~~ic :o~s 

ca::c:". 

Pollock 149 17.31, 149 28.U 100,0¼ 
Pacific cod 62 7.2% 28 5.3, ,:!4. 8% 

Sable fish 11 7 13.5'1 91 17.l'l 77. 8% 
A.:-::-owtooth 408 n. 3, 237 44.7\ 58.G'\ 

flac 29 3.4~ 
Fla;:t:d sole 16 l. 9~ 
~ex sole 42 4,9\ 
~ock.:'ish 22 2.61 10 2.0~ 4 6. 7 ~ 
Och/un% 1-0- l.H 2.9\ 95, H 
Groundfish 

total 862 100.0, 530 61.5, 

Pollock 962 9.9, 962 20,61, 100.0, 
Paci.fie cod 809 8.31, 809 17,4, 100.0, 

ry •Shallow . 8 I .; s 1. 0 I 60. Q'~" 
133 1. 4 ! '33 ?._ ' ;.!I - ' , l00.03 

A.:-::cwtoc::1 5, 9C8 60. 6 l L 935 -l 2. 6 5 33.61 
3 . .:, 0 "D::!ep fl.a: 330 ~ 3 ~ .... ':J ~ 55.3! 

?lat.hd so:~ 330 3.9\ q, i..CH 22, l l 
.?'.e::-: s.:)le 612 6.31 32 5. 3·~' ' :\ack:.:.s:--, 225 2. 3 ~ :, I'.: J.5\ 73.J\ 
c::.::1 :..:r-.:, 323 3 , 3 s 2~9 5 • 4 ~ 77. 4 'S 
G::01...:.:1.dtis:-'. 

:o:a1. 9,756 100,0\ 4,662 100,0\ 47.Sl 
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~ab:e 1.8.3 Catch and disca=ds of groc~dfish i~ ~ha A=rowtcoth flou~de= 
on-shore processing ~rawl fishery 

Cate:"'. Disc~::::s Jisca:::d 
?erce:1::: ;:

ca::•::::, ::':isca:-d.5 

Pollock 248 6.6~ 133 7.H 53. 6, 
Pacific cod 221 5.9, 76 4.3% 34. 3'1 

Shallow 273 7. 3·~ 33 1.9% 12.21 

Sable:fish 264 i.Ol .:. ;;, :; 11. U .. ' , ~ 
I 't. - '): 

~.;: ::O>JtOO th 
Dee? flat 

L 887 
199 

50.3, 
5.3! 

l, 06C 
33 

60.6'! 
l. 9, 

56. S·\ 
16.5\ 

?la:::':d sole 246 6.5% 1 7 .9~ 6.7\ 
9.e:-: svle 
?~oc;.:i:sh 

l.69 
103 

4. 5 ~ 
? ,, 
- • } '§ 

- ',. 
37 

3. 0 I 
2. 11 

3l. 7' 
3c. 3 \ 

Oc:1/i.:::k 14 L 3.H i 1.. ,• 6. s-, 3 l. U 
G::01..:nCfish 

t:Ot3.l 3,751 100. o, 1,758 100.0'; 46.9'! 

Pollock 461 18.0l! 389 31. 01, 84.3, 

Pacific cod 460 17.9, .::so 36. n 100.0, 

S:1al!.ow 20 !. 7 c·.. ' ., ? 
'- J.H 20. 9 ~ 

SaOlf!:'is:"\ 
.::l.:- :-0·,,1;:oot:'": 

l 
353 

n•
' -.., ~ 

' -.aO. 5 ~ 
l 

2:6 
. 0 l 

17.2~ 
1.0:J.C~ 
?',O. :\ 

De:~? C:la: 35 1. ~; 3 .21 S.9~ 
?lat.:"'.d sole 155 6. L ; 
?.~:< sole 96 3, 3 3 
?.uc :<: i.. s 'r. 2 . l 5 2 . 2 \ 100.0S 
Ot.:"!/-...:::.~: 293 ~l ..n 13 9 1 1 ... 1. 

. ' 4i. 7 ! 
G:o;.;:-.:i:'is:". 

-:o:al 2,562 100.0, l.,2S2 100.0l< 48.9; 

,00 
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Table 1. 9. l 

ll.:l5.. 

Pollock 
.Pacific cod 

Shallow 

Sable fish 
.l\::::-0·...11:oot h 
Dee9 flat 
E"'lar:l"Id sole 
?.e:< sola 
:\ack:'ish 
Ct;';/~nk 
G:cunCfish 

to::al 

1996 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

s::.a 1 low 

Sabl~tish 
.;= =".'.>w: oo th 

:la:: 
,·ca::id so:a 
?>a:.:: sol-a 
?.oc:.:tis:1 
O:::/c.::1.k 
G=::: 1..::-:d:'is;'. 

t.o::al 

Catch and disca:::-ds of groundfish i:."'~ the :::eep-wate:-
trawl fishery 

Catch Species Disca:-ds S?e:cies 
r:',e:::ric tons pe~cenc. of --met.~ic :ens pe:rcen::: cf 

catch discards 

118 3. 6% 118 7.H 
171 S.3, 69 4.n 

138 s. 3, 2 . l $ 

218 6.H SJ 5. Cl 
1,089 33.71.i 1,039 €5.41 

774 24.Q\ 59 4 . 1 5 
__ jS99 ? " 40 2. 4l 

27 S S.55 L4 .9, 
? l-_,-I 0.6! 96 S. 2, 
l-!2 ,L.;S 94 S. 6 % 

3,228 100.0% 1,664 100.0, 

16 .6, 13 1.1% 
g5 3.4% 53 4, 6% 

2?- S.21 13 ~. 6~- ' 
~99 i . l 3 72 6.2% 
-3 54 -30. 7 ! 733 63.~1 
902 32.41 53 5.C1 

',,53 2.11 ., 1.21 
1-: 2 5. 2.; . 5 \ 
'. 81 6. 5 3 69" 5.9\-, - , ,.108 3.91 _,. 'i 'S"" 

2,793 100.0, 1,159 100.0% 

!:lat: 

o:.sca:rd 
ra::::.e 

100.0% 
40.1% 

1.s; 

33.3~ 
100.0% 

3.n 
45.,, 
5.2\ 

~C- �; 

66. 0 I 

51.6, 

82.3% 
55.3% 

g. l 3: 

3 6. 2·1 
92. 31 

0,55 
2·L J $ 

4. J ! 
J7. 9·; 
5.7. 7 5 

41,61< 

Ta.bl~ 1.9.2 Catch a~d disca=ds of q~oundfish in the Ceep-wate= fla~ 

!01 



at-sea processing trawl fishery 

Catch S e::.:.es 
w.et=i.c tons pa cant -::: 

ca.tch d .sca:-:i.s 

?ollock 61 4.4% 51 7.4% 100.0% 
Pacific cod 64 4.6; 45 5.5% 70.9% 

Shallow 2 .2l 2 . 3 l 100.01 

Sa:Olafi.s~ 10 9 7. 9% Sl 6.1, 46. ~ 5 
.;==owtooth 539 39.0l 539 6~. 7l 100.01 
Dee? flat 254 18.4% 13 2.n 7.2~ 
:'lathd sole 29 2.U 20 2.4~ 6:3.95 
~ex sole 161 11. 6'% 7 .31 4.3! 
?.oc!<fish 125 9.0, 52 6.3l 4 2. 1 ! 
Oth/unk 36 2. 6l 35 4. 3-5 99.2l 
G=ot!ndfi.sh 

total 1,381 100.0's 832 100.0, 60.3, 

Pollock 5 .5% 5 .8% 100.0% 
Pacific cod 36 3.21< 36 4.8% 100.0's 

109 0., . '•C, 60 3. l, 5 5 . l 5 
-~-= =o•,,;::oo t :...._ 577 50. 5 ~ 577 77. 4 l 100.01 
Caa:i flat 
::.ac:-'.C sole 

• - 1 
!. ::, -

25 
,J.21 
2.2~ 

3 ., . ~ 1 
.9~ 

1- • -I ' ~ 

25.75 
?..a:< .sol.a 33 7.7\ 3 . 3 \ 2. 9 \ 
?.oc:,:i..s':1 72 6. 3·; 1.; 1. 9 l L9.3S 
O:::'./t..::".'., 77 5. 3 ~ ~o 5 . 3 "~ 51. 5 3 
G:-o~:-.C:.f.i.s:-'. 

:c :al. l,lH 100.0's 7-!-! 100.0, 65.2, 

\02 



Tabla 1.9.3 Catch and d.isca=ds c:: g=ound=is!"l. i:i the Deep-wacer flat 
on-shore processing t;:-awl fisbe-=:{ 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Shallow 

Sable fish 

Dee? flat: 
:'laz.::'\d sole 
?.e:< sole 
~ockfish 
C:h/unk 
G:oi.:ndfish 

::.ot:a 1 

?ollock 
Pacific cod 

Shallow 

Sabl2fis'.'\ 
-~,:: ::vW:oo t ;-, 
D~~? i:la: 
:'let:1d sole 
?-.;:;x scla 
?,ock: is:; 
O:h/ur.X 

;:o;:al 

~et:ic ::or,s 

56 
107 

135 

~09 
550 
519 

60 
115 
89 

106 

1,847 

10 
60 

227 

39 
277 
751 

32 
55 

lC 9 
3_:_ 

11042 

5.9% 
29.8,
2s. n 
3.2, 
6.2\ 
4. S % 

s.n 

100.0, 

.6\ 
3.6\ 

D.3\ 

' ,.. ~ ~ 

L '..L '::13 

.; s. a, 
2.0, 
3.3~ 
6,6S 
l. 9 ~ 

100.0; 

56 
23 

33 
550 

51 
20 

7 
3 Ii 
53 

833 

7 

17 

13 

12 
? • , 
.. :. 0 

56 
i 
; 

55 
23 

-l l 5 

S9ec:.~s 
;,e:-::e:::. o: 
disca.:ds 

6.8, 100.0'!s 
2.8% 21.8% 

3.'B JO. U 
06.13 :oo.n 

6.1~ 9.7% 
2.,n 33.9% 

. 9 l , .. .... .:.~ 37.9\ 
6.9\ SC Sl 

100.0, 45.l~ 

l.H 71.61' 
4.1% 28.511 

3. ll 

2.Sl 13. l l 
52. l l 77.9\ 
L3. 5 % 7.4\ 
l. 5 is 22. 4 '\ 

. 9 l 6. 7 \ 
13. 2 l SO. J l 
5.5\ 7 3. l, 

100.0, 25.2, 
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'1'.able 1,10.l Catch and discards of grou:.Cfish in the Shallow flat 

?cllock 
Pacific cod 

Sa:)lc: ish 
.:.::- ::owe oo ch 
D~£!? flat 
?l.ac:':d sole 
~~:-: sole 

.::.:::<.a mack. 
Ct:1/unk 
·:";:::ou;-.dfist 

:.otal 

Pollock 
Pacific c;od 

;:.~-;'!:> fLa:: 
:::.!chd sola 
?.2::< sole 

_.::._::~a mac'.-.:. 
C:c.J-a:c:, 
G:-:,r..:nc:.:.s!'"; 

t::-awl fishe=-y 

352 
872 

2, 709 

27 
l, 033 

1.03 
251 

80 
9i 

l 
679 

6,197 

613 
3,368 

'1o, , 
-CI 

'. 9 
:.SJ.6 

53 
67 6 
1.37 
105 

5 
L 31 ii 

14,799 

S;>ecies 
oe::-cenc of 

Cai:C:-1 

5.7, 
14.l'\ 

43.H 

• 4 \ 
15.7~ 
l.H 
4-0~ 
1. 3, 
l. 5 \ 
.o, 

11.0\ 

100.0% 

4.H 
22.8, 

45. 1~ 

, 1' 
12 . .; S 

'' . ' ' 
•L 6~ 

. 91 

.n 

. 0 \ 
a.;; 

100.0, 

~etric co~s 

287 
318 

557 

361. 
5 

35 
14 
59 

l 
577 

2,724 

446 
2,988 

713 

a 
l, 4 33 

i 
lo 
i9 
,5 9 
s 

a " ,J 

6,681 

ies 
;:,e:ce:1:: c_ 

Ci.sca.:d.s 

10.5% 
ll. H 

20. n 

.o, 
J l. 6, 

.2\ 
l. 3l 

. 5'1 
2.Sl 
.n 

21. 2i 

100.0% 

s.n 
44.7~ 

10.7\ 

.' d 

22. ~ \ 
l; 

i.. 3-~ 
- 3 ~ 

l. 0 ! 
_ l '3 

12.5! 

100.0, 

Disc2s:d 

81.5, 
35. 5% 

20.51> 

2 • ..; 3-
3 3. 3 i 

'i. 5 ~ 
1 .1 ' ' .1,."1 • .:. '5 

l 7. l ~ 
7 6. 0 ~ 

100.0l 
3 5 . l 5 

44.0, 

72.7', 
88. 7~ 

1c.s; 

2 9. 'i ~ 
3 L ~ 1 
l 2. 7 ~ 
12. i~ 
1' • ' ... , . !. ~ 

55.53 
:oo.o; 

... 1 •• o-.. !. '.i 

45_1; 
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Table 1.10.2 Catch and discards of gro~nd=ish in ~he Shallow ilat 
a~-sea process~ng trawl fishery 

Pollock 
Pacific cod. 

Shallow 

.:i.•.::;owtooc.h 
Dee? flat. 
::.athd sole 
~~:< sola 
?..oc:<fish 
O::h/i..:nk 
G:-oundfish 

total 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Sb.all.ow 

P•..:::'.'ow:oo::h 
8·ee9 fla,:: 
:'la:hd sole 
Re:< sole 

O::h/u:1.k 
G:·o•..::--.c::.:.s:-: 

:o:::al 

Cat:::h 
mec~ic c.o:is 

114 

139 

254 

313 
18 
71 
13 
40 

158 

1,121 

81 
585 

81..0 

349 
1 

160 
64 
30 

5 
199 

2,286 

10.2% 
12. 4% 

22. H 

27.9\ 
l. 6, 
6.3, 
1.:' 
3. 6·, 

:,. .; . l ·% 

100.Q', 

3.5\ 
25.6\ 

35. ~ 1s 

15. 3·\ 
,1, 

i'.0~ 
2.3% 
1. 3 \ 

.2'1 
8. 7\ 

:JO.Os 

114 
91 

, ' o, 

313 
2 

1 • ., 
l 

a,'' 
127 

764 

81 
521 

.!. ...'.j 
3JC 

?·"'_v 

~•J 
J-J 

) 

l)J 

l,254 

es 
?e rcen,: o.: 
disca:Cs 

14.9% 
11. 9% 

8.3, 

40. g~ 
• 3 \ 

2. 3'1 
. 1 \ 

4. 5, 
16. H 

100.0% 

6.4' 
41. s, 

9.31 

26. 3 l 
, l 5 

1.6~ 
.a-~ 

2 . .:' 
. 4 5 

10, 6 5 

100.0, 

100.0% 
65.1, 

25.0, 

100.0% 
12 . .; \ 
25.2\ 
5.7\ 

85. ll 
80.6! 

68.l's 

100.0's 
88.9'1 

lS.25 

9~. 6 ~ 
100.0, 
12.2, 
16. !_ \ 

100.0l 
100.C\ 

66. 71! 

54.9' 
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Table 1,10.3 Catch a~d discards of grou~d=ish in ~he Shallow flat 
on-shore processing t=awl fishe=:t 

Species Disc2.:Cs 

cacch 

l?ollock 238 4.7% 173 8.8% 72. 7% 
?acific cod 733 14.4, 221 11. 6! 31.0, 

s;-,a.1.:.ow 2, 4 S 3 48.4\ "I'"1;:I., 25.2! 20. U 

Sa:>le:'.i_sf. 
.::.,.:'."rcwcoot:h 

f~at 

27 
720 

3.S 

.s, 
14. 2% 

L 7 \ 

l 
5½3 

2 

.c, 
Q'27 . , ' 

. l ·~ 

2.4' 
7 5. l ! 

2. 7~ 
:'!.at:hd sole 179 3.5, 1 -- ' . 9"' 3. I'% 
:t,a:< sole 63 1.3, 13 .I\ ~ 9. 3~ 
;::,oc'.-:fish 5:J 1.0! 34 l.' 8 ~ 68. 6 ~ 
;..:ka mack .. - .o, . l ; l.00, 0 ~ 
Ot:;';h,mk 52 2. '. 0. 31 450 2 2. 9 \ 3 6. ~ ~ 
Grour:dfi.s:1 

i:OC.a l 5,077 100.0, l,951 100.0, 39.5! 

Pollock 532 4. 3l 355 6.7' 59.5, 
Pacific cod 2,782 22.H 2,467 45.5% 89.7'1 

S:'\allow 5, .3 61 46.a~ 595 11.0~ 10. 2 '\ 

Sa':'.>lefi.sh 
,J..;;: :"O'A'.:00 !: h 

17 
L.; ~7 

. 2 l 
1:.:11 -' 

6 .--.'...CJ 

11 
21. 5 ! 

29.0 
73.J, 

0.aa? fl~: 
:11::td sole 
?..a:-: sole 

- ?o. 
5~6-,
' -

..n 
,.' ~ ' 

'6~ 

0 

67 
3 

l; 
L.2~ 

. 2 ~ 

• ft - ' !. .... ::, , 

12.9; 
12 ~ '! 

75 '6~ 39 7 ~ 51. 3 l 
Och/~:-i.'.< l, ~ 16 S. 9 l 710 1 - 1.- .) . -' 63.6\ 
G.:o•..::-;.C.fish 

:.::it.al 12,512 100.01; 5,427 100.0, 4.3.4% 
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Table 1.1:,1 Catch and disca=ds o! grc~~dfish i~ the Flathead sole 

Pollock; 
Pacific cod 

Shallow 

Sable fish 

Dee:'.) fla;: 
ClathC sole 
?.e:< sole 
Rsoc'.<fish 
Ot:h/u::k 
G:�u.:-,d'.:ish 

co:al 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

sr.al l.O'A 

Sa'.::lefis:\ 
A!':c·.vcootl":. 

fla: 
:.:.a:::..::: sole 
~e:.: sole 
?.sJc~:::..sr. 
Ot.h/u::'.< 
Gco~~=t:.sh 

::o:::.al 

trawl ::.:'ishery 

:-:-.-e ': .r ic ::ons 

108 
313 

43 

17 
7¼7 

23 
408 
117 

36 
145 

1,962 

172 
928 

.. , 
~, 0 

16 
953 

.; 6 
706 
175 
-,
I' 

2 32 

3,452 

S:ecies 
pe:~e~c of 

·:::a:s:::h 

5.5, 
15. 9% 

2.5, 

.n 
38.l~ 

\. 2% 
2:),3'5 

6. 0; 
l.3l 
7.41 

100.0% 

s.o, 
26.9% 

-! • 2'\ 

.5l 
2i.7) 

• 1'
!. • .., ~ 

20. S l 
3. l \ 
' , '---~ 
6. 7~ 

100.0% 

O~sca=ds 
~ec:ic :ons 

108 
21<! 

17 

747 
5 

64 
21 
23 

117 

1,316 

156 
965 

10 

2 
:::', C 

!. :, 

6l 
1• 
" 
30 

15d 

2,283 

3?ec.!.es 
?e=:::enc o: 

Cisca:::!3 

8.2% 
16.3% 

1.3' 

56. a, 
. 4 ~ 

4.91; 
1.6, 
1.7'!5 
8.9'! 

100.0% 

6. s, 
37.9, 

. 7 l 

. 1 \ 
.: L . 4 1 

. 7 5 
2.7! 
1 - . 
~ . ;; ~ 

l. Ji 
6.9'! 

100.0'1 

100.0% 
68.4% 

35.65 

100.0, 
22. n 
15.6~ 
17. H 
62. H 
31. 0% 

67.~'I 

90.711 
93.2'1 

LO. 7'% 

12.S! 
93. 3 ~ 
32.7\ 
3.H 

19. ~ ! 
,H), 5·; 
63. 2 \ 

66.1% 
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Table 1.11,2 Catch and disca=ds of grour.d£ish in the ?lathead sole 
at-sea prccessir:.g t=awl fishe=y 

Ca:ch 

Pollock 9l 
Pacific cod 244 

Shallow 42 

Sable:'ish 17 
.~: :::-owcoo th 566 

flat: 23 
Flat:hd scl,a 38 3 
?.i:::< sole 107 
!\ockfis?', 33 
Oth/u:1k 99 
G:-oundfis:7. 

tot.al 1,604 

l?ollock 49 

Pacific cod 314 

S:'.a l.low 94 

S2!.ble:'is'.1 ,6 
.::..:=o·..i:::ooc:": 093 

f~ac 37 
: la::: :-le .sol.e 5 92 
?.e :< sole I"".,a 
?.-:;c'.,c:' i..s:1 65 
o::--.h.:n:.: 135 
G::oundfis:: 

co::al 2,156 

S;:,ec.:.es 

ca::..:::: 

s.n 
15.2, 

2. 5, 

1 . l l 
35.J's 
l. ~ ~ 

23.9\ 
C.7~ 
2. o·; 
6.2! 

100.0l 

2.31 
14.6\ 

; . .; \ 

. 3, 

32 . .; \ 
l. i~ 

? .., • , 
- ' • ., 'S 

? .. 
) .' 

3. 8 5 
C ,.

0'..,., 

100.0, 

Dis•::a.rds 

91 
156 

13 

566 
5 

64 
21 
!9 
99 

1,033 

49 
272 

12 

2 
'S.o.o 

15 
52 
33 
29

,2l 

1,270 

:;:e::ce:1: o.:: 
:.::.:.sca:.:..s 

e. e, 
15.U 

l. 3% 

54. 8-\ 
. ; l 

6.2\ 
2.0\ 
l. 9\ 
9.6\ 

100.0% 

3.8\ 
21.H 

l.C\ 

. 2 \ 
5½ . o-; 

1.2% 
'. L \ 
2.51 
2.31 
9.5i 

100.0', 

[Ls.:a::-d 

100.0, 
54.0~ 

3 l. 5'! 

100. 0 
22. H 
lo. 7'\ 
lLO 
53. H 
99. -n: 

64. ,Ps 

100.0% 
86.5, 

L3. 0; 

: 2. 2 l 
92... H 
.,. l \ 

?. aI 
n.Ol 
.;, .;, . 51 
: 3. a~ 

58.9' 
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Table l .11.3 Ca::ch and disca=:ds of ground.fish in the Flathead sole 
on-shore p=ocessing trawl fishe:=y 

Cat:c:1. 
"'n:ii;; - ; r"' i:0:1S 

1995 

:?ollock 17 
Pacific cod 69 

Shallow " 
. '1.1.::'.':'0WCOOt:h J...O ... 

Ha:r.d sole 26 
~ex sole 11 .,~oc:<fi..sh ' 
O:::t-./~:L< 45 
G=our.Cfish 

:o;:al 358 

1996 

Pollock 124 
Pacific cod 613 

Shallow 51 

Sable fish <'. 
::..::=o;.--:oot:1 260 
Oe,e;, £lat 10 
: l.a::::'"\d sole Ll4 
:\ex sole 19 
:, . ~. ' 
.,:.)C,<:!:'...Si:. 9 
o:::--,/u:--.k 96 
G.::i•~ndf is:". 

coca l 1,296 

Ss>:::cies Disc.a!:"ts 
;:ie:·c-2::-:t of - ;.,et=i.c :o:-:s 

ca.:.c:1. 

4.n 17 
19.3% 58 

::. • 7"-s 4 

so. 5'ls 131 
7.15 
3.0, 0.l, 0 3 ' 

12.63 18 

100.0% 282 

9.5, 108 
47.3% 593 

3. 3·~ 3 

.o~ <l 
20. 1, 250 

',,, , ',,, 
IS
'. 

0 
9 

l . 5 ¾ 
7~ l 

7 . :.; \ 37 

100.0, 1,013 

s Disca:d 
;:H:!:"cer.: o: :2::2 

dis-:a::::s 

6.0, 100.0% 
20.6% 84.0, 

1.4% 63.21 

5 4. 2 '\ LOO. O'l 

.u 2.8, 
1.21 100. o·, 
6. 5, 40.5, 

100.0% 78.8% 

10.6% 87.n 
58.5% 96.7% 

.3! 6. 6, 

'0 ~ 100.:n 
25.71 100.a·; 

.o, 4. 3 S 

. 9 l 7. 8 5 
1. 6. 2'\. 
1. 
- ' 

13. l;. - ' 
3. 7\ JS. 9; 

100.0; 78.l', 
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Ta.bl~ 1.12,~ Ca~ch and disca=ds of g=oundfis~ i~ che ~ex sole 
t=awl :::"ishe=y 

C:J.tc'..... S?acies Disca=ds 
:net=ic -c.cr:s pa=ce~c o~ mec:ic ::o~s 

cac.ch " "a.:.sca.rc.s 

Pollock 547 4.1% 547 5. 6% 100.0% 
Pacific cod 671 5.0% 458 4.H 68.3% 

Shallow 46 "3, ~2 .4% 90.31, 

Sa:ilefish 223 1. 7"! 41 .H 13. 6, 
A.:-=o,,,,tooth 7,093 52.6~ 7,C73 72.5% 99. 7' 
Gee;:i flat 463 3.4, 173 L 8, 37 .3, 

:'13 ::.:1d sole 437 3. 2'\ 191 2.0, :: 3. 7 %: 

R.ex sole 2,769 20.Sl 18 7 1.9' 6.3\ 
?.oc:-:iis'.t 675 5.0l 4.32 4. 9~ 7 l. ,·\ 
C:::-'./u:1k 572 •L 2! ssa 5.711 37.55 
G::-y-.:.::.dfis:h 

:otal 13,495 100.0l 9,751 lCO.Ol 72.3', 

Pollock 348 2. 25!! 348 3. 4;; 100.0l 
?aci::'ic cod 825 5.3, 449 4.4l 5-!. 4 ! 

s:---.allow 42 . 31 l3 .2"1 :; 3. 2 ~ 

Sa::)le: is~ :69 • 1 • 
:. • - 5 66 .6\ Jj. 9 \ 

.::...:=o',,n:oo:::-', 7,.: 2 ~ ~ 7. 4 % i, 335 7 2. 0; 93.3\ 
D~3;:, flat. 395 2. 51 130 1 . .3~ ;; 5. S! 
:'la::'."'.d sol.a 553 3.51 2 l.4 2.ll .., ::; • 'j 5 

?.-=:-~ 3cle 
?.wc:,tish 
0::"./1...::1:~ 
G:o:..::"'.dt'is:1 

' !. I:,', 
9i2 
757 

2 0. i; 
6. 2 \ , .; 'V' 

122 
102- .,
I, 0 

14 • ".> '5 

6. 9 5 
7.J; 

0" L~ 

i2.2l 
'.l"' ., .:-: - ' • ':I 5 

:o::a.l 15,656 100 .o, 10,185 100.0, 55.l, 
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Table 1.12.2 Cac.ch ar.d discards of grour.dfish in the Rex sole 
at-sea p=-ocessi:-.g trawl fishecy 

1995 

Polled< 
Pacific cod 

S:':allow 

S:;blefish 
.i!.= row;:oo:: h 
:::eeo flat: 
::.a.:hd sole 
~ex sole 
:\~ckfish 
O::h/unk 
G:ound;: ish 

:.:ota.::. 

1996 

Pollock 
.?a.cific cod 

S:".a.lla·.-1 

3ablefish 
.:..:: ::-c,·.-.i:.:oo::h 

:1'1: 
?la::h:! so~e 
?,~:< sola 
?.ockf isf", 
0::'1/u::k 
G:ourcd: ish 

::ot.al 

Ca.::c:':. 
' mec.:-i;: CO<'.S 

543 
667 

'r
'0 

221 
7,073 

461 
436 

2,751 
663 
558 

l3, 429 

348 
825 

42 

l6j 
7 ~ 4 2: 

395 
553 
.1 "., ,

'' 972 
757 

15,656 

S;>Bcies 
pe::cer:: of 

:::a;: :::'.t 

4.01' 
s.o, 

. 3% 

L -;s 
52.7'\ 

3.,; ~ 
3.2~ 

20.Sl 
5. 0 l 
4. 2'! 

100.0, 

2.2% 
5. 3, 

. J l 

l . l 1 
47.4\ 
2.5\ 
3.51 

26.7~ 
, - ' o. L > 
-i. 3; 

100.0, 

Di.sc:a:::is 
2~tric t:O<'.S 

543 
457 

42 

4 i 
7,058. 

17 3 
191 
135 
477 ,--.,o 

9,721 

348 
449 

,3 

66 
7, 335 

130 __ ,
? ~ ' 

123 
nz 
7 "i 6 

10.185 

i::s 
;,e::~er:t o: 

disca::::is 

5.6% 
4.7% 

' 4 ·~ 

" . '' -72. 6 's 
l.3' 
2.C'\ 
1. 9 l 
4.9\ 
5. 7l 

100.0, 

3.4, 
4.H 

.2\ 

. 6 \ 
72.0, 

1. g~ 
2. l l 
l. 3 '5 
6.9\ 
- >.I • .., ~ 

100.0, 

:Ji..s::=.=;:: 
::a:e 

100.0, 
68. 6% 

90. 3 l 

13.3~ 
99. H 
Ji.4~ 
43.95 

6. 7~ 
71 . .;, 
99.ol 

72.41. 

100.0, 
54.4, 

0. 2\ 

33.9\ 
93.3\ 
45. 3 ~ 

33. 6 l 
3. :. , 

72,2\ 
93, 5; 

65.11 
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Ta:)le 1.12.3 Catch and discards of ground.fish ~n the Rex sole 
on-sho=e processing t=awl fishe~~ 

1995 

Pollock 
Pacific cod 

Sa':Jlefis:1 
.~.:::-owtooth 
Dee;, flat 
Flathd sole 
?..ex sole 
?.ockfish 
Ot:-"1./unk 
Grour.dfish 

::otal 

Ca:.c'.""'. 
::te:.: i-.: :.o:1s 

4 
4 

2 
15 

2 
2 

18 
7 

14 

66 

Species Di.sca:::.::.s 

ca:.c:-"1. 

5. 41, 4 
6.0% 1 

3. 2% 1 
23.0% :s 

2.4% 
2.3i 

26.9\ 2 
9.8% s 

20.9, 2 

100.0% 30 

S;,eci.23 
?e::-ce~:. o: 

Cisca:-ds 

12.0% 
2 .1% 

3.0l 
51.3% 

7.3~ 
l 7. 3 l 

6.9~ 

100.0% 

Di.:,ca:-C 

100.0% 
15. 7% 

42.9~ 
100.0\ 

12.2% 
73.91 
14. 8 '5 

44,9', 

112 
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~able 1.13.l Catch and discards of g~oundfish in the Rockfish 
on-shore processing jig fishery 

Cater, Disca:ds Jisca:-C 
:ne:::'ic :::ons pe::'ce::t of 

::.:.sca:ds 

Pacific cod 6 

?-ockfish .:: 94 93,8~ 
Oc:c/unk <l .o; <' 100,0, 30.·H 
G.:.-our.dfish 

total 500 100,0% <l 100,0, ,0% 

Pacific cod l 

?.ockfish 390 99,5, 
Occi/unk <l 1 ' 

' -' <L 97.0l 
G::ou~dfish 

;:-oc.al 391 100,0, <l 100,0% .u 
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Table 1.14.1 Catch and disca=ds of groundfish in the Rockfish 
o~-shore p=ocessing longline !ishe::y 

Ce.:,::, S?ecie:s Oisca:-~s 
met::- ic c:ons ;:ie:>:::~nc of rnet:-ic :vr-~s 

catc~ 
1995 

Pacific cod 29 10.5% 

Sa::il.efish 2 • 7% 0 
_.,Rock.fish 234 84.5% 1 ·' 

Oc:h/unk 12 .; . 3'!: 12 
Groundfish 

cocal 277 100.0'$ 26 

1996 

Pollock <1 .0% <1 
Pacific cod 53 s.n 31 

Sa:>lefish 33 5.5'\ 
.::. .-:.::o•,.;cooch 15 2.6! 15 
8.oc,: Ei sh 497 82.2% V " 
0::::-./..;1"'.k 6 LO! ...• 
G:-0 1...!:--~dfish 

co:al 605 100.0:, 51 

5;,ecies 
....,,;;;,; ,....,..,J:li.n ~ Qf,:,1- - !...,. -~ ...... 

·::'iisca:ds 

1.5~ 
52.3~ 
45.3! 

100.0\ 

.H 
50, 5% 

30.1! 
'5'1;

a.4, 

100.0~ 

Disca:::-d. 
ra~;; 

20.3% 
s.1n 

98. 3 ~ 

9.31 

100.0~ 
58.8% 

100.oi 
u 

63.01i 

8.5! 

: 14 



Table 1. 15, 1 Catch and discards of g=ound::"ish in tile Rockfish 
trawl fishery 

Catch 
:r.e::::.-1.c c.o:::.s 

Pollock 141 
Pacific cod 308 

Shallow 7;; 

Sabl.efish 1,015 
A::::-owtoctb. l, 406 
Dee? flat 195 
~lathd sole 15 
:\e:< sol,e 104 
:toe k f::.. .sh 15,246 
.;;: i:a ma:::k. 247 
O:Z'Junk 1,256 
S:-::>~:1dfis;1 

:oc.al 20,007 

1996 

Pollock 152 
Pacific cod 403 

s::allow 363 

Sable fish 1,373 
.:..= ;:" 0Wi:. 00;: :1 2,075 
Dee;:, :L:tc 329 
:l.:1:::\c sole 115 
:\,ex s0l,a 259 
:?.:;,:; k f is:: 14, 15~ 
At:.:a r:i.ac :<. 12 5 
o:~h.:::.:: l 7-; 
G=oundfi.sh 

to:.al. 19,533 

Soeci2-s 
;::,e:ce:::: cf 

cacc:': 

.n 
1.51, 

.¼~ 

5, 1 ! 
7 . O'I 
l. O'~ 

l & 
. S'l 

76,2' 
1.2'\ 
6, 3 l 

100.0, 

.a, 
2.U 

• o• 
.:. • ,, 'j 

7. 1 \ 
1C.6S 
l. 7~ 

• C"'~ 
L. 3 l 

...I -' • -j ., 
. 6·~ 
. 91 

100.0"s 

Siisca:-ds 
met:-ic ::o;;s 

141 
191 

9 

204 
33-l 
c,'' 

3 

2" ,.e , 323 
.• e , 

733 

4, 7:4 

l'?·-
372 

72 

2 38 
L 379 

12 J 
2" 
5 3 

2,006 
,3 

156 

5,131 

S9ecies 0!.sca=d 
;ie:-c:;;n;: of ;:-a::e 

disca!."ci5 

3.0% 100,0% 
4.B 52,l's 

,2, 12,6'1 

4. 3'~ 20, l ~ 
19,8, 66. 41 

l.4~ 33.0% 
. 2'! 5 3. 3% 
. o-~ 28.0% 

� 9.•n 1s. n 
• 4 '! 7 .9\ 

l S. 7 "l, 62.Sl 

100,0% 23. 6% 

2.8, 93.2% 
7.2, 92.n 

l. 4 ~ 19,71 

4 . 6 $ 17.3\ 
36. 6 l 90.B 
2., I 37.3~ 

. 5 l 2 J. 4 ~ 

l . l \ 22.Sl 
33. l ; l,.2l 
l. o, 38.7\ 
3.21 95.55 

100.0\ 26.31, 

I : 5 
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Table l.15,2 Catch anC disca=ds of g=ound£ish in the Rockfish 
at-sea ~=ocessi~g ~=awl fishery 

Ca::ch 3::-ec.:...es es 
ma::..:ic i:o:-:.s 

ca:c:: disca::is 

Pollock 14. 1 .8, 141 3.5! 100.0, 
Pacific cod 308 1.7% 191 4.7' 62.H 

Shallow 7:; . ~; 9 . 2 \ 12.6! 

Sablefisr'. l, 01 S 5 =; i 204 s.c, 20.l, 
A:-::owc.oot.h l, 4 GO 7.6\ 934 23.0\ 66 . ..;-% 

D2:ep flat 
:'la::hd sole 

193 
15 

i.n 
. l \ 

64 
3 

l. 6~ 
.2\ 

33.0\ 
.. 1 .... ' 
:; .... .)'$ 

Rex sole LO¼ . 61 29 7 ~ 2 3. 0\ 
Rockfish 14,7~5 8:J.2~ 2, 323 57.4, 1s.a; 
.!\::ka mack. 2!i 7 1. 3 \ 19 .5l 7.9% 
Oth/unk 139 . 3-, 130 3.2\ 93.7\ 
Gro:.indf ish 

total. 18,388 100.0, 4,058 100.0, 22. l ;-

Pollock 103 .8, lC3 4,(); 100,0~ 
Pacific cod 176 LS, 145 5.6; 82 .1, 

St:.aLlo·,... 20 • 2 i L7 . 7 1 3~ . 3 \ 

Sa:Jle:":..sh ' --,cc 6.31 .",
.;,L,!) 4 . 3 ~ 16.~3 

550 " ' .6\ .;20 l?. - ' t.; .9\ 
Se-3:=, :"lac: 3~ .7! 63 2. ~ '~ 7 ~ . :3 ! 
::·~at:-\C sole ' .

"" 
: \ 3 .) ~ 60. 3 S 

?.2:< sole 
?..ockfish 
A::,a mack. 

4a 
10, 14 0 

12 ~ 

'½; 
83.5\ 

1.0\ 

23 
l, 5� 7 

, --' 

l. G ~ 

59. '. 
'-, ' 

l. 3; 

52.S\ 
1 -_,. ) \ 
37.3\ 

O:h/unk 107 . 9 ~ l~ 3 4. 0 S 95.9! 
;3:::-oun.dfish 

:otal 12,145 100.0\ 2,505 100.0; 21.H 
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Table 15.3 Catch and disca::-ds of grou:1.dfish in .:he Rock.fish' 
on-sho::-e processing trawl fishs:::y 

Cate;:'! S?ecies Dis-:::a=Cs S~::.ecies Disc3::-d 
:,,et::::: ;:oc:s ?e:-cer:: of me:::ic ::o:-:.s 9e::cent of :'.'."a:: '9-

ca:c:1 Ci.sca::ds 

~ 

Pollock 49 .H 39 1.5% 78.9% 
Pacific cod 227 3 .1% 227 9.0% 100.0, 

S'.1allow 343 4.7~ 55 2.2~ 15.9, 

Sa:)le:'ish 610 8.3, 112 4.0 18.3% 
,;:::- :'OW~OO ::"; 

8ee;, =~,t 
?lachd sol~ 

1, 515 
245 
100 

20.5, 
3.3,. .,
.L' "t $ 

t ' - ... 
;,, , "t :i :;' 

60 
13 

57.31s 
2.4'\ 

. I'; 

96.3'\ 
24.4~ 
13.2! 

?,e:-: sole 21 1 2.9, 33 1. 3 l 15,65 
~ockfish G, 014 5-l. 3l 459 :s. 2 \ : 1. 4 'ls 

.:..:ka wac:~, 
Oc:'./unk 

2 
66 

.o,

. 9, 
2 

6] 
. l' 

2. S \ 
100.0, 
94.9, 

G=:n.:;i.dfist". 
:or:a l 7,387 100.01, 2,526 100.01, 34.2% 

II 7 



Table l.:.6.1 Ca tcr-. a::c:! d.:.sca::c.s of g::;oi,.::1d£is;-, 
ac-sea p::ocessing ~=a~l fish~:::y 

disca:.'.:,3 

1996 

Pollock 47 3. 0'\ 47 15.B 100.0% 
Pacific cod SJ 5.2% so 25.8% 100.0% 

S:til-llOt"l 26 . 7 ~- 4 l .n 15 :,; 

."".::: :-::;,,,.,tooth 
Roe;<£ is h 
~:\..~ '.·(;:!. mac'.<:. ' - ' 

,~ 
,_ I 

ll3 
:.:;':) 

~. 3 ~ 
7 s; 

ii . s \ 

27 
74 
r52 

a n, ,, 
~~ .011 
20. u 

LOO.O~ 
6.\ .n 
s . 2·; 

Och/u~k se 3 + .3 1 15 .9~ 3). ,:~ 

G~c1~:nc:.:..sr: 
t::)tal 1,530 100.0% 308 100.01s 20. u 

! IS 



Appendix B: Size Composition of Bycatch in IRJIU Fisheries 

The following tables identify the "size composi,ion•· of discarded Alaska pol lock. Paci tic cod. and ·shallow 
water' flatfish whenever present i:1 GOA groundfish fisheries. Using a binary qualifying criterion based 
upon prevailing "minimum" markerable size (as expressed in round-weight-equivalent terms and reported 
by industry sources), the percentage of bycmch discards of each species of concern, composed of tish above 
and below the marke, threshold, was caiculated. 

NMFS Observer "length frequency" dam, for 1995 and 1996, were employed in ,his calculation. Only GOA 
groundfish target tisheries po,entially impacted by the proposed IR/lli action were included. Length 
frequency data are generally collected only for the "predominant" groundtish species in the catch, e.g .. 
Pacific cod in a cod target, pollack in a pollock target. Thus, for purposes of the analysis, it was assumed 
that the frequency distribution of any given species of concern was approximately consranr Jcross all rargets. 

Percent or "markernble" and "non-marke,able" discards, by species, were computed on the basis of the 
following "minimum" length thresholds: Pacific cod• 47 cm; Pollock - JJ; Shallow-water flatfish 28 cm. 
Leng,h/weight ratios were based upon GOA Alaska Fisheries Science Center's Stock ,.\ssessment and 
Fishery Evaluation (SAFE) documents, by species. 

The Catch Size Frequency table employs the following definitions: Below technical - implies fish is smaller 
than current minimum technical length limits for mechanical processing. Below market - implies fish is 
above technical length limits, but below minimum ·'marketable" length limits (except for meal). Markerable 
• implies fish is above minimum market length limirs and below upper technical length limits. Above 
1echnical • implies fish is above current maximum technical length limi,s for mechanical processing. 
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Table of Sampled Catch Size Frequencies: 

,'.\"umber of 
Fish S:1n1 pied 

Jig 
Pacij?c cod 

Marketable 15 l 
Pollock 

Below market 4 
Marketable 206 

LongHne 
Pacij?c cod 

Below marker 284 
Marketable l4,i48 

Pollock 
Marketable 83 

Pot 
Pacific cod 

Below marker 85 
Marketable 36,906 

Pollock 
Marketable I"JJ 

Trawl 
Pacij?c cod 

Below market 1.94 l 
Marketable 42,501 

Shallow flats 
Be low market 16.584 
Marketable 63.162 

Pollock 
Below market 4.53 l 
Marketable 66.S 13 

(length and kg.) 

Pl!rceoc b~1 

L~;igth 

100.0 

l.9 
93.1 

i.9 
93.l 

100.0 

.2 
99.8 

100.0 

4.4 
95.6 

20.8 
79.2 

63 
93.7 

Total \\'eighc of 
Sampled fish 

Percent by 
Weight 

463 !00.0 

l 
178 

.7 
99.J 

238 
61,459 

.4 
99.6 

126 100.0 

80 
152,462 

. l 
99.9 

384 100.0 

1,390 
l 89,437 

.7 
99.3 

2,984 
46,193 

6.1 
93.9 

9""'1_ 

98.393 
1.0 

99.0 
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Estimated l1adfit.: eod) pnllock anti shallow watt•r llatfish djst::anls (ml), pcrcculage of marl<ctahlc size and smaller 
than marketable size fish in the GOA, by pmccssor type, Ill.JIU spl'dcs and target fishery, 1995-95. 

Diacard 
1995 

marketable non-marketable Discard 
1996 

rnarkatable non-marketable 

Jig 
(Pacific cod bycar:c:11) 

Pacific cod .1 100.0 ,0 0 .0 .0 

Longline 
(Pacific cod bycacc:ll} 

Pacific cod 
Other g f 
Sablefisll 

324.4 
2 . 3 

5 '/ . ·, 

BB.6 
99,4 

99.3 

11. 4 

.6 

. 7 

77,3 
.0 

95,6 

44,7 

.0 
99.l 

55. 3 
,0 

.9 

(Shallow f la cs 

P~1cific cod 
Sable fish 

byca tch) 

3.3 
10.5 

95. 6 

95. 7 

4.4 
•1. 3 

2.4 
.1 

95.0 
90,6 

~; . 0 
9.4 

(Pollock byea cch) 

Pacific cod 
Sable fish 

l l . 3 

1.6 
100, 0 

100.0 
.0 

.0 

9.6 
19.0 

100,0 
100.0 

,0 

. 0 

Pot 

(Pacific cod bycacch} 
i>az:i(ic cod 3,6 99,0 1.0 ,0 .0 '0 



MothershiIL-.k........Q/P 

Trawl 
(Pacific cod byca cch) 

Atka macke1--el 

Pacific cod 
Deep water flats 
Shallow flats 
Rockfish 
Flathead sole 
Other gf 
Sable fish 
Arrowtooth 
Rex sole 

(Shallotv flats byca cch) 

Atka mackerel 
Pacific cod 
Deep water flats 
Shallow flats 
Rockfish 
Flathead sole 
Othet· gf 
Arrowtoot.h 
Rex sole 

Discard 

.5 
571.9 

45.4 

90.B 
191.0 

155.8 

2.5 

4.1 
27.9 

457.3 

.0 

72.0 

2.1 
63.6 

9.4 
13. 2 

3.2 

.1 

41. 8 

1995 
marketable 

.0 

88.5 

98. 5 
98.4 
98. 3 

98.4 

99.0 
97.5 

97.7 

98.5 

.0 

78.5 
85.1 

48.1 

.0 
58.9 
87.0 

.0 
85.6 

non-marketable 

100.0 

11. 5 
1.5 

1.6 
1. 7 

1.6 

1.0 

2.5 
2.3 

1.5 

.0 

21.5 
14. 9 

51.9 

100.0 
41. 1 

13. 0 
100.0 

14.4 

Discard 

79. 6 

213.l 
36.0 

520.9 
14 4. 9 

271. 9 

1.0 
.0 

809.0 

44 9. 2 

4.2 

18.5 
. 1 

123.1 

17.0 
12.2 

.0 
45.0 
18.0 

1996 
marketable 

100.0 

99.3 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

.0 
100.0 

99.9 

8.7 

84.7 
85.4 

4.2 

82. 9 
.0 

.0 
76.0 
66.3 

non-marketable 

.0 

.7 

.0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

.0 

.0 

.1 

91. 3 
15.3 
14.6 

95.B 

17 .1 
100.0 

.0 
24.0 
33.7 



1995 1996 
Discard marketable non-marketable Discard marketable non-marketable 

Mothership & Cl!' 

Trawl 
I Po.l 1 ock bycacch) 

Atka mac:kere l 1.9 100.0 . 0 46.6 99.9 .1 
Pacific cod 370. l 100. 0 . 0 250.2 99.9 .l 
Detp water fl.:tcs 61. •1 100.0 0 6.1 99.9 .1 
Shallow flats 113. 8 100.0 .0 80,B 99.9 .l 
1<.ock fish 141. 4 100.0 • 0 103.0 99.9 .1 
Flathead sole 90.8 100.0 • 0 48.6 99.9 . l. 

Otht:1: gf '/ . 0 100.0 . 0 . 0 ,0 .0 
Sablefish 9.7 100.0 . 0 . 0 .0 .0 
Arrowtooth 148. 7 100.0 . 0 961 . 6 99.9 .1 
Hex !Jol e 543, 1 100.0 . 0 347,6 99.9 .1 

Shoreside processor 

Jig 
(Pacific cod byca tcfJJ 

Pacific cod .8 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

1.01191 ine 
(J 1ncific cod byea ccli) 

Pacific cod 35.6 82.4 17.6 119. 4 90 0 10.0 
Rockf ish . 2 BLJ 16.7 30.9 99.6 .4 
Other gf 2.0 99. s . 5 7.8 99.7 . 3 
Sable fish 86.5 99.7 . 3 106.4 99.6 .4 

(.f..,'hallow f 1~ cs byca tel!/ 

Pacific cod 1.5 95.4 4.6 • 8 92. 3 7.7 
OLher g( 1 ,.., 5 . '/ 9·1. 3 .0 .0 .0 
Sabl efi.sh .4 91. Q 9.0 .0 ,0 . 0 



1995 l.996 

Discard marketable non-marketable Discard marketable non-marketable 
Shore side processor 

Le.mg-line 
(Pollock byca tell) 

Pacific cod 11. 5 100.0 .0 12.1 100.0 .0 

Rockfish . 0 .0 .0 .2 100.0 .0 
Sablefish .., 100.0 .0 .2 100.0 .o 

Pot 

(Paci tic cod byca cc/1) 

Pacific cod 95.5 85.6 14 .4 45.3 86.0 11. 0 

(S/Ja.l low fJ Ei t.S byca cch) 

Pacific cod 2.1 95.7 4 3 . 5 95.0 5.0 

/Pollock /;ye., cell) 
Pacifjc cod 8.5 100.0 .0 8.4 100.0 .0 

'fn1wl 
(Pacific cod })yea tch) 

uoi.:i;.om po.llock 7.3 7}. 0 27.0 110. 11 96.3 3 .•, 

Pacific cod 884. ·l 82.9 l "J. l SGS.5 55.6 44,4 

Deep wat:er flats 23.4 97.8 2.2 17.l 97.3 2.7 
fJha J low flatB 22·1. 3 98.5 l. 5 2,466.8 99.1 ,9 

Hock f i r»h 3. 2 90.5 9.5 226.9 99.2 ,0 

Flathead .sol a 58. 0 99. 4 .6 592,9 99.2 ,0 

Other gf 0 .0 .0 7.1 99.2 .8 

Pelagic pollock 87 .•! 98.5 1.5 109.2 98,0 2.0 
S~blefiBll . 0 ,0 . 0 6 ,0r 99.0 l .0 

At"t'Owtooth 76.0 98.6 1.4 459.8 99.1 
Rex sole .6 97.0 3.0 .0 . 0 .0 
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Tt·ilwl 

(Sila I low £.lats bycacch) 
Boctom pollack 
Pacific cod 
Deep water flats 
Shallow flats 
Rocktish 
Flathead sole 
Other gt 
Pelagic pollock 
SableCish 
ArrowtooLh 
Rex f;ole 

(Pollock bycar:ch) 

Bottom pol lock 
P,ncific cod 
Deep water flats 
Shallow flat:s 
Rockf1sh 
F 1 at herid BO l 1: 

Ot:hcc gf 
Pelagic pollock 
Sablefit.h 
/\fl'<Jwt:ooth 

Re-x Dole 

Discard 

6.4 
677. 4 

21. 0 

4 93. 5 
129.8 

3. 9 
.0 

5 6 
0 

33 3 

. l 

35.2 
1,008.1 

i,6. 4 
172. 9 

26.2 
16.9 

.0 
4,915.0 

.0 

1)2.9 

3.6 

1995 
marketable 

81.5 
90.3 
70.3 
80.3 

92. S 
93.7 

.0 

93.2 
.o 

67.5 
83 7 

88.5 
99.0 
99.8 
99.8 
99.8 
99.0 

.0 
97.9 

.0 
99.7 
99.7 

non-marketable 

18. 5 

9.7 
29.7 
19.7 

7.5 
6.3 

.0 

6.8 
.0 

32.5 
16.3 

11. 5 

. 2 

. 2 

.2 

.2 

.2 

.0 

2.1 

.o 

. 3 

. 3 

Discard 

45.0 
275.7 

18.4 
595.1 

55.5 
3.3 

.1 
18.8 
). 4 

42.2 
.l 

153,0 
712. 9 

7.2 
364.8 

38.7 
10·,. S 

22.7 
1,432.3 

l 2 
388.6 

.0 

1996 
marketable 

84.7 
77.8 
45.3 

56.4 

72 .2 

32.5 

95.6 
95.5 
87.8 
78.9 
40.0 

73.5 
98.8 
90.6 
98.6 
98.8 
98.9 

99.0 
70.9 
97 9 
98.B 

.o 

non-marketable 

1 5. 3 

22.2 
54. 7 

43.6 
27.8 
67,S 

4.4 

4. !) 

12.2 
21 l 

60.0 

26.5 
1.2 
1:4 

1.4 

].. 2 

l. 1 

l. 0 

29.l 

2.1 

l. 2 

.0 



Appendix C: Product Recovery Rates in GOA IR!Iu fisheries 

Empirical evidence suggests that product recovery rates (PRRs) vary from operation to ope:ation. but also 
within any given operation. over time. These variations are anributable to several fact0rs, inc!udlng, phy::;lcal 
changes in the fish over the course of the fishing season, market requirements, stock dynamics, as well as, 
technical and mechanical considerations in the p,ant, among others. Table C-1 presents the "'maximum'', 
"minimum", and "mean" PRRs reported by GOA groundfish processors, for pollack, Pacific cod, and 
'shallow water' flatfish, in 1995 and 1996 (rounded to the nearest percent), These data reflect the range of 
reported product forms for these species, for these years, in the GOA. 

Table C-2, presents the Alaska Region NMFS-Standard PRRs for the GOA IR/IU species of concern, 
January 1997. These PRR standards would be used as one ofrhe principal tools. by NMFS Enforcement and 
U.S. Coast Guard boarding officers,·to assess [R/1U compliance, under the Council ·s proposed GOA [R/[U 
Program. 
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Table C-1. Processed Product from Pollock, Pacific cod, and Shallow water Flatfish 
Retained and Processed 

(:)criv,.:d fro~ :dl :-cportd GOA ;:;roduct:on !995 • 1996) 

"Primary" products 

\Vhole fish ( food) 
Bled on:y 
Gutted only 
H&G wlroe 
H&G western 
H&G <astern 
K:rlrni 
Saltedlspltt 
Fillets ,..,./skin. w/rib:; 
Fillets w/skin, no ribs 
Fillets, no skin, no ribs 
Fil lees w/ribs, no skin 
Fillets, deep-skin 
Surimi 
Minced 

·" Ancma ry" products 

Roe 
Belly 

••(ndustrial'' products 

Bait (primary) 
Fish meal (ancillary) 

Max. 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.67 
0.50 
0.46 
0.50 
0.35 
0.33 
0.30 
0.10 
0.19 
0.50 

0.05 
0.01 

1.00 
0.33 

PRR 

Min. 

1.00 
0.96 
0. 75 
0.63 
0.50 
0.10 
OAS 
0.45 
0.32 
0.15 
010 
{).25 
0.13 
0.15 
O.ll 

0.04 
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Appendix D: Percent of Total GOA Groundfish Catch Observed (by ge:lr-rype and t:irget, 1995) 
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